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September, 19 70 

September 11, 1970. 

Notes for Prime Minister's General Opening Remarks 

~'Jelcome: reference to Mr. Bourassa 

Il me fait plaisir de vous accueillir a la 
cinquieme reunion de la Conference constitutionnelle. 
Je suis sfir que la "vieille garde" se joindra a rnoi pour 
souhaiter particulierement la bienvenue au nouveau membre 
de notre Conference, M. Robert Bourassa. Un changement 
de composition de notre groupe peut compliquer notre 
tache, mais il peut aussi, par centre, stimuler notre 
creativite. Esperons qu'il en sera ainsi. 

Advantages of a working session 

Nous nous reunissons aujourd'hui pour la 
cinquierne fois, mais ce n'est que la deuxieme de ces 
reunions a huis-clos qu'on appelle "seance de travail". 
Vous vous souviendrez que nous avons decide de tenir 
quelques reunions de cette nature, ou nous pourrions 
discuter d'une fa~on plus libre et plus directe peut-etre 
que devant les cameras de la television. Ainsi, nous 
pourrons peut-etre progresser plus facilement vers la 
solution des problemes auxquels nous faisons face. 

Arrangements for closed meetings 

In keeping with the rationale for this type 
of meeting, I have been assuming that the arrangements 
which we have adopted in the past for closed meetings 
will apply also to our discussions over the next three 
days. I believe we all accept this; the Secretary 
wrote to the members of the Conference outlining the 
proposed arrangements and, I understand, received no 
objections. 

Press arrangements: reminder concerning interviews 

The press, of course, will not be admitted to 
the conference room during our sessions. However, the 
press rooms in this building are available if you wish 
to sec the press. If you do, as I expect we all will, 
let me remind you that we have agreed in the past at 
closed conferences that we should, in any interviews, 
restrict ourselves to the expression of our own points 
of view and that we should not comment on the views 
of other governments or on the detailed proceedings 
of the meeting. 

• • • 2 
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Suggestions concerning concluding statements 

I assume that we will want, as usual, to issue 
statements of conclusions at the end of our meetings, so 
that the public will have some official information con
cerning what we are doing here. I would suggest that 
we think in terms of having one statement of conclusions 
concerning our constitutional deliberations, today and 
tomorrow, and then a second statement concerning our 
other discussions on Wednesday. We could issue these 
separately or, alternatively, hold them both for 
release on the 16th. My own preference would be to 
issue the conclusions on our constitutional discussions 
tomorrow and the second conclusions on Wednesday 
evening. In suggesting this I have in mind that two 
Premiers may indeed not be here on Wednesday. What are 
your views? 

Secretariat draft conclusions 

In regard to the preparation of these con
clusions, I would suggest that we follow the procedure 
we adopted at previous conferences, and have the 
Secretariat prepare drafts for us to cons1der. As 
before, delegations may wish to express views to the 
Secretariat concerning appropriate items for inclusion 
in the statements of conclusions. 

No press statements before the meeting; statement of 
Mr. Bourassa 

Pour nous conformer aussi au hui s-clos et 
permettre un ~change de vues tr~s ouvert au cours de 
la seance de travail, je crois que nous avons ~ous 
suivi l'usage de ne pas remettre de d~cla~ations ou 
d'expos~s de vues a la presse, avant la reunion. A 
mon avis, nous pouvons faire une exception relati
vement a la declaration de M. Bourassa qui , j e ?ense, 
a ete rendue publique ce matin, d'autant plus que 
cette declaration a pour objet les grandes lignes 
de la politique constitutionnelle du nouveau 
gouvernement du Quebec et ne constitue pas un document 
de travail destihe a la presente reunion. 

No general opening statements 

Another feature of working sessions, I believe, 
is that we agree to avoid a round of general opening 
statements. Such statements are time consuming, and 
they introduce a degree of formality which is perhaps 
better avoided in a meeting of this nature. Naturally 
this does not mean that we won't have opening remarks 
or comments to make with respect to the individual 
agenda items as they come forward. Moreover, the first 
item on the proposed agenda is quite general in nature, 
and does offer scope for wide-ranging comments. 

Working Session Agenda 

The agenda for the working session, which is 
before you, has been in your hands for some time. I 
s ugge s t that we start with a discussion of the con
s titutional review process, and then go from there to 
cons ider two new subject areas under the distribution 
of powers - Capital Market and Financial Institutions, 
and Environmental Management. 
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Two provinces (Quebec and Ontario) have suggested 
that we deal to-day with Environmental Management (listed 
as Item 3), and go on tomorrow to consider Item 2: The 
Capital Market and Financial Institutions. This would 
help them to arrange the membership of their delegations 
in relation to our meeting on Wednesday on non-constitutional 
matters. Would this be acceptable? 

Following consideration of these items, we could 
receive the report from the Committee of Ministers on 
Official Languages, and a number of reports from the 
Continuing Committee of Officials. 

We must be sure to leave enough time at the end of the 
day on Tuesday to consider a draft statement of conclusions. 

May I ask, then, whether this agenda is acceptable 
to everybody, before I go on to mention the agenda for the 
meeting on current items on Wednesday? 

Agenda for the Wednesday meeting 

I think it would be useful, at this point, to 
consider also the agenda for the meeting of the Federal
Provincial Conference on Wednesday. The three principal 
items are those which we have been aware of for some time. 
The first item is Tax Reform, which was proposed many 
months ago. Secondly, we have the Agricultural Situation. 
It would perhaps be useful to divide that discussion into 
three parts: to cover the agricultural situation in 
general, to have an initial discussion of the federal 
Task Force Report, and to provide an opportunity to 
discuss the question of recent interprovincia: marketing 
problems. The third item concerns Mr. Bourassa's 
proposal for an Economic Stabilization FunG ~ and I did 
inform you by letter a few weeks ago that Mr. oourassa 
has asked for this item to be added to o~r agenda. 

Mr. Bennett has proposed three aaditional iLems 
for the agenda, and I believe the Secretary informed you 
about this by telegram last week. These are: 

(a) Unemployment and Transient Movement within 
Canada and from the United States. 

(b) Designated regions under the Department of 
Regional Economic Expansion. 

( c) Fore s try 

I replied to Mr. Bennett that while we might have difficulty 
in finding time to do justice to these items in the one day 
available to us, I would inform you of his intention to 
raise questions relating to these subjects. I assume that 
this could be done when we reach "Other Business". It may 
be that other Premiers also have special questions which 
they might wish to raise depending on the time available 
to us. 

Release of agendas 

We have in the past released the agenda once it 
has been accepted. If you agree, I would suggest that we 
release the constitutional agenda now and the other on 
Wednesday at the start of our meeting. 
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INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS 

September 11, 1970. 

The Constitutional Review Process 

1. It was agreed last December in the private discussions 
that the review process itself should be reconsidered 
at our next meeting. 

2. The Continuing Committee of Officials has had several 
discussions on this subject and the Secretariat has 
prepared a very clear and comprehensive Report, to be 
found under Tab. 2 of the Secretariat Briefing Book. 
This Report could serve as a discussion guide for the 
Working Session. The Report raises many questions, 
including the fundamental one of whether the review 
should continue. It will probably be best for us to 
speak to each question as it arise.s in the Report. 

3. Turning to the Secretariat's Report, the first four 
sections appear to be largely descriptive and do not 
require consideration. The main issues for consideration 
can be found on pp. 5-11 Lthis refers to the pagination 
in the original Secretariat's Report whic~ the Premiers 
have, not the annotated federal version, where the 
pages are 5 to 167, starting with section 6. We might 
turn to them for-discussion purposes. LThen turn to 
annotated federal version of Re~ort for suggested federal 
comments for use in discussion./ 
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September, 1970 

BRIEFING PAPER 

The Constitutional Review Process 

1. .The specially annotated version of the 
Secretariat 1 s paper, 11 The Constitutional rteview Process", 
which follows, outlines the questions and issues and can 
be used as a basis for discussion. Parts l to 4 deal 
wi0h the history of the review, and probably ne ed no 
at0ention. The discussion could be based on Parts 6 to 
ll (federal version pp. 5-16). The questions might best 
be dealt with under each Part, although tnere is a summary 
of questions on pp. 15-16. 

A. Federal Objectives in the Division of this Subject 

1. Statement of Federal Policy 

Some suggested points and questions from 
the federal viewpoint have been inserted (in pa
rentheses, indented, and marked with a vertical 
line) in the attached copy of the Secretariat•s 
paper. Apart from the specif~ points, the follow
ing main points of federal policy may r equire 
emphasis : 

(a} the need to continue and complete the 
rev1ew 

(i) to meet the expressed needs of some 
parts of the Canadian public for a re
assessment of our constitutional arrange
men'ts, and thus to strengthen national 
unity; 

(ii} to bring about constitutional changes 
which will better ensure the equal role of 
b oth official languages, and thus to strengthen 
national unity; 

(iil) t o ensure that the constitutio n remains 
funct1onally sound, so that federalism may be 
seen a s a s ound sys t e m of governme n t ; and 

( iv ) to meet the exist i ng public expec tati ons, 
cre a t ed i n no s ma ll p a r t b y prov i ncial govern
me nts , t ha t t a lks on the c on s titut i on can bring 
a bout p r oductive and demons tra b le r esult s . 

{b ) the need to h a v e a co mpre he n s 1ve approach, i n 
ord e r 

(i) t o e n s ure that al l ~~e maj or i n ter
r ela t ion s h ips are p e rce i ved a nd tak e n 
i n t o a ccount; 
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(il) to ensure that the review does not 
focus on matters only of concern to the 
provinces, or only of concern to the 
federal government. 

This does not mean that some itens could not 
be disposed of quite quickly 1f it could be 
seen that they had no important connection 
with other matters, and were not in controversy. 

(c) the need for analysis and preparation prior to 
advancing proposals on the distribution of powers 
(this is relevant to the New Brunswick proposal, 
for an extended analysis of which see Appendix 
to this Briefing Paper). 

2. Deadlines 

Any proposal for a publicly announced deadline 
would require very cautious consideration, both with 
respect to: 

(a) what would be an appropriate date, e.g., for 
completion of federal-provincial discussions?; 
and more importantly 

(b) what would be the consequences of a failure to 
meet such a deadline? 

3. Bilateral Talks 

These might be discussed in the working session. 
The Secretariat•s Report, federal version at p. 9, 
section 9(iv) suggests this possibility. When the 
Report \vas reviewed in the c.c.o. this SUCJgestion 
evoked no comment. 

B. Discussion Guide 

Use Secretariat Report on "The Constitutional 
Review Process", Secretariat Briefing Book, Tab 2 
(annotated federal version follows) • 
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MEMORAN'iYul1 ON THE NEW BRUNSWICK PROPOSAL 
ON THE PROGRAMME OF WORK 

OF THE CONTINUING COMMITTEE OF OFFICIALS 

A. :background 

Prior to the June meeting of the C.C.O., 
tne New Brunswick delegation distributed a document, 
dated June 8th, 1970, on this subject (attached hereto). 
The document was discussed in the C.C.O., and the 
federal delegation agreed to give it further considera
tion and express its views at the next C.C.O. meeting, 
i~ auticipa~ion of the discussion at the September 
working session on the review process. 

The New Brunswick paper expresses concern 
about the rate of progress of the review and suggests 
at least two shortcomings in the process: 

(1) issues are examined area by area without a 
general framework in which to fit them; and 

(2) the areas of potential agreement and disagree
ment are not ~dentified quickly enough to allow 
the first ministers to concentrate on negotiating 
on subjects where there is disagreement. 

T~e paper therefore proposes that: 

(1) in ~be C.C.O., all governments should submit 
~entative lists of their proposed allocation of 
various subject matters to exclusive federal 
or provincial jurisdiction, to concurrent juris
diction, or perhaps to entrenched guarantees; 

(2) the C.C.O. should identify the areas of agree
ment and disagreement; and 

(3) first ministers could then begin negotia~ions 
on the areas of disagreement, or refer some of 
them back to the C.C.O. for further study. 

• •. 2 
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This~ -~ l3 SQ~5es~ed, would speed up the process by 
co~centrat~~b ef~orts of ministers and officials on 
the areas of disagreement. 

:t will be necessary for the federal govern
ment to have some position on this proposal at the 
August meeting of the c.c.o •• It was agreed at the 
las~ meeting that all delegations should be prepared 
~) ~nd~cate at the next meeting whether they would 
~e ~repared to participate in a process such as New 
Brunswick suggests. 

B. Advantages of the New Brunswick Approach 

This method could give a greater sense of 
o~der to tbe discussion of the distr~bution of powers. 
r-:a:..::,r }Jrov~nce.s obviously feel that the ..::ederal govern
Qent is setting the priorities, defining the subjects 
:o:c di.scusslon and 1ihe issues arising t~:lerefrom, and 
is doing all this in a secretive and perhaps capricious 
way. As a resu:~ they feel unable to do ~hing but 
react. ~bis feeling nas been manifested in various ways 
for the last year. Perhaps the New Brunswick approach 
wo~ld 6ive all governments an equal opportunity to define 
tbe lssues~ to see the whole framework of the discussions 
on the distribution of powers and see how the particular 
3uojects mi5ht relate to the whole. This assumes that 
they would be more prepared to engage actively in prepa
ration than most have been prepared to do thus far. 

C. ~isadva2~&6es of the New Brunswick Approach 

Heigbtenen Controverst - The very "advantageu clai:ned 
for this approach - t e early identification of areas of 
disagreement, may more readily be seen as a disadvantage. 
The question may well be asked - is it really desirable 
to find at once all possible causes for disagreement 
w~tb some provinces, particularly Quebec? And might this 
no~ !orce the new ~ueb~c government to endorse the 
1ii'rame·l'/ork" for a distribution of powero in the worklng 
paper of the previous government? 

~~adequacy of Analysis - It could be argued, consistent
~y with the position we have taken to date, that in order 
to prod.\Lce a "framework,. on tentative allocation of powers 

••• 3 
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~n tte near :Qture lt would be necessary to abbreviate, 
at~e~~ate, or i~ some cases completely ~liminate any 
systematic advance study. This is possible, but it 
would involve risks; and in spite of the fact that the 
~lets o~ powers would be tentative only, they 
cou:d be diffic~lt to retreat from later. At the same 
time, it must be recognized that any future process 
of bilate~al discussions woald rais~ similar problems 
o~ca:..o.Be suc.t dlscussions could range ovdr the whole 
o .. :: ~be <hs't.rlbJ."GiOL. of powe:r-s. Those discussions woula. 
contlnue ov~r a longer perlod, however, and positlons 
"Gaken in tnex. would pt:::rhaps be more f~e:::ible tban might 
~e 'the case of those ln a "framework 11 a.ocumen:t for 
circulation to a~l govercme~ts. Neve~theless, it may 
be necessary to consider simplifying OU2' internal 
processes i~ order to reach many more conclusions on 
-~::c. di.stribu~ion of powers at an early d.a:ce prior to 
the commencement of bilateral discussions, and the 
11 risks" noted in connectlon with the New Brunswick 
approach will also obtain here to a degree. 

::11usory "Pro~ress 11 
- Wb.i:;..e the "framework" approach 

might appear o hasten the identificatlon of areas of 
agreement and disagreement~ -c;bis would likely be an 
illusion. The kind of analysis envisioned~ as exempli
fieci in the model attached -c;o the New .Brunswick paper, 
~s superficial and in many respects me~inglesa. Many 
o: the subjects listed - e.g., 11priva"te law 11 ~ "general 
economic policy11

, 11ci tles, municipali~.:;i<;:;s, etc, u, or 
11 commercial 'transac-cions 11

, are not self-a.efi:aing. 
~:n.evitably they would have 'tiO be definea, and -cbeir 
lnterrelationsbips explored, before the~e could be 
any realistic conclusion as 'to whether governmen-cs 
agreed or disagreed on their &llocationo Moreover~ 
each government -chat partlcipaved would probably have 
a dlfferent list of "subj ec'ts 1

l and thes.; lis-cs would 
have to be reconciled before any discussion of alloca
tion could proceed. Therefore 11 progress" through a 
mere f1lling in of the squares is likely to be more 
apparent than real. 

D. ~ Federal Position on tbe New Brunswick Approach 

The disadv~ta5es would appc~ -eo outweigh 
'the advantages and therefo~e the federa: government may 
wish to decline to participate in this exercise. 

• •. 4 
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At the same time recognition might be given 
to tbe real and persistent concerns expressed in the 
New Brunswick paper, that (i) ~he provinces have no 
effective control over the order of the discussions on 
distribution of powers and thus no real sense of the 
relationship of one discussion to another, and (ii) 
that the areas of disagreement are not being found and 
negotiated. 

With respect to (i) 7 some or all of the 
following proposals could be made: 

(a) that the federal delegation would not have any 
such lis~ prepared for some time, but we could 
participate in discussions on lists submi~ted by 
other governments (in view of the chronic com
plaint that we have E£! submitted a complete list 
of propositions, this may not be acceptable); 

(b) that, instead, the New Brunswick l~st could be 
used as the basis for a "checklist" of the beads 
of power, and the C.C.O. could spend some time 
going over it and clarifying it to see if a 
mutually acceptable list and description of powers 
can be developed; 

(c) that, instead, all governments should submit lists 
of subjects they think should be discussed 7 and 
the order in wbich they should be discussed; 

(d) that, perhaps in association with (c), there 
could be better machinery for fixing the order 
of discussions on the distribution of powers, 
with more effective participation by all govern
ments. Perhaps a steering committee could be 
proposed, either for the Constitutional Conference 
or the c.c.o., wherein views of all governments 
wishing to participate could be explored as to the 
order of future agenda items. Perhaps the c.c.o. 
itself could perform this function. It would have 
to be recognized, of course, that adequate prepara
tion for discussion of any subject would require 
such decisions to be taken many months, perhaps a 
year in advance. 

. • • 5 
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With respect to (ii), if some system of 
bilateral disyussions should emerge these would largely 
meet .the concern expressed by New Brunswick. However, 
it would be premature to raise this possibility at 
the 0.0.0. meeting in August. 

B.L. Strayer 

Attach. 
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TI-t::~ CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW PROCESS 

I~TTRODUCTION 

Item one of the agenda for the working sess~on of the 
Constitutional Conference on September 14 and 15, 1970, 
1.s 11 the constitut1.onal review process~~. 

The purpose of this discussion was expressed by the 
Chairman in his letter to provincial First Ministers, 
dated June 9th: 

11 1 bell.eve it will be opportune at this time to take 
stock, so to speak, and to review our objectives, methods 
and timetable to see if we all have the same v1ew of the 
extent to wh1.ch constitutional change is required, of 
the urgency of the task, and of the best way to proceed 
toward the completion of the work." 

It was, of course, agreed by the First Min1.sters, at 
their private meeting during the Conference of December 1969, 
tnat they would have such a discussion at their next 
wor~1.ng session. 

Si ~'lee last December, concern has been expressed 1.n varlot:s 
quarters concerning the constitutional review process and 
the rate of progress. Notably, the Premier of Alberta 
re:eased a position paper in June 1970, entitled: "The 
Process of Constitutional Review". ?he concludicg sentence 
of that paper is as follows: 

uwe are firm in the convict1.on that the main thrus~ ~ 

our efforts must be in a new direction, wh1.ch enab~~s 
us to seek the resolution of our imrned1.ate problems· 
outside the constitutional arena while perm1.tting, at 
the same time, an unfettered approach to the broader 
constitutional issues which confront us.u 

2. ?hS PC~POS~ OF THIS PAPER 

The S ecretarlat has pre?area th~ s paper, or. the request 
a~G with ~C.e guldance o f the Con~i~uing Committee o f Of f ic1.als, 
t o serve as ~ background document whlch mlgh t facili tate 
d~scussion o~ agenda ite~ or.e at the work~ng sess1.on. Ho~~
:E ·w.:::..ly , ~ t wi:l do two tni:..gs: 

:eca:::..l nevelopmcnts to date; 

~de~t1. iy the maln consideratlons affec t lng t he 
process of cons t1.tut1.onal revi e w. 

. . . 2 
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TdE ORIGIN Af.liD ~)URPOSE OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW 

The constitutional review was launched at the meeting 
of February ~968, when the Flrst Min1sters decided to 
establish a continuing Const1tutional Conference, a 
Continuing Committee of Officials and a Secretar1at. The 
First Min1sters also agreed on a list of subjects to oc 
covered (see appendix A) and approved a statement of 
consensus on language rights. 

The broad purpose of the constitutional rev1ew was 
stated more explic1tly, after a year of organizational and 
background work, at the second meet1ng of the Constitut1onal 
Conference, in February 1969: 

"The Constitutional Conference reaffirms 1ts intent tc 
complete a comprehensive review of the Const1tution of 
Canada, to assess its adequacy for present and future 
requ1rements, and to determine the extent to which 
constitutional change is desirable either through a~e~d
ment of the existing Constitution or through promulgation 
of an entirely new Constitution." 

SU~~~RY OF DEVELOPMENTS TO DATE 

A. Meetings of the Constitutional Conference 

?rior to the working session of September 1970, t~erc 
have been four meetings of the Constitutional Conference, 
as follows: 

three public conferences 1n February 1968, 
February 1969, and December 1969; 

one closed work1ng session in June 1969. 

Februarv 1968 - Th1s conference launched the 
·constitutional rev1ew, as already noted. 

February 1969 - At th1s cor.fe rEnce, 1n add1tion 
to reaffirm1ng the1r purpose and expressing an 
~ ntent to accelerate the process, the First 
~inisters discussed several of the major subj ects. 
There were conc~us1ons to refer certaln subj ects 
to Committees of Mini sters {Official Languages, 
F~ndamental Rlghts, the JuQic1ary, the Senate~. 
The Continuing Committee was asked to give 
priority to the d1str1bution of powers , partlCU
larly the taxing power and the spending power, 
a nd t o constitutional aspects of r egional Q1S
parities. In add1tion, there we re conclusion~ 
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respecting consultations on certain matters 
falling outside the constitutional review, 
including fi s cal questions (Tax Structure 
Committee) and current aspects of regional 
disparities. , 

June 1969 - At this working session, the rnaln 
items discussed were the taxing power, the 
spending power and regional disparities. 

December 1969 - The main matters discussed were 
income security and social services, reports 
from Committees of Ministers, and questions on 
the spending power and regional disparities 
which had been referred to the Continuing 
Committee in June • 

B. Other Committees 

c • 

D. 

In addition to the meetings of the Constitutional 
Conference, there have been (to September 1970) eight 
meetings of ministerial committees, twelve meetings of the 
Continuing Committee, and thirteen meetings of sub
committees of officials. A chart showing the var1ous 
meetings, and the main subjects discussed at each, is 
attached as appendix B. 

Other Activities 

Of course, in addition to the formal committee 
meetings, there are innumerable bilateral consultation~ 
and informal disc~ssions, as well as the necessary pre
paratory work within governments and in the SecretariQt, 
all of which are a part of the constitutional review. In 
this sense, the constitutional review is functioning 
~ontinuously. 

Non-Constitutional Review Activities 

At the same time as new constitutional provlsions 
are being developed, the regular business of govcrnQent 
must of course continue on the basis of the existing 
Constitution. Increasingly. the complexities of modern 
society call for close liaison between the federal anci 
provincial governments. Accordin0 to one count, there 
are in existence some 170 committees for federal
provincial consultation including the r~ederal-Provir, cial 
Conference of Prime Ministers and PreQiers (which met 
last in February 1970) and a variety of groups a t t~c 
ministerial o.nd official level. 1.-J'hile these consulta
tions are concerned with current questions, thev will 
frequently have implications for the consti tuticnal :;:-evie\v. 
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E. Summary of Progress 

4lt It would be very difficult to offer any arithmetical 

• 

4lt 

measure of the amount of progress to date in terms of the 
percentage of the total task which has so far been carried 
out, or the amount of time or number of meetings which 
are required to complete the review. 

However, the Appendix presents certain tables anc 
charts which attempt to provide a concise outline of what 
has been done so far and what remains to be done. The 
following are included in the appendix: 

(i) A table which outlines the subject areas which 
have so far come up for discussion, and an 
indication of where each of these stands at 
present. The table also includes a very pre
liminary listing of new subjects which govern
ments may wish to bring forward as a part of 
the constitutional review • 

(ii) A bar chart which shows t~e number of meetings 
at which each ma j or subject has received 
attention. 

In summary, the following might be said with reference 
to the original list of seven subject areas agreed upon in 
February of 1968: 

(i) The subjects of official languages, fund amenta l 
rights and reform of institutions linked with 
federalism (the Senate and the Judiciary) have 
been referred to ministerial committees. Of 
these, progress on the first two subjects is 
QOre advanced, although -in the case of official 
languages attention so far has been direc t d 
mainly toward non-constitutional aspects. As 
for the latter subject, there has been an 
examination of initial propositions and, in 
the case of the Judiciary, some more detailed 
study of certain aspects. 

(ii) The subject of regional disparities has had 
extensive discussion, and may be considered to 
have reacheG an advanced stage, with t h e 
identification and study of major issues largely 
completed. (See the report from the Continuing 
Committee on "A Constitutional Obligation to 
Reduce Regional Disparities".) 

(iii) Under distribution of powers, work is at an 
advanced stage on the taxing power and the 
spending power. There has also been a major 
discussion of "income security and social 
services". There was some preliminary examination 
of external relations early in the review. There 
have also been recent preliminary discussio~s, 
at the official level, of the s ubJects o ~ 

"environmental management" and ••capi -cal .. 1arkets 
and financial institutions". 

C' . . . ...) 
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(iv) The remaining two of the original seven 

subjects have so far had only very preliminary 
attention: 

amending procedures and provisional 
arrangements; 

mechanisms of federal-provincial 
relations. 

(v) In addition, two more general subjects not in 
the original list have arisen in a preliminary 
way: 

obje~tives of Confederation; 

general·principles of the Constitution. 

5. OUTLINE OF MAIN CONSIDERATIONS 

The paragraphs which follow attempt to outline the 
main considerations which seem pertinent in any reappraisal 
o£ the cons titutional review. This outline is based on 
the experience so far, after 2~ years of constitutional 
review, and on various discussions, particularly within the 
Continuing Committee of Officials. This outline, of course, 
is not meant to limit or pre-judge the course of the discus
sions at the working session. The purpose is merely to 
provide a checklist or discussion guide, for whatever use 
it may serve. 

6. CONTIWuATION OF THE REVIEW 

The basic question, and one that is essentially 
political in nature, is whether the constitutional review 
should proceed or be'discontinued, or alternatively, be 
deferred. If the review should continue, should it proceed 
along the same lines as in the past 2~ years, or should 
it take a different course? Various possibilities for 
change are examined in the paragraphs which follow. The 
answer to this question might involve a re-evaluation 
of the basic aim of the review, which is stated in section 3 
of this paper. 

la (Are governments prepared t o contempl ate the 
I costs of discontinuation, in ter ms of 

disillusionment in Quebec ? 

thwarting of public expectations? 

I f deferred , i s it at a l l probable tha t the 
process coul d be revived for at least a dec ade? 
Will Can adians b e c onte nt i ndefinitely with a 
co ns titution that is not adopted and domiciled 

~ - Indented comments in parentheses are federal 
discussion notes not in the original Secreta riat 
Pap e r whi ch the other delegations a r e us ing. 
Page numbers hereafter will a lso be differ ent in 
the anr.ota ted £ e der2 l vcrs !o~. 
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in Canada? 

Manitoba in an official statement of position 
(included under this Tab) says that the review 
should continue until first ministers identify 
and agree on priority matters - which should then 
be concentrated on until resolved.) 

THE NATURE OF THE PROCESS 

The next most fundamental question would seem to 
relate to the nature of the constitutional review process. 

The present process is based on consultations bet>veen 
the federal and ten provincial governments, and on the 
work which is done within governments and legislative bodies. 
The adoption of this process implies that the constitutional 
review is considered to be basically a political exercise. 

There are alternative processes which could be 
adopted: 

Experts outside of governments could be given 
the task of reviewing the constitution and making 
recommendations for change. A body of experts 
might take the form of a Royal Commis sion, or some 
less formal approach might be adopted. If this 
were done, however,' it seems clear that political 
processes of consultation and negotiation 
would still.have to take place after the study 
by experts had been completed. 

A constitutional assembly might b e f o rme d to 
carry out the task. There might be some doubt 
that such an approach would be appropriate in an 
established federation. In any event, it s eems 
that political processes would have to be carried 
through after the assembly had done its work. 

(New Brunswick is inclined to the 
"expert" approach. In "Federalism for 
the Future", pp. 44-46, we say that the 
process is one of adjusting political 
relationships and must be undertaken by 
those who represent the people. Mani toba• s 
s tatement says it should continue as a 
political process.) 

If alterna tive processes are ruled out in favour o f 
t h e pres ent process , the r e a r e s till varia tions within the 
bas ic process which might b e cons ide r ed, and s ome of these 
a r e ident i fie d in the paragraphs which follow. 

" • • 7 
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8. COMPkEHENSIVE VERSUS PARTIAL APPROACH 

A comprehensive approach to the constitutional review 
"10uld involve the examination of all aspects of the constitu
tion before coming to conclusions on the form and content 
of any future constitutional document. 

A partial approach would involve implementing a few 
pressing amendments, and would imply that agreements wo~ld 
be reached on an amending formula for the present const1tu
tion. 

Of course the two approaches might be combined, in 
the sense that ~rgent amendments to the present constitution 
might be made while the comprehensive review continues. 

The conclusion of February 1969 (quoted in section 3 
of this paper) recorded the intent to carry out a compre
hensive review, and the approach since then has been in 
accordance with that conclusion. 

Should the conclusion of February 1969, be re
considered? 

(Ontario officials have raised questions 
such as 

is the Conference aiming for a new 
constitution? 

or for some amendments to the B.N.A. Act? 

Presumably it is premature to answer these 
questions, having regard to the decision of 
February, 1969, stated in section 3) 

(Alberta, British Columbia , Manitoba, and 
possibly New Brunswick and Ontario may favour 
the part i al approach. They might all urge 
early consideration of an amending formula. 
Quebec has so far opposed consideration of an 
amending formula but it is no longer clear 
whether she wants a comprehensive approach. 
See additional comments in Briefing Paper.) 

(Manitoba in its statement says tha t agree
ment on a formula is urgent. It approves 
the Fulton-Favreau formula but modified so 
that unanimous consent is not required for 
anything except changes in langu~ge rights.) 

(Alberta h as published in June "A Position 
Paper .. , in Premier Strom's name, which 
appeared to suggest that it might be better 
to try to get·agreement on a few specifi c s, 
while not necessarily abandoning a long-term 
comprehen sive review.) 

• • • 8 
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9. TECHNIQUES 

Within the broad process being followed, there are 
certain questions concerning technique which could be 
considered. 

I 

(i) Is the procedure of having both open meetings 
and clos.ed working sessions of the Constitutional 
Conference still appropriate? 

(Discussions in the c.c.o. indicate 
that most governments still see a need 
for both kinds of meetings.) 

(ii) Has the device of assigning certain subjects 
to ministerial committees advanced the review 
process? Is there a need to redefine their 
role or to change the number of ministerial 
committees? 

(Ministerial Committees have not 
materially advanced negotiation of 
constitutional matters. The Funda
mental Rights Committee and to some 
extent the Judiciary Committee have 
advanced the study of some problems 
but no significant new cons ensus has 
emerged. The Senate Committee has 
made little progress. The Official 
Languages Committee has made progress 
in non-constitutional areas. 

This suggests that if other 
committees are to be established, 
their mandate should not be to 
negotiate but to study. And for 
this purpose official committees, 
or the c.c.o., may serve as well.) 

(iii) Is the role of the Continuing Committee of 
Officials working out satisfactorily? For 
example, has the practice of having prior 
discussions in the Continuing Committee, 
relating to items coming up for discussion 
by the Constitutional Conference, been of 
value in facilitating progress? This 
procedure is b a sed on the assumption that 
members of the Committee will be in a 
p osition to interpre t th e vi ews o f their 
r espectiv e governments and bri ng back to 
their own Ministers an unders tanding of the 
vie ws of other governments, so that First 
Ministers can prepare for meaningful discus
sions at the Conference. Has this in fact 
been working as well as it might? 

(It has not always worked as well 
as it might, because of a lack of 
internal coordination within s ome 
governments. But subject to this, 
the basic structure seems correct. 



(iv) 

If, however, there was seer. to be 
a need for more rapid negotiation, 
it might ~e better to bypass the 
c.c.o. through dlrect first mln~sterial 
discus s::;_ons. ) 

Would it be heloful to supplement tae formal 
pro cesses by olac inq mor e emphasis on b~l~~eFal 
or par~~~i consultatlon8, 1n an et£ort to 
resolve differences that have been inentified, 
when this procedure might offer better prospects 
for progress than fornal committee a~scussions 
involving representatives of all or most govern
ments? 

(TI1is suggestion evoked no conments 
at the c.c.o. If it is to be pre~sed 
at the Working Session, -c...'l.ese -,Jo::;_nts 
m1ght be made in favour of bii~teral 
ministerial discussions : 

the real differences would more 
quickly be found and negot~atea, 
thus hastening the process; 

the varying interests and degree 
of interest of the var~ous prov1nces 
could better be accommoda~eG 1n bilateral 
than in multilateral aiscusslons.) 

(v) Are there additlonal approaches at the official 
level which should be considered. ~or example: 

Should officials be mace availaole who can 
represent the views of their governr.wnts bu: 
be relieved of regular duties for extended 
periods, so that work on aspects of t:he 
review could continue for weeks a~ ~ time? 

(If qovernmen-cs are very ser::...ous 
about speeding -cne ?rocess, t~- s 

would no doubt be of great ~elp.) 

Would joint research proJects be o f value 
in certain cases? 

(Who lS to decice on the nature 
and pur~ose oi tne research? The 
~irecting o~ resea~c~ requ1res 
declsions on priorltles, anJ on 
hypo~neses. Can -c~ese be maQe Jointly 
by sovernmen~s? Presumably th~s would 
be more ?OSSlble Detween prov1ncial 
governmen·cs thar between the federal 
and provlncla: ~overnments.) 

• • • 10 
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Are any alterations in the functions of 
the Secretariat called for - say through 
provision of more briefing material, more 
liaison activity, or involvement in 
research? 

(More liaison, and more briefing 
material might assist in i dentifying 
the areas of agreement or disagree
ment. Research by the secretariat 
would involve the same problems as 
joint research.) 

(vi) The question of the nature of constitutional 
review papers which are put forward by govern
ments might also be considered. In the view 

10. PRIORITIES 

of some, it is preferable for governments first 
to present background or working papers which 
examine new and complex subject areas without 
setting forth positions, so that premature 
confrontations can be avoided. Another point 
of view is that the review process could be 
f a cilitated if governments were to put forwa r d 
a statement of pos ition, even if it were only 
of a tentative nature, at an earlier stage. 

(Our experience i s that there 
is less friction if b a ckground 

papers are presented first without 
stating a position. Whe r e we ha ve 
confronted the provinces with 
propos als a t an early stage, they have 
reacted rather than discussed the 
general problems , and have complained 
of facing a fait accompli. Hmvever, 
we have also found that the y do not 
readily discuss problems in a general 
wa y without a proposal b efor e the m. 
A r e c ent example of this was the 
environmental discussion in the c.c.o.) 

The question of which subjects to tackle first is 
a difficult one, and it would arise under either the compre
hensive or the partial approach. 

Up t o now, s ince the initial select i on of subj e ct 
areas i n Februa ry 1968, prioritie s h a ve b een des i g n a ted in 
d i ffe r e n t wa ys : 

Certa in s ubjects h a ve bee n assig ned t o Committees 
of Mi n ist e r s . 

Ot her priorities wer e des igna t ed in February 
1 969 - the gene ral d is tribution of l egi s l a tive 
powers , the spend ing powe r, t h e t a x i ng po wer, 
r egi o n a l d i s parities . 

Certa in specif ic questions we r e directed t o the 
Continuing Committee . 
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The Stlbject of environmentul management got 
priority because of concerns expressed in 
ot~<er forums. 

Cert.J.in subJects nave cor:te fon.rard because of 
the readiness of a participat1ng government to 
present informat1on o r views o~ these ~~ojects 
(e.g., income security ana soc1~~ services, 
c apital n.J.rke ~3 and financia: instiL~~~ons). 
While this form of initiative has so far come 
from the federal government, it is o~en LO 
other governrr.ents to infl~ence prioriLles in 
this way also. 

(In Lhe last c.c.o. meeL1ng we pro?osed 
as a variation of the New Brun.Jwlck 
proposal, that all t.JOVe::-nmenLs submit 
lists setting out what they w~~c con
sidered, and the order they prefer. 
This seemed to be favourably recelved, 
particularly by New Brunswick, Q~ebec, 
and Ontario. 

At Lhe same t1me, 1t cannot be 
assumed that new pr~or1t1es c a n readily 
be established. Every neu subject given 
attention detracts from completion of 
other subjects. Anc l o ng perioas of 
preparation are required prior to discu s
sion. 

It s hould be noLed that Man~toba 
(see its official statement), Alberta 
and Ontario may press for pr1ority for 
uznachinery of interqovernmente:.J.. co
operation". Alberta in particular has 
discussed this in Premier Strom•s 
A Position Paper published 1n June. 
The above considerat1ons apply to advancing 
this subject for early di s cussion when 
we are still in the midst of Lhe distribu
tion of powers. 

Hanitoba, Alberta, British Columbia, 
New arunswick and Ontario wiil probably 
favour early consio.eration of the a mandin<:; 
formula. This would detra ct from the 
priority previously assigned to the 
d i str1buLion of powers (~n Feb=ua r y, 1969) 
and v!Ould rai s e the pronlem bef ore it is 
k~own w~eL~er we w1ll h a v e a ne w or the 
same con~titutlon. On~ar~o may a l so u r ge 
pr~ority for a d 1sc~ss ion of del egati on, 
whicn ralses probl em3 s i m1l a r ~o t he amend 
me n t i orr.1t;.i <.... ) 

~h e q uestlon o f how t o establ ish pr ~orities arises 
partic~ l u.rly u ncer t he subj ec ·c of dis tr ibution of powers. 
Certain p oints of v iew r-.a ve come forward i n discussion s b y 
offi c ial s . 

. .. 1 2 
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(i) One opinion is that e a ch gove r nment should 
put forward an "overview11

, setting forth its 
views concerning the totality of the distribu
tion of powers, so that individual proposals 
could be considered within that context. A 
comparison of such presentations might enable 
First Ministers to pinpoint areas of agreement 
and disagreement, and so help to establish which 
subjects should be studied in depth, which should 
come up for discussion first, etc. (This proposal 
is set forth in a paper from New Brunswick 
entitled 11 The Continuing Committee and Its 
Programme of Work ... It is recalled, also, that 
Quebec presented a comprehensive statement of 
views concerning the distribution of powers as 
a part of its constitutional propositions submitted 
in 1968.) 

(Federal officials have criticized 
this proposal because it would identify 
and crystallize differences too quickly, 
and any such proposed allocation would 
be superficial in that there would not 
be time for adequate consideration of the 
implications and interrelationships. 
New Brunswick and Quebec have submitted 
such charts with proposed allocations 
of powers {Quebec's being based on its 
propositions submitted in 196~. See 
also Briefing Paper Appendix. Federal 
officials have suggested instead that 
governments might submit lists of powers 
they want to discuss, and their priority 
for discussion).) 

(ii) Other officials doubt that it would prove worth
while to follow this approach. In their view, a 
government would have to understand all the 
implications of all the different possible ways 
of handling each power before it could put 
forward a meaningful suggested distribution of 
powers in detail, and this would take a long 
time. It would therefore be more efficient to 
carry on with the subject-by-subject approach 
that has been followed, under which individual 
subjects come forward for discussion after 
each has received careful study. 

I 
(Thi s i s the position we have taken 
so far. See Briefing Paper Append~x.) 

(iii) A further suggestion, less comprehensive t han 
the New Bruns wick propos a l, is that governments 
might s ubmit lis ts of propos ed subject s for 
examina tion under the di s tribution of powe r s , 
with a n indica tion of the priority a t t ached 
t o various subj e cts . A comparison of such 
li s t s might le ad to some consensus conce rning 
the subje cts which remain to b e s tud ied a nd 
the orde r in which the y should be cons idered . 

(We s ugge s t ed this a t th e l a s t c.c.o. 
meeting . Fo r further backg round see 
Brief ing Paper Anpendix.) 
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11. PACE 

Opinions have been expressed in some quarters 
that the constitutional review is proceeding too slowly. 
A question has been raised as to whether or not it would 
be desirable to establish a target date for completion of 
the review. 

It would be very difficult to make a meaningful 
estimate that, based on work covered to date, it will take 
so many years or so many meetings to comp~ete the review. 
The table in Appendix A does present an outline of what 
has-been done and what remains to be covered which might 
enable a rough impression to be formed. 

There are certain implications to be borne in 
mind if a target date or an accelerated pace were to be 
considered, and these are identified beloov1: 

A. Target date - pros and cons 

If a realistic target date could be s et, it would 
give Canadians some basis for measuring progress. 
(Criticis m in some quarters abou t the s lowness o f the 
review may be based on unrealistic public exp ectations.) 
At the same time, governments could make judgements on 
the amount of time and effort they s hould be turning t o 
the review, if the target date is to be met. 

On the other hand, a target d ate could be an 
irritant, leading either to superficial attention to 
some aspects of the review or to insufficient a t tention 
to c e rtain current issues. In t h e event t he dat e could 
not be met, this could harm the credibility of the 
exercise. 

B. Va rious target dates 

If a t a rget d a te is considered, it should be 
borne in mind that i t is possible to identify a 
variety of stages in the review, to any one of which 
a date might be a s signed: 

completion of the basic study of subject areas 
(main pha se of the constitutional review); 

r e v i e w of c o nclusions on content, in t he ligh t of 
t h e o utcome o f the to t al rev iew (n ego t iat i ng phas e); 

drafting of co nstitutiona l provi s ions ; 

imp l ement a tio n o f cons titutiona l change. 

It migh t b e c o n s i dered desir able to s ugges t a t a r g e t 
da t e fo r comp l e t ion of on e of t hese stage s . If a l ess 
c omprehe n siv e a ppro ach we r e d e sired , it might be 
p ossible t o set target d a t es f or t h e comple t ion o f 
work o n c e rta in s ubject a r eas . 

I (On b a l ance the target date idea s eems 
unwis e. See Briefing P aper.) 

I 
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c. Accelerated Pace 

If the pace is to be accelerated {this intent 
was expressed in the conclusions of February 1969), 
there are certain implications to consider: 

First Ministers can only meet so often. 
/ Experience suggests that a meeting more often 

than every 3 to 6 months is not practicable. 

There will be a continuing need for attention 
to current items and for Federal-Provincial 

'Conferences concerned with such matters. 

A decision to accelerate the process should 
imply a realization that more time and resources 
must be devoted not only to meetings but also 
to the preparation for meetings, by both 
initiating and responding governments. 

Urgent developments can interrupt a planned 
schedule. 

D. Miscellaneous Questions 

The following points might also be examined 
when the question of pace is considered: 

Would it help to establish regular meeting times 
at fixed periods? 

(Manitoba favours this. The 
practicability is doubtful in that 
"special circumstances" will in- · 
evitably appear causing postpone
ments. And there is little point in 
having meetings if the state of 
preparations does not warrant it. 
If, however, provincial governments 
think this would be helpful, e.g., 
in planning their time and work, it 
may be worthwhile. It is difficult to 
see any objection in principle.) 

Would alterations in the approach or the 
priorities affect the pace? 

f (Of course, depending on the 
1 alterations adopted.) 

Should greater resources be turned to the 
review by governments? 

(Yes, particularly by provincial 
governments, if there is a determina
tion to complete the work successfully.) 

••• 15 
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Should an interim progress report go to the 
Canadian people, giving an indication of the 
time factor one can reasonably e xpec t to apply? 

SUtJ'l}lARY OF QUESTIONS 

(It all depends on the nature of 
the report. A fairly precise prediction 
for completion would have all the 
disadvantages of an agreed deadline. 
A general statement lowering expectations 
might reduce the public's sense of 
frustration.) 

1. Should the review proceed, or be discontinued or deferred? 

(It should proceed.) 

2. Should the review continue as basically a political process 
of consultation between governments? 

•· (Yes, as supplemented by legislative 
participation through Parliamentary and 
legislative committees, and maximum 
possible involvement of the public. The 
question might be asked - will provinces 
other than Quebec and Ontario (which have 
them already) be establishing legislative 
committees?) 

3. Should the comprehensive approach be continued, or a more 
partial approach adopted? 

(The approach should remain essentially 
comprehensive - in the sense that all 
major areas of the constitution should be 
considered, at least briefly - in order 
to ensure that all major interrelationships 
are taken into account.) 

4. Are there any changes in technique which should be tried? 

(The existing processes might be supple
mented by bilateral discussions at the 
ministerial and official levels. In 
regard to the New Brunswick proposal outlined 
in lO(i) the federal government should , 
avoid any commitment that it will s t ate its 
position at a n early date on the whole range 
of powers, on t he g rounds that it will t ake 
time to prepare a properly considered position 
on them (New Brunswick official s are well 
aware of the importance we a ttach to avoid-
ing premature crys tallizing of opposing views). 
Instead we should use the proposal, perhaps 
modified, as a means of getting provincial 
governments (other than Quebec) to submit lists 
of subjects to which they feel priority should 
be given in study and discussion.) 
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s. Are the r e any f u rther p riorities which should be 
designated, or any method3 for selecting priorities 
which should be established? 

(Greater efforts could be made, 
through submission by all govern
ments of lists of subjects for study 
and their priorities as suggested 
under 4, above, in getting participation 
by the provinces in the selection of 
topics and priorities.) 

6. With reference to the matter of pace: 

(i) Should the pace be accelerated? 

(If possible. This will almost 
certainly involve more time of 
ministers and officials to accel
erate the comprehensive approach, 
or the adoption of a partial 
approach, or other changes in 
procedure- e.g., bilateral discus
sions.) 

(ii) Should a target date (or dates) be set? 

I (This seems inadvisable. >J 

(iii) Should greater resources be devoted to the 
revi ew? 

j (Yes. Particularly by the provinces .) 

(iv) Should regular meeting times be established? 

I (The value and feasibility of this 
seems doubtful.) 

7. Should the Canadian people be given a comprehensive 
report on progress and expectations for the constitu
tional review? 

I {This might b e d esir able, in part ' 
as a mea n s of reducing expectations .) 



CONFIDENTiAL 

APPENDIX A 

CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW 

LIST OF SUBJECTS APPROVED IN FEBRUARY 1968 

{a) Official Languages 

(b) Fundamental Rights 

{c) Distribution of Powers 

(d) Reform of Institutions Linked with Federal1sn, 
including the Senate and the Supreme Court of Canada 

\e) Regional D1sparities 

(f) Amending Procedure and Provisional Arrangements 

(g) Mechanisms of Federal-Provincial Relations 

DETAILED LISTING OF SUBJECTS WITH INDICATION 
0~ WORK DONE TO DATE 

Subject 

(a) Offic1al Languages 

(b) Fundamental Rights 

. c) Dis~ribution of Powers 

(i) Spending Power 

(ii) Taxing Power 

Stage Reached 

Discussions at al~ levels; 
referred to Ministerial Com
mittee and Sub-Committee, 
cons~derable progress made 
on non-constitutional ~ ?ects. 

Discussions at all levcl3; 
referred to Ministerial Com
mittee and Sub-Committee, 
considerable progress made on 
political rights • 

Discussions by both First 
Min1sters and the Continuing 
Committee o f Of ficia l s ; work 
at an advanced stage, to be 
reviewed later. 

Discuss1ons by both F1rsL 
Xinisters and the Continuln£ 
Committee of Off1cials; 
referred to technical sub
comrnlttees; technical work 
near completion, subject to 
review later. 

. . . 
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(1~1) Inco~e Security 
and Social Ser
vices 

(iv) External Affairs 

(v) Economic Growth 

(vi) Ca~1tal Markets 
and Financial 
Institutions 

Cvli) Environmental 
Management 

(viii) Additional 
subjects 

(d) Refor~ of Institutions 
~inked with Federalism 

(i) The Judiciary 

( ii) ·rh~ Senate 

~e) Re~ional Disparities 

{ f I Amendmen t Proc·edu·re 

(g ) Mechanisms o f Federal
Prov~ncial Re~ations 

Major discussions by both 
First Ministers and the 
Continuing Committee of 
Off i c ials. 

Some papers submitted, 
preliminary discussions 
early in the review. 

General discuss1on by the 
Continuing Conmittee of 
Officials; future work to 
focus on individual com
ponents of the subject. 

Recent prelim1nary discussion 
by the Continuing Committee 
of Officials. 

Preliminary d~scussions 
by the Contlnuing Committee 
of Officials. 

There are a large number of 
additional subJects falling 
under the distribution of 
powers which have not to 
date been examined in any 
detail. A preliminary list 
of such subjects is attached. 

Referred to a M1nisterial 
Committee; work generally at 
a preliminary stage, with 
pro0ress on some aspects. 

Referred to a Minist~·~al 
Committee; work at prellrninar' 
stage. 

Extensive discussions by 
First Ministers and the Con
tinuing Committee of Officia~s· 
may be considered to have 
reached an advanced stage. 

Examination no t ye t started. 

Pre liminary disc u ssion by 
the Conti nuing Committee o f 
Of ficials. 



(h) Subject Areas not 
Specifically Listed 
in February 1968 

(i) Objectives of 
Confederation 

(ii) General Principles 
to be Reflected in 
the Constitution 

(iii) Constitution of 
the Central 
Government 

- Head of State) 
- Executive ) 
- Parliament ) 
- House of ) 

Commons ) 

Senate 

(iv), Constitutions of 
the Provincial 
Governments 

Preliminary examination. 

Preliminary examination. 

Preliminary discussion by 
the Continuing Committee of 
Officials of related 
propositions. 

(treated under institutions 
of federalism.) 

Preliminary discussion by 
the Continuing Committee of 
Officials of related 
propositions. 

. . . 4 
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SUB,JECT.S UNDER THE DISTRIBUTION Of' Pm'lEH.S NO'.i' TO DATE 
GIVEN DETAILED STUDY 

No t e: This list has been compiled from a variety of sources,· 
and does not have' the official approval of the 
Constitutional Co nfe rence. It shou l d no t be tak e n 
as an agreed list of subjects for future discussion, 
but merely as an indication of matters which may arise. 

{a) Specific Subject Areas {not already listed in previous 
section) 

(l) Various Financial and Economic Powers: 

- fiscal policy 
- monetary and credit policy 

equalization 
- stabilizntion 
- prices and incomes 

(2) Trade and Commerce 

(3) Canadian Common Market 

(4) Administration of Justice 

(5) Industrial Relations 

(6) Labour Relations 

(7) Transportation 

(8) Communications 

(9) Defence 

(10) Education 

(11) Research and Technology' 

(12) Culture 

(13) Recreation 

(14) Resources Management 

(15) Agriculture 

(16) Land Use and Development 

(1 7) Housing 

(18) Urban Development 

(19) Municipal Affairs 

(20) Immigration 

(21) Citizenship 

(22} Indian and Eskimo Affairs 

(23) Civil Rights 

( 24) Language 

... 5 
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(25) Miscellaneous items: 

- postal services 
- statistics, census 
- weights and measures 
-patents, copyrights,etc. 
- marriage and divorce. 

(b) General Subject Areas - these may arise for discussion 
in relation to the distribution of powers as a whole: 

{ 1) Shared Powers 

(2) Limitations on Powers 

( 3) Paramountcy 

(4) Delegation of Power 

( 5) Interpretation of Powers 

(6) Declaratory Powers 

( 7) Emergency Powers 

(8) Residual Powers 



CONFERENCES 
CONSTITUTIONNELLES 

COMITE 
PERMANENT 

DES FONCTIONNAI RES 

COMITES 
MINISTERIELS 

SOUS-COMITES 

~--~----~----r----; 

~---+----~----r---~ 

2 ws 3 

PROCESSUS DE LA REVISION 

DISPARITES REGIONALES 

LE SENAT 

SYSTEME JUDICIAl RE 

REPARTITION DES COMPETENCES 

DROITS FONDAMENTAUX 

LANGUES OFFICIELLES 

~ 

PROCESSUS DE LA REVISION CONSTITUTIONNELLE 

TABLEAU DES REUNIONS ET DES SUJETS DISCUTES 

PROCESSUS DE LA REVISION 

DISPARITES REGIONALES 

LE SENAT 

SYSTEME JUDICIAl RE 

REPARTITION DES COMPETENCES 

CONFIDENT/EL 

r----T----;-----r----+----1-----+----4----~----4-----~--~ DROITSFONDAMENTAUX 

2 3 4 5 6 7 

LE SENAT 

SYSTEME JUDICIAl RE 

DROITS FONDAMENTAUX 

LANGUES OFFICIELLES 

2 3 

TAXE DE VENTE 

DROITS SUCCESSORAUX 

DROITS FONDAMENTAUX 

LANGUES OFFICIELLES 

2 3 4 

8 9 10 11 

LANGUES OFFICIELLES 

NOTA : LE TABLEAU NE TIENT PAS COMPTE DES CAS OU UN COMITE 
RE~OIT UN RAPPORT MAIS NE PREND AUCUNE MESURE POUR 
FAIRE PROGRESSER LA QUESTION . 
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AU0USt jl, 1970 

. . . .. ...: :~' f -:~_}: ·- ;rlj,__·: tc"'l c- c. J- ~r:~:.c.:.n l.s ----·-----------------

A grc~t deal of stu~y and exch~nge of views have 

~~kcc p:acc ln the context of the Constitutional review 

p~occss s1nce 1t beg~n in e~rnest in February, l96D. Progress 

t &s been well documented in the Constitutional Conference 

Se cretariat p apers issued in July ·and August of 1970. In 

summ~ry, the progress to date has not been in the nature 

of reaching any agreement on a new or amended constitution 

DUt rather in the matter of exchanging views and achieving 

a clearer understanding of the different positions taken 

by the federal and provincial governments. 

It has been agreed that the main item for the 

Constitutional Conference scheduled for September 14/15, 

1970 1 should be to take stock of the process and determine 

its future direction. 

Nanitoba agrees that the Secretariat Document No. 268 

ra1ses seven of the important questions to be considered 

at this time and expresses the following vi ews on them. 

The review process should continue but at a regular 

pace in the form of an annual Constitutional Conference on 

a p~edetermined regular date: the same procedure should be 

followed by the c.c.o. 

The review is essentially a political process ~nd 

must continue on the basis of consultation between governmez!ts. 

The comprehensive review should be continued until 

the first ministers identify and agree on priority matters: 

these should be concentrated on until resolution is a~hievec. 

It has becor ~ obvious that a new constitution will 

not b e a reality in the foreseeable future but it is fore

see able that the present constitution may have to be amended 

from time to time: consequently, we believe it is urgent 

that agreement be reached on an amending formula and w~ should 

concentrate on that as a priority. A change of some 

~~?or~ance - Manitoba is opposed to an amending procedure 

-chat: would r e quire unanimous agreement by all governments 

anu therefore favours the proposais of the Fulton-Favrcau 

formula with one major excep tion, i,e., the unarniou s consen t 

.p:·( ·\li s H ; ·,·: she:-..:l.d b e c lir.1.inat(;o f rom th8 fo~:r.t llla s av8 in 

r e-:, t::r d -cc: ]. ar. :,., uage rights. 

Th e review process has contributed much to improved 

i~ce~al-provincial and interpr9vin8ial consulta t ion a nd 

~nte~s~anding. Steps should now be taken on a priority 

• • • 2 
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basis to establish continuing and effective mechanisms 

for consultative planning on fcderal~provincial and 

interprovincial affairs, e.g~, Committee of Ministers 

of Finance and Resource Ministers Council. 

We do not think it is yet feasible to set a 

target for completing the full_ constitutional review. If 

agreement can be reached on parts of the whole then targets 

can be st:S. -.: for dealing with those .aspects of the constitution. 

The review is essentially a political process. 

The rate at which it proceeds must be determined by the 

First Ministers and of course the electorates of Canada. 

The people of Canada should be kept as fully 

informed as possible on the constitutional review process 

and consideration should be given to the most effective 

means of achieving this • 
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CAPITAL MARKET AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

1. The federal government suggested this as a 
subject for discussion because we sa\v the capital 
market and its institutions as an important element 
in the economic life and growth of the country. 
We have proposed on an earlier occasion (The Constitu
tion and the People of Canada) that one of the 
objectives of the constitution should be "to promote 
national economic, social and cultural development .. 
and therefore thought it appropriate that the consti
tutional provisions affecting the institutions for 
saving and investment should be examined to see if the 
constitution is serving us well in this field. 

2. We have submitted a draft working paper, first 
to the c.c.o. and now to this Working Session (Secre
tariat Briefing Book, Tab 3). We hope to revise the 
working paper after this session in the l1ght of the 
discussion here today, and then perhaps publish it at 
some appropriate time. 

3. As you will see from the introduction to our 
paper (W.P. p. 1), we found in examining this subject 
that the Canadian capital market and financial institu
tions have been generally strong and resilient. It 
has been possible under the existing constitution to 
strengthen various weak spots through legislation or 
administrative action. 

4. While we cannot therefore suggest any impend-
ing crisis in this area, we do think it important to 
see whether the distribution of powers here· is still 
sensible and in accord with modern or probable future 
conditions. 

5. In our paper we first look at the general 
economic function and structure of the capital market 
(W.P. pp. 2-6). We then examine in more detail the 
particular institutions, their history and the consti
tutional provisions with respect to their regulation 
( w. p • pp • 6-14 ) • 

6. Finally, . in our working paper we make certain 
proposals for change which in our view would make the 
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constitution more adequately reflect modern conditions 
and make possible more efficient regulation of the 
capital market and its institutions (W.P. pp. 14-18). 
We might perhaps turn to these proposals, using the 
Secretariat Discussion Outline (Tab 3, Secretariat 
Briefing Book) as a guide for our discussions. ~For 
federal discussion comments turn to our Briefing 
Paper:?. 
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THE CAPI'l'AL MARKET AND FINANCIAL INS'l'ITUTIONS 
DISCUSSION OUTLINE 

INTRODUCTION 

' 
This outline has been prepared by the Secretariat 

for u~c, if desired, as an aid to discussion. It takes major 
headings dnd proposals from the federal government's working 
paper "'l'he Capital Market and Financial Institutions 11

, and 
relates a number·of provincial observations and questions to 
the proposals. 

The Economic Function and Structure of the Capital Market 
-~ ( Paragrap~S - 19 of the federal paper) 

The Institutions and Regulation of the Capital Market 
(Paragraphs 20-56) 

Currency and Banking (Paragraphs 25-27) 

Savings Institutions (Paragraphs 28-32) 

Insurance Companies (Paragraphs 33-36) 

Pension Funds (Paragraphs 37-42) 

Personal Loan Companies (Paragraphs 43-44) 

Sales Finance Companies (Paragraphs 45-46) 

Investment Companies 

Mutual Funds 

The Securities Markets 

Objectives 
TParagraph 57) 

1. 

2. 

A 

A 

single monetary 

common, national 

(Paragraph 47) 

(Paragraphs 48-51) 

(Paragraphs 52-56) 

•I 

and banking system. 

.capital market. 

3. Assurance for investors. 

4. Fl exibility for financial institutions 
develop and adapt. 

to 

5. A cl ear divj s ion of jurisdiction ove r 
financi a l institutions 'other t h an banks. 

6. A clear divi sion of jurisdiction over 
securiti es transacti on s . 

2 
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PROPOSALS FOR CtmNGE 
--------··-···-----~ 

Proposals: 

Present federal juri~diction over currency 
and banking to continue (paragraph 58). 

Present federal jurisdiction over savings 
banks to be transferred to provinces (paragraph 5 ~J ) • 

B. Credit 

Observations: 

There is a need for a precise definition of 
banks so that they may be clearly distinguished 
from other financial institutions • 

Proposals: 

- Explicit concurrent jurisdiction over credit 
(paragraph 63) • 

- Provincial powers could b e paramount f or most 
purposes (paragraph 63). 

- Federal paramountcy where the f ed e ral legislation 
is made for national economic purposes (para
graph 63). 

Observations: 

Might not "national economic purposes 11 b e 
interpreted so broadly as to leave the federal 
government with full paramountcy, in effect? 

c. Financial Ins ti tutions 

Propo sals: 

- Exclusive federal power t o regulate financial 
i n stitution s whi ch carry on business i n bJo or 
more provinces or inte.r:na tionally (par agraph 66 ) ~ 

- Exclusive provincial power to regulate fi n ancial 
institutions (o t h er tha n banks) \vhi ch c a rry on 
business only wi t hin one province (pa ragraph 66 ). 

. . . 3 

• 
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Ob~;crva tions: 

- This basis of dividing jurisdiction would leave 
the federal government \vi th responsibility for the 
successful institutions, while provincial govern
ments 'tr<;>Uld be left with insignificant and 
unsuccessful i1. sti tu tions. 

'l'he phrase 11 carry on business 11 might prove to 
be difficult to defi~e and interpret. 

- Some other bases for dividing jurisdiction might be 
preferable, such as the nature of business or the 
effect 011 monetary and fiscal policy. 

- The use of administrative and legislative deleg~tion 
might be considered, as an alternative to federal 
jurisdiction, to meet the problem of supervision of 
institutions operating in several provinces. 

- Is uniformity in the regulation of financial 
institutions desirable? , 

- A province should be responsible for the actions of 
an institution with headquarters within its 
boundaries. 

- Some provinces are concerned about the need to 
depend on other provinces for supervision of 
institutions. 

D. The Securities Market 

Proposals: (Paragraph 72) 

- Federal power to make laws relating to sales of 
securities from a vendor in one province to a 
purchaser outside the province. 

Federal power to legislate in regard to sale of 
securities of federal origin. 

Federal power to legislate in regard to purchase 
of securities from outside Canada. 

Observations: 

Relatively few i ssues are restricted for sale 
within the province of origin; the area of 
provincial jurisdiction remaining would be small. 

- The "Canscc " proposal could meet the .problem 
arising from the involvement of several 
juri sdictions in some securiti es issues. 

-.Would federal involvement in the regulation of 
stock exchanges b e impli ed? 

- Would f ed era l l ~1w.s be binding on loca l govcrnmc:nt.s 
selling bonds outside the province? 

- There are many cases when the vendor does not 
know the province of origin of the purchaser • 

·I 

- The provinces have b een doing a satisfactory j ob 
in this fj eld ;:md a federal p resence i L not required. 
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BRIEFING PAPER 

September 10, 1970 

THE CAPITAL MARKETS AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

A. -Federal Objectives in the Discuss.ion of this Subject 
(See Working Paper, paragraph 57 - Discussion 

outline, page l 

l. Canada should have a single monetary and 
banking system under effective public control. 

2. The capital market should be essentially a 
common, national market, capable of accommodating 
provincial or local institutions and markets wi thin 
it, and capable also of being integrated, in accordance 
with national policy into the international capital 
market. 

3. There should be effective l aws throughout 
Canada to ensure that thos e who invest in the Canadian 
capital market and financial insti tutions have adequate 
information to judge the quality of their investments 
and to have confidence that financial interme diaries 
are subject to adequate inspection and regulation. 

4. Financial institutions should be able to 
continue developing and diversifying as they have 
during the past century, adapting their form and 
functions to changing circumstances and growing from 
local or provincial institutions into national or inter
national ones as opportunities permit, wi thout hindrance 
imposed by constitutional distinctions in terms of 
categories and functions, other than banks. 

5. There should be a clear division of consti-
tutional jurisdiction over financial institutions other 
than banks, based only on whether or not they carry 
on business within a singl e province, in order to avoid 
duplication in supervision a nd regulation and secure 
efficiency in administration . 

6. There should be c larity and efficiency in the 
division of jurisdiction over transactions in securit ies 
within provinces, between provinces and between Canada 
and other countries . 

. .. /2 
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8. - Discussion Guide 

I. Currency and 3anking 

l. Federal Position 

- Present federal powers under Section 91 of the 
B.N.A. Act are adequate to give the federal 
authorities effective control over currency, 
banking and monetary conditions, and should 
continue (working paper paragraph 58\. 

, I 

- Federal juris diet ion over 11 savings banks 11 is 
unne~essary and conflicts with objectives 4 
and 5. The term should be dropped in revising 
the constitution, leaving new institutions to 
be either ordinary banks or financial insti
tutions under a different title (working 
paper, paragraph 59). (Note the wording of 
the Discussion Outline does not quite reflect 
the proposal in the Working Paper.) 

2. Provincial Position (note Observation under A, 
page 2 in Discussion Outline) 

The ~rovinces do not question the need for federal 
jurisdiction over banking. 

- There is a need for a definition of banks and 
banking in order to be clear over the extent 
of federal powers. 

Comment~ -

The meaning of 11 banking 11 has been carefully 
interpreted by the courts over many years. The 
essential test of banking is accepting funds on 
deposit which are subject to transfer by cheque. 

Under Canadian law and custom institutions 
which are not r;alled 11 banks 11 nor permitted by law 
to be called 11 banks 11 do some banking business in 
the sense defined above. Under the constitutional 
proposals in the working paper this would continue 
to be possible. These institutions are now subject 
to the jurisdiction of Parliament in respect of 
their banking operationo (see paragraph 26 of 
working paper) and would be so under the proposed 
revision in the powers relating to financial 
institutions. As yet Parliament has not felt 
it necessary to legislate in regard to the banking 
operations of institutions other than those called 
banks. 

Only Parliament may now authorize the 
incorporation of banks. It is p r opose d that this 
continue to be the case unde r a revised cons titution. 
Cons e que ntly in referr ing to 11 financia l institutions 
other tha n banks 11 i t will be clear what 11 banks 11 

means withou t a spe c ific de finition. If more we r e 
considered necessary in the final drafting, the 
descr iption of finan cia l institutions other t han 
banks could be in terms of financ ial ins titutions 
other than those inco r porated by Par liament as 
banks. 

. . ·/3 
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3. Provin·:ial Position 

- Some ;·rovin:::es (::.c. "?) may su.gge s t that only 
banks can :! c rea t~ ·:::re di t 11 under the factional 
reserve system and therefore only banks need be 
under exclusive federal jurisdiction. 

Comment: -

So-ea lle d tr ere di t ere at ion 11 occurs with all 
financial institutions whether they keep their 
reserves in cash at the Bank of Canada as do the 
chartered banks or as cash and deposits in the 
chartered bank3 as other financial institutions 
do, and must do in order to carry on their business. 
Because of their size relative to other institutions, 
the chartered banks have a higher proportion of new 
deposits flowing back to them but 11 credit creation 11 

is not unique to them. 

4. Provincial Position 

- Some provinces (Alberta ?) may argue that if a 
bank operates only within a province there is 
no need to have it under federal jurisdiction. 

Comment: -

One of the main objectives of the Federal 
Government is to ensure that there exists a reliable, 
uniform and efficient payment system for the whole 
country. This payment system is concentrated in 
the hands of the chartered banks and the clearing 
system which is operated by the Canadian Bankers 
Association under federal legislation. This control 
over the payments system makes it possible for the 
federal financial authorities to influence the 
availability of credit in the economy and ensure 
that payments can be simply and efficiently made 
throughout Canada. 

In fact it is difficult for a bank to carry 
on the full range of banking services normally 
carried on by the chartered banks, and thus compete 
with the other banks if it carries on business only 
within one province. The proposals made in the 
working paper in respect of other financial insti
tutions would permit them to be provincially 
incorporated and carry on some banking busines s 
within one province and remain under provincial 
supervision and control. 

I I. ere di t 

l. Federal Position 

- Experience has indicated the desirability for 
economic stabilization purposes to be able to 
supplement monetary action at times by measures 
affecting other parts of the capital market and 
credit system, (paragraph 27 of working paper) . 

. . . /4 
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- Fer this 0~d ot~er reaso~~ (p~ragraph 60) it is 
pro~o~ed that Psrliament oha r e with provin~ial 
legi:..:lature;o :;OL:C'.Jrrent jurisdi:::tion over 
;, ·.:re 11 t 'I . 

- It is proposed that far most purposes the 
provincial power would be paramount but that 
the federal power would be paramount when used 
to legislate for !Irrational econamic purposes". 

2. Provincial Position 

- Some provinces may question what the broad term 
11 na t ::.anal economic purposes'' will cover, and 
suggest that it ~an be interpreted so widely 
that it could be used to override provincial law 
in many aspe:_'ts. 

Comment; -

The wording proposed waa intended to indicate 
the general federal purpose, which relates mainly 
to mea3ure2 to secure economic stability (i.e. 
maintain a sati2factory level of' employment and 
economic growth witnout inflation). The government 
is prepared to consider alternative wording to 
make its concept more precise. 

(NOTE: The Department of Finance is submitting 
a spe:ial rr.emorandum on this subject to 
be in:luded in the briefing book immediately 
ber1ind this brief as Appendix "A".) 

3. Provincial Position 

- The rntario delegate of the Continuing Committee 
of Officials' meeting asked if margin requirements 
(credit) on stock exchanges (whi~h would remain 
under prov inc ial jurisdiction) could be controlled 
by the federal government when the national 
interest i~ involved. 

Comment · -

[tack exchange ~ have ln the past been sensitive 
to the 0ignifican2e of margin requirements to national 
economic objectives. The possibility of regulating 
stock market credit would supplement the other ins
trume~ts available to federal authorities to influence 
the general availability and use of credit for national 
econoffiic purposes . We therefore believe it would be 
des ira h l e f ,- ,r f'e de ral Authority to b e ava i la b 1 e f or 
use in t~is area , ar well ao in r egard to c onsumer 
credit, for ec onomi~ s tabili zation purposes. 

0 lnce 195~, the U.S. Fe deral Re serve Boar d has 
had the authority to cur b excessive us e of cre dit 
for purchas ing and 2arrying securit i es by s etting 
margin requir eme nts for the pur chase of suc h securities. 

The avai l a bility of selec t ive i nst rume nts such 
as consumer c r e di t controls and stock margin require
ments would broaden t he te chniques ava ilable to the 
feder a l authorities f o r ec on omi c stabiliza tion purposes . 
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C. Financial Institutions (other than banks) 

Federal Position (See Working Paper para. 66; 
Discussion outline p. 2) 

The federal position is that Parliament should 
have exclusive power to regulate financial institutions 
which carry on business in two or more provinces or 
internationally, while the provinces should have exclusive 
power to regulate financial institutions (other than banks) 
which carry on business only within one province. 

Reasons - The main reasons for the federal position 
are that, 

(a) where an institution operates only within its home 
province, regulatory measures can be adapted to the special 
characteristics of the province in which it operates, and 

(b) where an institution operates across provincial 
borders, 

(i) the institution will be subject to regulation 
by only one jurisdiction rather than by a 
number of jurisdictions in which regulatory 
measures and practices are bound to differ 
to some degree, and 

(ii) all persons dealing with the institution, 
whether inside or outside ' the home province, 
will have their interests looked after in 
the same manner. 

A disadvantage of provincial regulation of an institution 
operating across provincial borders is that persons dealing 
with the institution outside the home province have no re
presentation in the provincial legislature responsible for 
regulating the institution and thus have no effective means 
of exerting pressure on the regulatory authority for the 
protection of their interests. 
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Provincia~ Observations - (See Discussion Outline, 
p. 3) 

1. This basis of dividing jurisdiction would 
leave the federal government with responsi
bility for the successful institutions, 
while provincial governments would be left 
with insignificant and unsuccessful insti
tutions. 

Comment - The federal proposal is based on 
the premise that the division of regulatory 
powers should enable the best possible pro
tection of the interests of savers and 
investors and at the same time enable effec
tive and simple administration for both the 
regulatory authorities and the institutions; 
it is not based on the relative importance 
of different categories of institutions in 
the economy of the country. It may be that 
the result of such a division of powers is 
that the larger institutions come under 
federal regulation. However at the same time 
an important segment of small and specialized 
institutions would come under provincial 
regulation. In any case no concrete or even 
noticeable political or financial benefits 
are likely to result from regulatory action 
of the nature contemplated, whether i t be in 
respect of big or small, strong or weak 
companies. 

2. The phrase "carry on business" might prove to 
be difficult to define and interpret . 

Comment - It is believed that an effective wording 
could be worked out for inclusion in a revised 
constitution that could be interpreted by the 
courts in a practical way based upon the 
interpretation of statutes in the pas t. The 
matter should be capable of practica l solution 
at the administrative leve l and should not 
seriously inhibit the operation of an efficent 
supervisory system. 
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3. Some ochcc Das~s ror dividing JUrisdiction 
might 0~ pretecable, such as the nature of 
bus~ne~s oc the erfect on monetary and fiscal 
po l _:._cy. 

Comment - As was pointed out in para. 64 of the 
Workir.g Paper "The variety of these insti
tut~ons ana their need and capacity to 
develop and adapt to changing circumstances 
~edd~ to the conclusion that the division of 
powers in regard to them should not be made 
~n terms of categories of institution.'' The 
~roducts, manner of operations and general 
character of non-bank financial institutions 
are constantly changing to enable them to 
adapt to changing circumstances and compete 
successfully for the savings dollar. Thus 
categories of lnstitutions do not lend them
selves to long-term definition. 

Aside from the banks the relationship of 
these savings institutions to monetary and 
fiscai pol ~ cy ~s 1ndirect. Insofar as some 
part of the operations of these other finan
cial institutions (such as trust companies) 
is bdnking, they would still be subject to 
federal jurisdiction. 

4. The use of adminis~rative and legislative dele
gation might be co~sidered, as an alternative 
to federal jur~sdiction, to meet the problem of 
supervision of instltutions operating in several 
provinces. 

Comment - It woula be helpful if those who make 
this suggestion would clarify the way in 
which they pic~ure aelegation would be used 
to dedl with this problem. There is at 
present a substantial amount of administrative 
aelegation to the federal Department of 
Insurance by provincial governments. 

~t sho~id ~e ~oted that if provinc1al 
governments delegated administrative respon
sibility to the federal government many in
stitutions would still have to operate under 
several different laws if they carried on 
business in more than one province. 

5. Is ~n1formity in ~ne regulation of financial 
ins~itutions desirable? 

Comment - I~ lS for most instltu~ions of the 
same or a simllar k1nd that are competing 
with one anotner. Moreover persons depositing 
or investing funds in these institutions are 
2~ti~~ed to the oes~ possible protection of 
their interests. Finally, uniformity of regu
lation contributes to the basic objective of 
an efficien~ ca?ital market. As stated in 
Objective ~ Ou ~age l of this paper: 

" ' ... 'he ea. pi. t.a:. market should be essentially 
a common national market capable of 
accommodatlng prov~ncial or local insti
tutions ana markets within it, and 
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capable also of being integrated, in 
accoroancw with national policy into 
the international c apital market." 
(Working Paper, para. 57) 

Finally it should be noted that the 
possibility of local variations is speci
fically and intentionally provided for. 
The federal proposal would have local in
stitutions regulated provincially. (Working 
Paper, para. 66) 

6. A province should be responsible for the actions 
of an institution with headquarters within its 
boundaries. 

Comment - The federal government can assume re
gulatory responsibility when institutions are 
national. It shouldn't be necessary to 
duplicate responsibility. Indeed if it is 
duplicated there iS some danger that the 
locus of responsibility will be less clear. 

7. Some provinces are concerned about the need to 
depend on other provinces for supervision of 
institutions. 

Comment - This is one of the basic reasons for 
the federal proposal. (See generally, 
reasons on p. 5 of this paper) 

Further Provincial Observations (not mentioned in 
Discussion Outline) 

What is wrong with the present licensing system? 

Comment - There is no system to the present 
arrangement. The federal proposal would 
provide clear cut responsibility; would 
eliminate duplication of supervision by a 
number of provinces; and would produce a 
uniform treatment of competing institutions 
operating in a number of provinces. 

Background 

The present Constitution gives Parliament exclusive 
jurisdiction over banking and over savings banks. Many 
kinds of financial institutions other than banks have 
developed and grown during the past century and some in
dividual institutions orig1nally incorporated and regu
lated under provincial law have diversified and extended 
their operations beyond the province and become national 
or even international institutions. The Constitution 
does not deal specifically with such institutions and the 
powers established in respect of corporations and related 
subjects do not provide sufficient guide to avoid dupli
ca tion in authority and responsibility and to ensure effi
cient control and administration. The Government of Canada 
therefore believes i t t o be desirable that the division 
of powers between Parliament and the provincial legislatures 
w1th respect to the regulati on of non-bank financial insti
tutions should be more clearly defined. 

In genera l , 1nstitut1ons operating only in one province 
would be subject to provincia l regula t i on and institutions 
operating in more than one province or international ly would 
be s ubject t o fed e ral regulation. It i s no t proposed tha t 
this division of powers to regulate institutions would affect 
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other powers already in the Constitution, expressly or 
by interpretation, relating to activities or contracts 
that such institutions would undertake. For example, 
insurance companies would have to comply with provincial 
laws of general application relating to insurance con
tracts or agents and with federal laws of general 
application relating to bills of exchange or interest. 
With respect to the federal position, it is believed 
that it would not be necessary to alter the powers 
either of Parliament or the provincial legislatures to 
incorporate or authorize the incorporation of financ i al 
institutions. However, it is believed that reincorporation 
under federal jurisdiction should be made readily possible 
where a provincial institution extends its operations 
beyond the provinces and vice versa. 

There will likely be a number of other technical and 
administrative problems to be solved in carrying out super
vision of institutions under the proposed division of 
powers. For example, the question may arise as to who 
should have jurisdiction over a federally incorporated 
company that operates within the confines of a province or 
that withdraws into the confines of one province by 
ceasing to do business and getting rid of a ll its l ia
bilities outside that province. With respect to a 
federally incorporated company doing business only wi t hin 
one province, it seems unreasonable that the province 
should be saddled with regulation of such a company with
out having a say in its actual incorporation about such 
matters as corporate powers, capitalization and scrutiny 
of the persons incorporating the c ompany. With respect 
to a company that has b een operating under federal regu
lation and withdraws within a province, i t would again 
seem unreasonable that that province should be saddled 
with the supervision of an institution in financial 
difficulties or carrying on operations in an improper or 
questionable manner. On the other side, it would not 
seem reasonabl e that federal regulatory authorities 
should have to t a ke over regulation of a provincial 
company in financial trouble simply because the company 
established an office outside its home province. 
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D. The Secur~Lies Market 

Feucca~ ?o~Ltion (See W.P. para. 7~ or revised paras. 
72-73, 

The federal position is that Parliament should be 
given specific power to: 

(l) make laws relating to sales of secur1ties 
from a vendor in one provine to a pur
chaser outside the province, and relating 
to lSsues of securities which are not res
tricted to sale only to purchasers residing 
in the province of issue; 

(2) make clear federal power to legislate in 
the sale of ~ecurit1es of federal origin; 

{3) make clear federal power to legislate in 
regard to the purchase of securities from 
outside Canada. 

(The underlined words are additions to the 
language used under "Proposals" in the Secr e 
tarlat ' s Discussion Outl ine) 

There are a number of reasons why there s hould be 
a federal presenc e in secur1ties regu lation: -

(1) Provincia lly baseo securities regulation , in the case 
of securities sold in more than one province, result 
in duplication of administrative servi ces and extra 
cost to the 1ssuers. I n the future t he effects of 
dupl i cation will increase as the vo lume of trading 
grows . The proposed federal scheme s hould resu~t 1n 
a 5 ubstantial r eduction of adminis t rative costs . 
Lower costs and simpler fili ng procedure s wi~l con
tribute to the development of a more eff i ci ent capita l 
market. 

( 2 ) Pr ovinc i a lly based s e cur i t ies regulations abound with 
problems of conflic t s of laws wh1ch make the operation 
of the system more difficult and tend, in effect, to 
reduce the real protection afforded the investor. 
(For de tailed discussion see Appendix "B" at the e nd 
of this briefing paper.) 

(3) There are no valid reasons why the protection t o the 
investors with respect of securi ties available f or 
sale in more than one province should not be of the 
same degree ~ Competition between provinces for in
vestment f unds should not be achieved through l owering 
the standards of 1nves t or protection. 

(4) The e v er-gr owi ng inte~nat~ona l1 zation of t h e capi tal 
ma r kets wil: ~ r. t h e fu~ure emph asize t h e n eed fo r 
~nterr.ationa ~ stancards . Ca nada ' S pos~~ion wi l l b e 
strong e r i f it can spedk o n e v o i c e , i nstead of ten, 
in l ntcrna~~ona~ fo rums wher~ t h ese matters coula b e 
discu ssea. 

( - ' .J..} Re:aciv ely fe w l ~~ues are r e stri cted for sa l e 
W- ~n~n t ne prov ince of o r igin; t h e area of 
provlnc l a: j u r i s o lcti o n rema ining would b e s ma ll. 
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'--' -t l.:,, ·"'- - ,\ :~ u ! ' Vl:y cnddt · =-.oruc· yea r:.; dgo :.; tl ow~ 
u~ ,1t 1 i or tn• ~ y<..:a r l!J66 , '/2'1u (or U4 f.i) o f all 
'-'"' .:: . .c o~pc:c tuse!.> 11.led duriny that y e ar: we r e 

.J._:_ l ed i11 one province only. 

( 2) 'L'he "Can.sec" proposal could meet the problem 
arising from the lnvolvement of several 
jurisdictions in some securities i ssues . 

Co~~en~ - It has not been possib l e even t o 
reach agreement among the provinces on Cansec. 

Federai leglslation would be necessary to 
make the operation of Cansec effective. 

Legislative improvement in securities would be 
greatly facllitated under the federal pro posal. 
Under Ca nsec as in the existing situation it 
would be slow and difficult. 

The problem of loc ating individual Ministe rial 
responsibility to Parliament and Leg i slature s 
under .::;uch a s cheme :..s a serin11s w ~:ok:!e::.>:: . 

Cansec would not avoid the possibil i ty of 
differing standards across the country. 

The proposa l for a joint federal-provincial
administrative organization (CANSEC) (W.P. 
para. 56) seems to reflect on the con~~itutional 
diffi culties that relate to the current r e gu
latory arrangements. 

(3) Would federal involvement in the regulation of 
stock exchanges be implied? 

Comment - S tock exchanges wou l d remain provin
cial institutions except that the require ments 
of federal laws relating to secur ities or 
brokers-dealers would apply to trades taking 
place on the floor of the exchange. The federal 
sovernment would retain its existing power to 
establish a national stock exchange if i t c on
sidered that such action would be in the national 
interest. 

(4) Would federal laws be binding on local govern
ments selling bonds outside the province? 

Comment - They would be binding on municipalities 
but only on the Crown in the right of a province 
if the legislation specifically provided. In 
~his respec~ they would be in the same position 
as under other legislation. 

(5) There dre many cases when the vendor does not 
k~ow ~he prov~nce oi origin of the purchaser. 

CoQ~cn c - The ide ntity of the purchaser migh t , 
~~ s 0me c ases , pres ent some problems if i t i s not 
k~own . But thi s is essentially a problem of 
d~f~nlt~o~ d~G e niorcement. 

{6 ) ~h ~ provi~ces have been doing a satisfactory 
~ob i u t hi s iie~d and a federal presence is not 
re~'-li.ced. 
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Comme~~- (See W.P. paras. 55 and 70). There 
is considerable variation in the law as between 
some provinces and others, and in the policy 
and manner of its administration. Securities 
i~suers must comply with a variety of laws and 
practices involving delays, duplication of 
effort and greater cost. (See also Federal 
Position). 

Some Additional Provincial Observations 

(7) The proposed federal scheme is based on a number 
of key expressions the preclse contents of which 
would require to be delineated, such as "province 
of issue", "securities of federal origin". 

- Some provinces are likely to 
take the position that it is difficult to assess 
the workability of this federal scheme unless 
more is known as to the meaning of these ex
pressions. 

Comment - It is premature to attempt to circum
scrib e precisely the con tent of these expressions. 
The concepts involved, however , are sufficiently 
delineated to permit a discussion of the question 
whether the division of jurisdiction on the 
basis proposed would best permit the attainment 
of the objectives outlined in the W.P. {para. 57). 
(It would be desirable t o maintain a clear dis
~inction in the Conference between the consti
tutional powers and the precise kind of legis
lation Parliament might adopt from ~ime to time .) 

- It should be noted t hat the 
concepts of " provincia l i ssues ", "issues of 
securi t ies the sale of which is not restricted to 
one province", are basic elements of the current 
Unitea States securiti e s regulati on . 
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"PROVINCE JF ISSUE" Parliament would have the power to make 
laws in connection with issues of securities the sale of which 
is not restricted to purchasers residing in the province of 
issue (W.P. para. 72). The province of issue, in this context, 
could be defined to mean simply the province where the securities 
are to be offered for sale. This would be the case, for example, 
of an Ontario company issuing securities for sale in Ontario 
only. It could also include, however, a British Columbia 
company issuing securities for sale only in Ontario. It would 
seem more logical that the province of issue be the province 
of incorporation of the issuer company, as it has jurisdiction 
over the establishment and corporate organization of the 
company. The federal laws would, however, apply to the issue 
of securities in Ontario, by a British Columbia company because 
of the inter-provincial aspect of such a transaction. 

The expression would have a similar 
meaning when it comes to ascertaining which province would 
need to approve of an issue before federal approval for 
national distribution could be considered. In the case of 
the British Columbia company, above, the province of issue 
would thus be the province of British Columbia, and once the 
issue has been cleared with British Columbia, and the federal 
agency, it could be sold anywhere in Canada without interfer
ence being possible on the part of the other provinces. 

"PROVINCIAL ISSUES" This expression may be used in con-
nection with issues the sale of which is restricted to the 
province of issue and with respect to which the provinces 
would have exclusive power to make laws. The precise confines 
of the expression have not been set but it would seem logical 
that a federal law under this concept would not apply to issues 
of securities that are offered and sold to, and come to rest 
only in the hands of residents within the province. However, 
it would not be intended that, for example, the sale of 
securities to a resident of a province who moves to another 
province before receiving delivery of his securities would, 
in itself, subject the issue to federal law. 

"FEDERAL ORIGIN" The W.P. proposes to make it clear 
that Parliament may legislate in regard to sales of securities 
of federal origin {para. 72). 

This refers to issues of securities by 
(1) companies incorporated under federal legislation and (2) 
companies operating in fields of activity coming within the 
jurisdiction of Parliament (e.g., railways, telephone 
companies). 

This is a power that, it is contended, 
Parliament already has and which should be placed beyond doubt 
in a new constitution. 

(8) Would such a scheme mean the disappearance of the provincial 
securities commission? 

Comment - Provincial securities commissions would have an 
important role to play both with respect to purely provincial 
issues and with respect to "national" issues originating within 
the ir respective jurisdiction. It is intended that the 
province of origin of an issue would have concurrent power 
to legis late regarding issues of securities not restricted 
to sale within the province, but other provinces would not. 
(Two new paragraphs to replace W.P. para. 72 are available 
for distribution if desired.) 

Smaller provinces might even find this role too onerous . The 
administration of their laws could be delegated to the federal 
authorities . This is a possibility that some of the provinces 
would seem to be prepared to seriously consider, at least in 
the context of the recent proposals put forward by the federal 
gvv.cr.,;-.(Cn t for 3 feGC; r.3.l r .~ S Cr' C.C t.::-Jt.c: tt ·, p 1.C ~nt: ( - ·-.s 'tu-
~-; .... _ ~ 
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(9) 7Ge :eoecal propos~l would certainly result in greater 
uniformity of standards and in the process would fail to 
take account of the different needs of different provinces 
for development. 

Comment -A province could, with respect to local issues, set 
its own requirements . This would provide the flexibility a 
province might feel was needed for its own purposes. If a 
province felt that lower standards were needed to promote its 
resource development this should not be at the expense of 
investors outside that province. In order to get "national'' 
approval the securities would need to qualify under federal 
standards. 

(10) Some provinces would have strong objection to securities being 
sold in their province without their approval as they feel they 
have a special responsibility to the citizens of their province. 

Comment - Responsibility to protect the man in the street is 
not exclusively that of the provinces, particularly in the 
case of nationally traded securities. Concurrent jurisdiction 
for the provinces would result in duplication of administrative 
services, hence waste and inefficiencies . 

(11) In the case of "national" issues, the investor residing in the 
province of issue would have the choice, in case he has a right 
to exercise, of proceeding under either the provincial Act or 
the federal Act. This does not seem to present any special 
problem. The investor residing in a province other than the 
province of issue could proceed under the federal Act only. 

(12) Parliament should be given specific power to make laws relating 
t o sales of securities from a vendor r esiding in one province 
to a purchaser residing outside the province (W.P. para. 72). 
Accoraing to present practice, this would include the making 
of l aws relating to the registration of brokers and dealers, 
the re gistration and the imposition of trade practices and of 
reporting, proxy and insider trading requirements and takeover 
bids on securities traded interprovincially or internationally. 

Some provinces argue that such a power would mean that Parlia
ment could, in effect, regulate almost the whole field, as 
securities know of no boundaries (C.C.O. September 1970). 

Comment - There are no statistics available as to the volume 
of interprovincial trading in securities after the initial 
distribution. The statistics relating to issues of new 
se curities would tend to indicate that the interprovincial 
trading in securities might not be as substantial as some 
might believe. 

Wh~le the federal laws would regulate the inter
provincial and international trade of securities, the provinces 
would have juris diction t o regulate intra-provincial trading 
i n t he same securities . I n the l arger provinces this migh t 
well consti tute a maj ori ty of the t r ans actions. 

(13) Parliament would have the power, under the propos ed s cheme , 
t o make laws for the regi s tration of brokers- deal ers ent ering 
i~ t r ades r e gu l at ed by the feder al Government. The pr ovinces 
woul d have power t o make l aws for t he r egi stration of br okers
dealer s oper a t i ng ''locally11

• 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

~he Capital Market and Financial Institutions 

In respect of the concurrent powers over credit 
proposed in the W.P., para. 63, it is stated that federal 
power should be paramount where "federal legislation is 
made for national economic purposes, for example, to 
supplement monetary and fiscal measures for the purposes 
of economic stabilization." In reaction to concern that 
the phrase "national economic purposes" is so broad as to 
give the federal government in fact paramountcy over all 
aspects of credit, some further definition of the phrase · 
might be desirable. 

National economic purposes would embrace 
federal action to supplement its existing monetary and 
fiscal powers to influence the aggregate performance of the 
Canadian economy. This action would be for such purposes 
as stimulating employment and economic growth, protecting 
the internal and external value of the currency, and 
facilitating adjustments in the balance of payments by 
measures affecting the supply of, demand for, and terms 
of credit. Examples which come easily to mind of particular 
areas where the federal government might wish to act are 
consumer credit and margin requirements for purchases of 
shares. 
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APPENDIX ''B" 

CONFIDENTIAL 
SJ.C.__ .U'fl LS :1/dl i\ET A FEDt:RAL P IU:SE:~CE 

1. In tZ"l~ discussion ?.:lpcr on the -~<:_c_uE_i_~i_es :l:Jrket dated September 4th, 
the followin~ re3son is given as to ~1y there should be a federal 
?re~ence in securities legislation: 

"Provincially based securities rct;ul.:J.tions abound 
with ~roblems of conflicts of laws uhich make the 
operation of the system more difficult and tend, 
in effect, to reduce the real protection afforded 
tl:e investor." --

2. The purpose of t:lis memorandum is to illustrate the kind of problems 
that may arise under the current Canadian securities re&ulation ar
rangements. 

3. Difficult legal questions and practical problems arise from situations 
Hhcre the la':JS of more than one jurisdiction may apply. To the extent 
that P.qrliament tvould be given jurisdiction to make laws having national 
a;Jplication, these problems \.;ould be reduced. 

4. :~J'l_lica~:!:._o_n of a _r_c_~i-~t_ratio~_E_1._uirement: 

.s • 

'i'he kind of problem that may arise under this heading is illustrated 
in the follmving passage of l~illinmson on Secu~ities Regulation in 
CaE~d~ (p. 202): 

"Suppose .:1 broker-dealer obtains his Ontario registra
tion and opens an office in Toronto. His first custo
mers are residents of Ontario. Then he advertises his 
business in a net-~spapcr with a national or perhaps inter
national circulntion (the financial Post, for example). 
He begins to accpet orders from customers in other pro
vinces. Be uses a mailing list to solicit transactions 
in other provinces, and perhaps he plnces telephone 
calls to other provinces, either to solicit business, 
or in response to inquiries, or to serve his customers. 
He hires a sales1:1an, H~10 begins making trips to cities 
outside Ontario. Finally, he opens a branch office 
in another province. At \.;hat point in this chain of 
activities must the broker-dealer be registered in 
provinces other thnn Ontario? h'here must the securi
ties he sells be registered? 

Similar questions confront a securities adviser, an 
investment counsel, and a securities issuer, and all 
arc extrnordinarily hnrd to ans~"er. The various pro
vincial securities administrators hnve t heir o~.;n po
licies, and corapl i ance \vith these \vill at least avoid 
loss of registration and keep a person out of jail. 
llut civil liability is generally more to be feared 
than the '..rrath of nn. administrator, and may result 
frora a judicial find~~~nt a statute has been 
violated, whether or not the administrator insists 
on rc3istration." 

i' rovincial s~~curities acts usually read: "No person shall trade in 
. s ecurities ... " or "no i'Crson s h:1ll act as broker ••. " without recis
tration of the trader or the s ecurities or both. As a matter of 
constitutional law, it seems that the trading referred to must be 
trading in the ~rovince imposing the rczistration requirement. But 
s!E.£..5_ ::l__P_!__9_~i_n_c_e _ __l_~we t_l~_e _ __pO\•cr __ t_C? __ r~~i-~_e ___ ~istration of a tr~~. 
_p_a_r_t __ ~f -.::~h__~s_e __ s_e_l_l_i_~-~1_c_tj.~_i_t_i_c_s -~re i t:_!:_e_t:_pr ovi ncinl _or in _!:_c:_~-
_n_a_t io_r:_a.l_, _ __o r ~f __ ~_c_c~ ~j._!:_i_ c_s __ b_e_~-r~~ .. _o_f_f_c_!"_C!! __ in mo_"':"~- t han one p rovi nee? 
-~o_c_~ ~__pi_o_~~-12.~-~-~:l.Y_e___!:l.!_~ _ _p_o __ y~_e_r __ t~ reg_u_l~J._t_e_a~_aci er \·1--~hin the 
:?.!.<?.._~i-~-P~~·:l:ose __ o_f_f~rs ~~r_<:_ __ <!_:!-_~_<:E_ted __ e __ ~c_l_us:i._y_£~ to persons outside 
the province and \.rho s ells to no one in t he province? 
. ·- . --- -----·---- -- -- - -- ---- - - ------------- - --- ----
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6. So;;1e problems exist as to w:lich province has jurisdiction to 
~e~ulA.LC c. traaer \,';10 solicits business by telephone or mail 
from a person outside the province. There is a ~anitoba Court 
of Appeal case (:1cKcnzic) that has decided that :1ani toba had 
jurisdiction to require registration of a broker outside 
:1.:-.ni toba soliciting business from residents in l·bnitoba by 
r.elcphone. There is no assurance that this decision would be 
follo,.,rcd by tlle courts of the other provinces or the Supreme 
Court of Canada. 

7. There are .J.lso problems with respect to the enforcement of a 
province registration requirements when the person vJho did not 
comply resides outside the province. Provincial Securities Acts 
LJrovide for the "backing" of a Harrant for arrest (i.e. the endorse
ment of a warrant issued in one province, by a magistrate in another, 
so the uarrant becomes valid for an arrest in the latter r>rovince). 
But the constitutional validity of these provisions is doubtful. 

8. c_~_!_~ _!._iab:i~_li ty __ <!_I!_~hoi_£_~_s>f the law: 
111e existing arrangements also raise probleQs in connection with the 
potential civil liability resulting from the illegal (not registered) 
sales of securities where the purchaser and the vendor are not in the 
same province. 

9. In these cases, the question as to \-lhich provincial law applies \vill 
arise and the ansuer will depend on whet:1er the cause of action is 
based on a tort or a contract. In either case the plaintiff faces 
difficult problems of private international law. 

September 11th, 1970 
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The Constitutional Conference of Prime Ministers, 
meeting in February 1968, agreed to undertake a complete 
review of the Constitution of Canada. At its second meeting 
in February 1969, the Conference decided to begin its study 
of the distribution of legislative powers between the 
Parliament of Canada and the legislatures of the provinces. 

The Government of Canada has contributed to the 
study of this central aspect of the Constitution by putting 
forward a series of working papers setting forth its initial 
views and suggestions concerning the major elements of the 
distribution of powers. Most of these have been submitted 
first in draft form for discussion at working sessions in 
camera, then revised after hearing the initial provincial 
views. The revised papers have been published for public 
discussion at regular meetings of the Conference and else
where. While they represent the considered views of the 
Government of Canada they do not necessarily state its final 
position, as this is subject to reconsideration in the course 
of further discussions. 

Hy agreement, the first of these working papers 
published in June 1969, related to the taxing powers, and 
the second to the spending power of Parliament. The third, 
published in December 1969 related to income security and 
social services. The first two,The Ta x ing Powers and the 
Constitution of Canada, and Federal-Provincial Grants and 
the Spending Powers of Parliament, were discussed at the 
work~ng session of the Conference in June 1969. These two 
and the third, Income Security and Social Services, were 
discussed at the regular public session of the Conference 
in December 1969. 

This draft Working Paper is the fourth in the 
series. It is intended for initial discussion at the 
working session of the Conference in September 1970, after 
preliminary scrutiny by the Continuing Committee of Officials. 
Its general content and the proposals have been approved 
by the government but its text in this draft form has not 
yet been examine d by Mi nisters pending review by the 
Continuino Committee . 

Privy Council Office 
0 t t a w a 
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D R A F T 

THE CAPITAL ~~RKET AND FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

- I -

Introduction 

l. A number of the legislative powers in the 
British North America Act relate to the capital market and 
to the financial instruments and institutions which exist 
in it. There have been a number of systematic reviews of 
the market and its main institutions, of which the most 
comprehensive in recent years was the Report of the Royal 
Commission on Banking and Finance published early in 
1964. (1) There have been several other reviews recently 
of particular aspects of the market. (2) Parliament has 
made a practice of reviewing and revising its banking 
legislation every decade, and has in addition enacted 
many statutes during the past decade relating to the 
capital market and its institutions. (3) Provinc ial leg is
latures have also enacted numerous laws during the past 
decade relating directly to the capital market and i ts 
institutions (4) as well as many others, such as corpo
rations acts, which have an important bearing on the 
functioning of the capital market. 

2 . Until now, however, there has been no amendment 
to or systematic review made of the distribution of legis
lative powers in regard to the capital market and i t s 
institutions. To some degree this is probably a consequence 
of the fact that the existing distribution of powers has 
permitted a substantial and widespread improvement since 
the last World War in both provincial a nd federal l egis
lation relating to the market and its institutions. The 
financial institutions themselves, and the market in which 
they operate, have also greatly developed and improved over 
this quarter century. The Canadian capital market is now 
large and well developed, reasonably competitive a nd closely 
integrated into the international capital market. It is 
served by a variety of both general and specialized, and 
efficient, financial institutions. On the whole, financial 
institutions are now well supervised and controlled although 
this cannot be said of some aspects of all the working of 
the securities markets in some areas. 

3. The relative s treng th and resiliency of our 
capital market and financial institutions generally have 
been demons trated during the recent years of diff icult 
credit s tringe ncy aris ing f r om t he wor l d-wide economic 
s ituation. A number of weak spots have been strengthened 
by legislat ion or other action. It is a c cordi ng ly not with 
any sense of impending crisis c once rning the market or its 
institutions that the s ubj ec t of this paper is considered . 
Rat her it is to r eview whether t he original distribution 
of l egislat ive powe r in this area, as interpreted by the 
courts over the past century, is s till sensible and 
effic i ent in dealing wi t h i nsti t utions and markets which 
have changed and developed greatly, particularly dur ing 
the past forty years . 
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4. This paper reviews briefly the economic function 
and structure of capital markets in general, and then the 
principal institutions of the Canadian market and the juris
diction over them and the control exercised over the market 
and its institutions. Finally it suggests a few modest 
changes in the allocation of explicit legislative powers 
in order to clarify, simplify and improve the authority 
and responsibility of Parliament and the Legislatures in 
this field. These proposed changes are consistent with 
the principles and observations relating to the division 
of legislative powers set forth by the Government of Canada 
in "Federalism for the Future 11 in February 1968. In parti
cular, the following passages from pages 36 and 40 are relevant 
to this present working paper: 

"First, we are committed to the view that Canada 
requires both a strong federal government and 
strong provincial governments. The field of 
government is now so wide, and the problems of 
government are so many, that it is not a contra
diction to speak in these terms." 

"Secondly, the Government of Canada believes that 
there are certain areas of responsibility whi ch 
must remain with the federal government if our 
country is to prosper in the modern world. The 
Parliament of Canada must have responsibility for 
the major and inextricably inter-related instruments 
of economic policy if it is to stimulate employment 
and control inflation. It must have control over 
monetary and credit policy, the balance-wheel role 
in fiscal policy, tariff policy, and balance of 
payments policy. It must be responsible for inter
provincial and international trade." 

" ... the aims and the expectations of people in 
the several provinces s hould find expression in 
provincial as well as federal economic measures. 
The provinc es must continue, too, to have respon
sibility for the many intra-provincial matters 
which call for local rather than national action. 
The Government of Canada holds the view that in the 
exercise of these responsibilities -- which under 
the present division of powers are at least as wide 
ranging as those of the federal government -- each 
province should be able to develop its own unique 
approach." 

- II -

The Economic Function and Structure of the Capital Ma rket 

5. Capital r esults f r om saving by individua l s or 
businesses o r governments, and is us ed by businesses , 
individuals , governments or other public authorities for 
investment in "fixed capital " - - buildings , machinery, 
equipment, roads and other ut ilities - - as well as "working 
cap i tal" -- inventories of goods in production or storage 
or held for sale, or credit extende d to purchasers by 
se llers . It is also borrowed by individuals, business es 
or publ ic a uthorities to meet current expenditures in excess 
of current i ncome, whi c h process is described by economists 
as "dis-saving". 
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6. The term "capital market" 1s used to describe 
the complicated system of transactions and intermediaries 
by which those who save capital lend it (or in a minority 
of case s provide it as equity capital in buying corporate 
shares or partnership interests): to those in business 
who wish to use it for investing in fixed capital assets 
or in working capital; to public authorities who wish to 
borrow it to pay for public works or other expenditures 
or for public lending operations; or to individuals who 
may wish to invest it in houses~ or spend it otherwise. 

7. The original saving may take many forms. For 
infividuals nowadays much of the saving is done in making 
contractual contributions into pension plans, where in 
most cases the accumulating funds are invested through the 
capital market. Another large part takes the form of 
payment of life insurance premiums which include not only 
the amount needed to cover current risks but a savings 
element to cover part of the future risks or provide 
retirement benefits. Another large part of savings consists 
not of these "contractual11 forms, but of 11 discretionary" 
savings a ccumulating in bank deposits or credit union 
accounts. What is deposited there is invested by the bank, 
or credit union in loans or securities. Another large part 
of personal saving is invested directly in various kinds 
of bonds, shares, mutual funds, mortgages or other securitie s . 
All those forms of saving go through the capital market 
directly or indirectly to those who want capital to invest~ 
or to those who need to borrow in order to dis-save ( as 
many young families do for a period where family expend
itures are relatively high). 

8. Many businesses (apart from financia l insti-
tutions) save money out of their profits which they place 
in the capital market for short or medium periods. Although 
these savings in particular cases may be withdrawn after 
a relative ly short period (as the savings of individuals 
may), they are likely to be replaced by funds which other 
businesses are putting into the market. Consequently a 
large and growing aggregate of business savings normally 
remains invested through the market · and its various 
institutions. 

g. A very large amount of business savings out of 
retained profits are not invested through the market but 
are "ploughed back" into investment in the business itself. 
Part of this is to replace business assets that are wearing 
out or becoming obsolete, and part is for growth or expansion. 
Similarly some of the savings of individuals go directly 
into their own small business es , or partnerships or in 
direct private l oans to other individuals , for example, as 
mortgages to finance homes . 

10. A large part of the savings flowing into and out 
of the capita l market goes through 11 financial intermediaries" . 
These a r e businesses or other institutions, in various legal 
f orms s uch as corporations, or t rust funds, or coope r atives, 
which receive savings from depositors, lenders, shareholders 
or members and who lend these funds to others , or i nvest 
them in shares of corporations or in other securities . 
The banks are t he largest of these interme diaries a nd have 
s ome special character istics and r esponsibilities since most 
of the deposits in them are transferable and a r e use d as 
mone y . Life insurance companies constitute another large 
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group which also have s pec ial characteristics because their 
func tion as intermediaries collecting and investing savings 
is combined with the insurance of risks. Another large 
group is made up of the trust companies, who receive money 
in trust and repay it with int erest, much in the way the 
banks do, but they also act as trustees or agents managing 
various estates and trusts. Loan companies are a smaller 
group; they accept some deposits, and sell term debentures 
to individual savers, and invest these savings chiefly 
inmoctgage loans for resident i al and commercial buildings . 
Sales finance companies borrow money from other institutions 
or in the market, and lend it to consumers or other purchasers 
of cars and other types of durable goods, paid for in 
ins t alments. Mutual funds are a form of intermediary which 
normally sell their own units or shares to individuals and 
pool the funds they thus r eceive and invest them in the 
mar ke table shares of corporations, or less often, in bonds. 
Cre di t unions or caisses populaires are usually small, 
local cooperatives which receive deposits from their 
members and invest them in loans to other members, or in 
mortgages or in bonds or other marketable securities. 

11. The financial intermediaries, as is evident, 
make many loans directly to individuals or businesses for 
investment in fixed capital ( e .g. mortgages for houses) 
or working capital, or to cons umers for financing purchases. 
In other cases however, they buy securities in the market -
bonds or debentures issued by businesses or municipalities 
or governments -- shorter term securities like treasury 
bills, or commercial paper - - or marketable shares issued 
by business corporations. In addition, of course, many 
se curities of these various types are purchased directly 
by individuals or businesses with their own savings. 

12. The markets in which these securities are bought 
and sold are highly organized - - the stock market, the bond 
market, and the money market (which deals in short term 
debt securities). They have their own intermediaries: 
brokers and investment dealers who sell and buy securities, 
either as agents or principals, in order to match up the 
desires of others to buy and sell the various securities 
traded in the market. These brokers and dealers also market 
issues of new securities for those who wish to borrow, or 
issue shares; normally brokers or dealers act as under
writers who undertake to buy a specified amount of an issue 
a t a negotiated price and then sell it as and when they can, 
s ub ject to various agreements and laws. This function of 
placing new issues of s ecurities is the most vital economic 
service rendered by the stock and bond markets. It is 
greatly facilitated however, by the existence of organized 
markets in which trading takes place, s o that investors 
can s ell securities they have previously bought. 

13 . The capital markets of the main western indus -
trial nations -- United States , Britain, Germany, Canada, 
France, Switzerland, Japan are all interrelated, and 
integrated in greater or less degree depending largely on 
the exte nt to which the laws of each country restrict 
movements of capital out of it or into it. The Canadian 
capital market in particular is almost unrestricted in 
this sense; consequently, it is very closely integrated 
with the huge diversified market of the United States, and 
wi t h the European capital markets. Many Canadian borrowers 
borrow large sums in foreig n bond markets. The Canadian 
banks operate directly in other countries, as well a s 
through agencies, and receive deposits from f oreigners 
in foreign currencies and lend to foreigners on a large 
scale . Canadian securities have been bought and sold 
extensively by Americans and other foreigners. Canadians 
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invest in foreign securities on a large scale both directly 
and through pension funds and mutual funds. Canadian 
businesses frequently invest directly in related foreign 
enterprises. 

14. As a consequence of these close relationships, 
foreign capital markets have a major influence on Canadian 
markets, and rates of interest and other rates of expected 
return on Canadian securities and loans are influenced by 
rates in foreign markets. Canada both imports and exports 
capital in large amounts, but on balance it has been 
persistently a big net importer of capital, probably the 
biggest in the world. (5) 

15. The large and complicated market described above 
serves the vital economic function of collecting and dis
tributing the savings of Canadians(and foreigners investing 
through the Canadian market and its institutions). It 
thereby determines the use to which our capital will be put. 
Thus it is the mechanism for allocating our capital, our 
savings, to various possible uses. It brings together the 
borrowers and the lenders or other types of investors, 
receives and judges the rates of return expected on invest
ments, appraises the risk or security of the various invest
ments, and reflects these judgments in the prices and 
interest rates prevailing in the market. As a result 
Canadian savings tend to flow to the various uses in Canada 
(or outside) which offer the best return, taking into 
account risks and uncertainties, and the knowledge and 
preferences of savers and others operating in the market. 

16. In Canada the capital market is basically a 
national market -- a common market -- in which large national 
institutions and dealers operate, and it is relatively free 
from internal restraints on the flow of capital between 
provinces or other areas. It is on the whole an efficient 
and competitive market, in which various institutions of 
the same kind and different kinds compete with one another 
in placing savings, making loans, and buying and selling 
securities. Consequently, it tends to allocate savings 
economically and impartially on the basis of what investment 
offers the best return. Governments, consumers and busi
nesses all compete with one another as borrowers, as well 
as with foreign investments and small private enterprises. 

17. This common competitive market is, in terms of 
economic principles, the best way to allocate capital in 
Canada -- and to attract to Canadian borrowers and business 
enterprises the foreien capital needed to supplement our 
own savings. Departures from it should have to be justified 
on the basis of public policy. Local capital markets and 
financial institutions exist and adjust themselves to 
competition with the national market, but do not impair 
the general nature and advantages of the national market. 
Indeed they supplement it in a useful way through bringing 
to bear local knowledge of local borrowers and enterprises 
in a way which most of those operating in the larger 
institutions and markets probably cannot do. 

18. In addition to allocating savings a capital 
market and its institutions can encourage saving. Economists 
dil'fer on the manner and degree to which the flows of savings 
respond to variations in the rate of return offered on them. 
Jlowever, there seems no doubt that a well-developed capital 
market, and efficient financial institutions, about which 
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all important information is disclosed and in which 
depositors and investors have confidence, offering forms 
of securities, deposits and funds suited to the tastes, 
circumstances and preferences of the i n dividual s a ver , 
will encourage and attract savings that might otherwise 
not be made. 

19. For the purpose of this paper it does not s eem 
ne cessary to review the statistics of the capital marke t s 
and its institutions. Current figures may be found in 
publications of the Bank of Canada, (6) the Dominion Bureau 
of Statistics (7) and the annual reports of the Super
intendents of Insurance of Canada and the provi nces, and 
other officers who report on the superv ision of f i nancial 
institutions. (8) The best comprehensive s ource of past 
figures is the Report of the Royal Commission on Banking 
and Finance. 

- III -

The Institutions and Regulatio n of the 
Canadian Capital Ma r k e t 

20 . At the time of confederation, the Ca nadian 
capital mar ket consisted ma inly of a system of chartere d 
banks plus a variety of othe r sma ll, local institutions 
and mark ets. There were no incorporated o r l a r ge s t ock 
exchanges, no organized bond markets and no money ma r k e ts . 
Its institutions at the time have rece ntly been desc r i be d 
in quantit a tive terms by Profe s sor E.P. Neuf eld as fo l lows :( 9) 

11 The result of all these deve lopme nts was that 
by 1867 the re we r e 33 chartered bank s wi th abo u t 
123 branches in Canada and assets which accounted 
for about 78% of t he ass e ts of all t he financia l 
i n te rmediaries we h ave bee n able to list; there 
were about 28 building societie s, many of whi c h 
had be come perma nent socie t i e s, an d the ir a ssets 
a ccounted for about 9% of financial i ntermediar y 
a ssets; t here were about 6 savings ba nks with 3% 
of inte rmediary a ssets; there was one Canadian 
life insurance company with about 1% of inter -
me diary a ssets , but a l s o 13 British a nd 9 U. S. 
life insurance compa nies whose Canadian as sets 
a r e no t k nown but pro ba bly not larger tha n 1% of 
t otal interme diary as se ts; there were a number 
of fir e insura nce companies with as s ets of a bout 
3% of t he total; the g overnment no t e issue amounte d 
to about !J.% of interme di ary a s sets ; and the feder a l 
gov e rnment s a vings a n d pos t o f f i ce sav i ngs amount ed 
to about 3% o f f ina n c i a l inte rme diary as s ets . I n 
do l lar terms t o tal fina n c i a l inter me diary assets 
a mo unte d to jus t ove r $100 mill i o n , o r j us t unde r 
one -thir d t he s i ze o f Gros s Nat ional Pr oduc t." 

21 . I t wa s recognize d by those pr eparing the 
Constitu t i o n tha t leg i s l ation and gove r nmen t a ct i o n wou l d 
be ne e ded in r e gard t o the cap i tal ma rket a nd t he ins ti
tutions in it . Chief atte ntion was natur a lly f o cussed 
on currency and banking . Ve r y littl e specific provisio n 
was made fo r othe r inst i t utions o r capi tal ma r k e t 
nct i vities , whi~h we r e l eft to be de a l t with unde r 
ge ne r a l powe rs . Parl iamen t wa s g iven ex c l usive powe rs 
over c urrency and co ina~e , l e3a l tender, the issue of 
pa pe r money , banki ng and the inc orpor ation of banks , bi l ls 
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of exchange and promissory notes (the main assets of the 
banks) and interest. It was also given jurisdiction over 
savings banks. Other related powers allocated to Parliament 
were bankruptcy and insolvency, the criminal law and the 
regulation of trade and commerce. The provincial legis
latures were allocated the power of incorporation of 
companies with provincial objects, which would cover many 
of the smaller institutions then common in the capital 
market, as well as general powers over property and civil 
rights in the province and all matters of a merely local 
or private nature in the province. 

22. This division of powers reflected clearly the 
basic objective of allocating to the central authorities 
the control of the monetary and bankin8 function, the 
importance of which the public leaders at the time appear 
to have well understood. (10) By doing so they were also 
allocating to Parliament jurisdiction over the only 
institutions that were in any sense national or inter
national in their scope of operations. The incorporation 
and control of capital market institutions that were local 
in their scope were allocated to the provincial legislatures . 
Some types of financial institutions,such as insurance 
companies and loan companies, not specifically mentioned 
in the British North America Act, were implicitly placed 
under both federal and provincial jurisdiction, with the 
intention it seems of avoiding overlapping jurisdiction 
on the basis of whether the operation of the institutions 
was essentially local or not. 

23. As will be noted below in regard to particular 
classes of institutions and murkets, the situation now 
confronting us is that many kinds of financial institutions, 
other than banks, have developed and grown during the pas t 
century, and some individual institutions originally incor 
porated and regulated under provincial law have diversified 
and extended their operations beyond the province and 
become national or even international institutions. The 
constitution does not deal specifically with such insti
tutions, nor do the broader powers over corporations and 
various classes of s ubjects provide a sufficient guide to 
avoid duplication in authority and responsibility and to 
ensure efficient control and administration. 

24. A second general aspect of the long-term 
developments concerns the applicability of the broader 
legislative powers to the vast and varied volume of t rans 
actions in the capital market which are not of a local or 
private nature but in many cases transactions between 
residents of different provinces or between Canadians and 
r e cidents or busin~ sses of other countries. While it has 
proven possible to regulate many of these by provincial 
law -- such ~s corporations acts or securities legislation 
or by federal law such as the Foreign Exchange Control Act 
or the Criminal Code, it is desirable a t this time to 
review the possibility of a more systematic and explicit 
allocation of powers over capital market transactions. 

~urrency and Ranking 

2 5 . There have of course been many major developments 
in the banking and monetary system sin ce 1867, but the cons
titution does not nppear to have been a limiting factor, 
tlor have the developments of t his area ma de the provisions 
of the constitution obsolete, with o ne minor exception to be 
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noted below. !\ ~entr::J.l bank hus !Jeen e~talJLished and c;Iven 
the sole right of issuing r:urr-ency. It ~tas also been given 
by Parliament authority and responsibility for controlling 
the monetary situation, and thus, in practice, determining 
credit conditions. Banking legislation has been frequently 
reviewed and revised. An inspection system has been esta
blished, making efficient use of the shareholders' auditors 
for the purpose. The chartered banks have grown vastly in 
size and in the scope of their activities but diminished 
in number. They are clearly the leading financial insti
tutions of the nation and most of them carry on large inter
national operations, but they do not collectively dominate 
the domestic capital market to the degree they did in 1867, 
because other financial institutions have developed and 
grown more rapidly. 

26. Some of the other more recent institutions 
trust companies, loan companies and credit unions -- have 
come in recent decades not only to accept deposits but to 
honour cheques drawn on certain classes of those deposits. 
To this extent they are engaged in banking and are to some 
degree a part of the monetary sys tern. To this extent they 
are subject to Parliamentary jurisdiction, even in those 
cases where they are provincially incorporated and regulated. 
The Royal Commission on Banking and Finance proposed that, 
with the exception of local credit unions and caisses popu
laires, these institutions should be treated as banks and 
brought under the banking legislation. The Government of 
Canada in 1966 decided it was not then necessary to extend 
its banking legislation in this way, and Parliament endorsed 
that decision in revising the Bank Act in 1967. 

27. The persistent inflationary tendencies throughout 
the world in recent times have made it necessary to make 
vigorous use of the control and regulation of the monetary 
and banking system. The Canadian monetary and banking 
system has worked we ll under this stress but experience 
has indicated the desirability for economic stabilizatio n 
purposes of being able to supplement monetary action by 
measures affecting other parts of the capital market and 
credit system. This has led to one of the s uggested r evisions 
in the distribution of legislative powers put forward in 
part IV of this paper. 

Savings Institutions 

28. Before Confederation there had been a varie t y 
of savings banks, separate and distinct f rom the chartered 
banks (which did not show at that time the intere st they do 
today in savings accounts). The record of these savings 
institutions had not been wholLy satisfactory and they 
were plo ced under Ce dera.l jurisdiction in the Constitution 
and l a r gely taken over by the p;ove rnment of Canada itself 
after confeder at i on . Only two Quebec savings ba nks 
continued as s u cceGsful ope r a t ions until this ce n t ury and 
one of them recently became a chartered bank. 

29 . Ot he r ins titut ions, not called savings banks 
but serving much t he same purposes were deve l oping out of 
the building societies a t the time of Confede r at i on . These 
be~ame the mortgage l oan companies that spread r apidly in the 
1870 ' s and have become the l oan companies of today . Some 
o f them are provincial corporations, s ubject to provinc ial 
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law and others generally the larger ones are federally 
incorporated and subject to the federal Loan Companies Act . 
They secure most of their funds by selling debentures and 
accepting deposits (mostly not transferable by cheque). 
Nearly all of their funds are invested in mortgages. 

30. Trust companies were the next important category 
of savings institutions to develop. They originated in 
Ontario and have since spread to all provinces. In this 
category the largest companies are provincially incorporated, 
but a number are federally incorporated and subject to 
federal regulation. The trust companies are, generally, 
the only corporations permitted to act as trustees and 
conduct a fiduciary business, and in s o doing they must 
comply with provincial statutes governing the activities 
of trustees. While technically not accepting deposits or 
borrowing in other forms, in fact they accept funds in 
trust accounts, which areequivalent to deposits, and issue 
guaranteed investment certificates equivalent to debentures . 
Some of the provincial trust companies are very large 
institutions operating across the nation and some carry 
on some international business as well. 

31. Credit unions and caisses populaires, which are 
local financial cooperatives, first appeared in Quebec in 
1900 and have spread and grown rapidly since the end of 
the depression of t he 1930 1 s. They now have over four 
million members and hold aggregate assets of approximately 
$4 billion. Established under provincial law, and subject 
to provincial regulation and supervision, they are authen
tically local institutions that have become collectively 
a major element in the capital market . They receive capital 
and deposits from their members, make mortgage and other 
loans to their members, and some other investments. While 
technically some of their operations may be in the field 
of banking there has been no suggestion that these local 
institutions be s ubject to banking legislation. In 1953 
at the request of the cooperative movement Parliament 
enacted a statute to permit the provincial "centrals" 
established by and serving these credit unions to come 
under federal inspection and supervision . Four of them 
have done so and one federally-incorporated institution 
of the kind has been established . The Caisses Populaires 
Desjardins in Quebec r ecent ly collective ly acquired control 
of a savings bank which then became a chartered bank providing 
services to the caisses, and this bank has recently merged 
with another chartere d bank, providing a substantial link 
between the caisses populaires and the national banking 
system . 

32. In l96'T Parliament enacted the Deposit Insurance 
Corporation Act t o insure deposits in banks, trust companies 
and loa n companies. Federal corporations were required to 
he insured under the act and provincial corporations were 
permitted to be insured if the provincial government approved . 
Most provincjal institutions have become insured with the 
Corporation. Quebec has set up its own depos it insurance 
sy3tem, with federa l cooperation under a forma l agreement, 
and this Quebec law app lies to financial institutions and 
individuals in Quebec acce pting money on deposit . These 
deposit ins urance arrangements have improved the security 
of deposits in the trust and loan companies, whi ch in effect 
fu lfill t he role of savings banks . 
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Insurance Companies 

33. Next to the chartered banks, the life insurance 
companies are collectively by far the largest financial 
intermediaries in the Canadian capital market. (ll) Canadian 
companies do a large life insurance business outside of 
Can~da, while British and foreign companies do a large 
business in Canada and are required to hold assets in 
Canada to cover their Canadian liabilities. 

34. The British North America Act does not refer 
specifically to insurance. Early proposals for the Act 
placed insur~nce under federal jurisdiction but this was 
later given up and the more general powers were left to 
apply to insurance companies and insurance contracts.(l2) 
At that time there was only one Canadian life insurance 
company, but many local fire insurance companies. 

35 . There has been a long series of legal decisions 
on the jurisdiction over insurance and insurance companies, 
which need not be recounted here. The upshot has been 
that provincial law governs insurance contracts, agents and 
brokers; both the federal and provincial authorities incopo
rate and regulate domestic insurance companies; and the 
federal authorities license and regulate foreign insurance 
companies carrying on business in Canada. In fact all 
large iife insurance companies and nearly al l large fire 
and casualty insura nce companies operating in Canada are 
registered wi th and supervised by the federa l Department 
of Insurance but many smaller insurance companies can and 
du operate solely under provincial law . 

56 . The insurance companies are very large investors 
in mortgages, bonds and, more recently, corporate shares . 
Their important role in the capital market has been recog
nized and the laws re l ating to their permitted investments 
have been revised several times in the past quarter century 
to widen their scope. In addition the nature of life 
insurance contracts that can be sold have been broadened 
to include policies that provide benefits related to the 
values of equity investments held by the company in segregated 
funds. In these ways and by requiring regula r inspection 
and reporting Parliament and the provincial legislatures 
have maintained regulation and supervision to protect the 
policy-hol ders while adapting to developments in the capital 
market and providing as much freedom of choice as possible 
to the companies in the selection of investments . 

Pens ion Funds 

)( . Pension pla ns es tablished by employers for the ir 
employees (or by collective labour agreements ) have become , 
in aggr egate, one of the largest channels of s avines ente ring 
the capital marke t. (13) They are inte rmediaries between 
their individual members a nd the various as se t s in which 
t he funds are inve sted . The i ncome tax laws give parti 
cularly favo urable trea tment to savings inve sted i n such 
pl ans, s ub ject to certa in limits and conditions. 

38 . Some of these pension plans , usually the smaller 
ones, contract with life ins urance companies to accept the 
contributions made to the plans and pay the annuities and 
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other benefits specified in the plan. In such cases the 
funds are pooled with their other assets and invested by 
those companies. In thousands of other cases the funds 
are managed and invested by trustees, sometimes trust 
companies, and sometimes individuals. Professional 
services are available to advis e a nd as s ist trustees 
in the management of these funds. 

39. Constitutional jurisdiction over these pension 
plans, and the investments of their funds by trustees is 
considered to follow that for industrial relations applicable 
to the particular type of business or undertaking concerned. 
Four provinces have enacted legislation (usually Pension 
~enefits Acts) applicable to plans and funds in industries 
or businesses under their jurisdiction and Parliament has 
enacted a similar statute applicable to the railways, 
banks and other types of business (including Crown companies) 
under federal jurisdiction. These laws and the regulations 
made under them control the types of assets in which the 
funds of such plans may be invested and in this way they 
have a bearing upon the capital market. Certain aspects of 
the income tax laws and regulations applicable to such plans 
-- if they are to qualify for preferred tax treatment -
also have a bearing upon the investment of their funds, 
chiefly by requiring that most of the funds be invested 
in Canada. 

40. The pension plans referred to above do not 
include two types of plans and related funds operated by 
the federal nnd provincial governments. Pension plans for 
government employees (and members of the Armed Forces) are 
established by and subject to special statutes. In the 
case of the federaL government the funds are not separately 
invested but simply kept as accounts i n the Consolidated 
Revenue Fund and credited with interest at current market 
rates. In such cases the savings do not flow through the 
capital market but instead constitute an alternative source 
of funds which reduce the amounts the government has to 
seek in the market. 

41. Secondly, there are of course the very large 
Canada Pension Plan and Quebec Pension Plan to one or 
another of which nearly all Canadians make contributions 
based on their earnings.(l4) The funds on these plans are 
invested in accordance with the statutes establishing them. 
In the case of the Canada Pension Plan the accumulating 
funds do not flow through the market, but are all (with 
very minor exceptions) loaned directly to the governments 
of the nine provinces in which Canadians are covered by the 
Plan. The funds of the Quebec plan are invested in marketable 
securities, but at times these are bought directly from the 
issuer in the province. 

42. While no proposals are made in this paper 
regarding the jurisdiction over employer-employee pension 
plans, or government pension plans, their important position 
in the capital market must be recognized. 

Personal Loan Companies 

l.J. 3. l~oth the provincial and federal authorities 
have incorporated companies to engage in making personal 
loans to individuals. The federal companies are known as 
small loan companies, established by special acts and 
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subject to the Small Loans- Act. The provincial corpo
rations are known as money-lenders and part of the 
federal Small Loans Act relates to them in respect 
of the interest and related charges made on loans. 
In other respects they are subject to provincial law. 
The statutory limits on charges apply only to loans of 
$1500 and less. There are 72 licensed lenders under the 
Act~ of which 9 are federally incorporated. 

44. These personal or consumer loan companies 
in aggregate have become a major source of credit to 
consumers~ (15) chiefly in the form of unsecured cash loans 
at regulated maximum interest rates and repayable by ins
talments over several years. Most of their funds are 
ootained either as capital or as loans from parent or 
associated companies or from the banks. Many of these 
cumpanies are affiliated with sales finance companies. 

Sales Finance Companies 

45. These companies began to appear in Canada 
around the end of the first World War ~ in order t o finance 
the sales of automobiles. They branched out into financing 
the sales to consumers of other durable goods and later 
into financing sales of equipment and machinery to businesses. 
They expanded rapidly in size from 1945 until the mid 1 60s, 
when the general credit stringency and other special factors 
caused their rate of expansion to slow down. These companies 
obtain their funds in part from parent and associated 
companies, in part as bank loans against lines of credit, 
in part by long-term market borrowing and in large part 
by short-term borrowing in the money market. (16) A larg e 
part of the business is done by a few of the larger firms, 
most of which are controlled by foreign corporations 
particularly automobile manufacturers. 

46. There are, of course, no special constitutional 
provlslons applicable to this type of financial institu
tions and indeed no special statutes. They are incorpo
rated and regulated under ordinary company law, and their 
issues of securities are subject to the normal securities 
legislation insofar as it applies to the type of securities 
they is s ue. The larger companies are incorporated federally 
but there are many provincial companies in the field. 
Following difficulties encountered by some of these companies 
in the l960 1 s the Federated Council of Sales Finance 
Companies, to which most of these companies belong,has 
taken steps to improve the disclosure of information 
concerning individual companies. The securities legis
lation of some provinces has also been impr?ved for this 
pur pose. 

Investment Companies 

!r(. 'J' he federal government has decided that 
r ede r ally-incorporated sal es finance companie s and othe r 
financial intermediar i es no t othe rwise s uperv is ed should 
be subjec t to some requirements for regular r eporting and 
governmental inspection. It introduced Bill C-179 in 
Parliament on January 19, 1970 ~ for thi s pur pose. It would 
apply to companies that have more t han 40% of their asse ts 
in investment type instruments and that raise a s ignificant 
por tion of their funds by issuing de bt instruments. Thi s 
Bill is s till before Parliament . 
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Mutual Funds 

48. Mutual funds are a relat ive ly recent form of 
financial institution, having first appeared in Canada 
in 1932 but they have developed and grown rapidly in the 
past two decades. (17) Sometimes in the form of corpo
rations, sometimes trusts, they are essentially a means 
of pooling ownership of shares or, less commonly, bonds, 
or even mortgages. They do not themselves operate as a 
business. They are normally managed and their shares or 
assets sold by separate corporate entities under contractual 
arrangements. They offer the investor the advantages of a 
diversified portfolio under professional management. 

49. There are as yet no special statutes in Canada 
governing the formation or operation of these funds. They 
can be established under the Corporations Acts of Canada 
and some provinces (those which permit the redemption of 
shares on demand of the shareholder, which is a normal 
feature of these funds); in other cases they are constituted 
as unincorporated trusts, which issue units to the public 
and redeem them on demand, and which in other respects 
operate in a similar way to the incorporated funds. 
A number of these trust funds are managed and sold by 
trust companies. 

50. Regulation of these funds is normally achieved 
under the provisions of the Securities Acts of the provinces, 
since the effective operation of the funds is dependent 
on the continuing sale of shares or units. The securities 
legislation or regulations in most provinces have special 
provisions applicable to these funds. Salesmen must be 
registered and a prospectus filed and accepted. Through 
conditions attached to the acceptance of the prospectus 
some control is usually exercised over the business methods 
of the fund and its managers and distributors, and over the 
information to be made public. 

51. A federal-provincial committee on Mutual Funds 
and Investment Contracts has recently issued a detailed 
report on these mutual funds, making numerous recommendations 
for their comprehensive regulation. The Committee recommended 
unanimously that a "national administrative agency 11 should 
be established to regulate the operations of these funds. 

The Securities Markets 

52. The basic nature and function of the securities 
~arkets the stock markets, the bond market, and the 
money market, have been stated briefly in part II of this 
paper. They are the most fundamental portions of the 
capital market, i n which the various institutions, investors 
and borrowers operate through the medium of i nvestment 
dealers and brokers. 

'3~.5. The workings of these markets in Canada have 
been the subject of many studjes and reports. (18) The 
Hoya 1 Commission on l~anking and Finance revi.ewed the working 
of these markets and the dealers and brokers who operate 
in them. It made a number of recommendations for action 
by those in the market, by the stock exchanges, and by 
public authorities both provincial and federal . 
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54. Apart from the Criminal Code and some legis
lation relating to federally incorporated companies, the 
laws relating to the issue and sale of securities are 
provincial. (19) There has been a vast improvement in 
these securities laws and related laws and their adminis
tration during the past decade, to a large extent under 
the leadership of the Government of Ontario. 

1) 1). Despite these recent improvements, there is 
still a considerable variation in the law as between some 
provinces and others, and in the policy and manner of its 
administration. The nature of the laws requires that those 
issuing securities must often comply with the differing 
laws and administrative standards of a number of provinces, 
which involves delays and duplication of effort. Moreover 
there remains some difficulty in characterizing various 
interprovincial and international transactions in securities 
for the purpose. of determining which laws are applicable. 
There are also practical problems in the administration and 
enforcement of provincial laws in respect of some of these 
transactions. (20) 

56. There have been numerous federal-provincial 
discussions during the past five years concerning 
responsibility for regulation of the issue of and trading 
in securities, including the possibility of a joint 
administrative organization. (21) During the course of 
these discussions the Government of Canada has made clear 
its desire and intention to recommend that Parliament 
enact a Securities Act which would regulate these aspects 
of the issuing of and trading in securities that come 
within federal jurisdiction. (22) 

- IV -

Proposals for change 

Objectives 

57. In formulating proposals for revision of the 
legislative powers relating to the capital market and 
financial institutions, the Government of Canada has had 
the following objectives in mind: 

l. -

2. -

3- -

Canada should have a single monetary and 
banking system under effective public control. 

The capital market should be essentially a 
common, national market, capable of accommo
dating provincial or local institutions and 
markets within it, and capable also of being 
integrated, in accordance with national 
policy into the international capital market. 

There should be effective laws throughout 
Canada to ensure that those who invest in the 
Canadian capital market and financial 1 insti
tutions have adequate information to judge 
the quality of their investments and to have 
confidence that financial intermediaries are 
subject to adequate inspection and regulation . 
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Financial institutions should be able to 
continue developing and diversifyi ng as they 
have during the past century, adaptin~ tneir 
~orm and functions to ch~n~ing ~ircumstances 
and growing from local or provincial insti
tutions into national or international ones 
as opportunities permit, without hindrance 
imposed by constitutional distincti0n3 in 
term.3 of cate;\ories and functiL•ns, otrlr=:r th:J.n 
u.:A nks . 

There should be a clear divis:!_.-.m uf ::Alcr.it· ,ltjor.a.l 
,juris diet ion over r:;,.nanc j a l ins t l tu t i ,: ,r.s ,)t 11Cr 
than banks, based only on whether or n,Jt tlley 
csrry on business within a sjngle province, in 
order to avoid duplication in supervision and 
regulation and secure efficiency in administratio~. 

There should be clarity and efficiency in the 
division of jurisdictior. over transac~ions in 
securities within provinces, between nrovinces 
and oetween Canada and other countries . 

currency, !:;anKin,-r; and Credit 

So. ~ne r}overnment o:· Canad.:-~ re•!ard~' the let,islative 
pcwen; of ParlL1mcnt under :>~~:tion ·-Jl o t' tl~e British ~\ :)rth 
J'l.rnerir:::.t Act as Ctdequatc to :~lve it effcct'_ve control over 
the currency, banking and mot.etary condi tic· ~J S. De..; pi te 
the changes in circumstances during the pazt cen:~ry the 
present powers are suf~icient to accomplish the first 
oojective in the preceding paragraph. 

5Y. ~he Government believes thGt t~e jurisaiction 
of Parliament over savings banks (Sead 16 o~ Sect:on 01) 
is contrary to the fourth and fifth objectives set forth 
in paragraph ~7 above and could interfere with a desirable 
allocation of jurisdiction to the provinces over financial 
institutions operating within the province. Consequently, 
it proposes that this power of Parliament should be dropped 
i~ the revision of the constitution, while retaining the 
general power over ban·r:_ing . 

u, en the othec tl.and, the .. ;.cvernr.1ent believe,:; 
t,ric..:_:. it would be in i...he public intere;;t to clarify and 
s~1:::.ce ~;..~.risdicti:-m c.ver crr::dit by pn;vidirlt~ Hpeci:''i(~ally 
:~(jr it in tne Constitution. In the first place R :-:per le nee 
has shown that tlle fe dr::ra l ,juris di cti()r'.. :_;vcr in teTes t 
Cb .. n only be made c; ffect i.. ve uy brin;:;ing ltl utr1er :i1ange::o 
made for ere di t as welL. This is seen in tlJ.e Sm:1ll Loans 
Act. It ~ou ld be better accornp lis ne a if Parl iame clt shared 
with the pro vinc e s s om•~ juri<; diet ion over the terms of 
credit. ~ne sa~~ wouli be true in respect of fe6ec ~ l 
lc8islation in rcgarJ ~o full ~isclosurc of char~eo made 
-eo cor~sumers wno purchase good::; on credit. 

:-,l. :v;,ore ir:-~portant, Lt a. lJ!'Gader c0 r:text r '~~ ~~,el',;,.ence 

~~;n~ a.~:;;, s:·L<~, ·,,\'~1 ;:,n;,t some dlr'c~r~t co~trul over the t.·~rf.'l. -: ,Jr 
V(;.Lume ,)~ :>l c.surner r;rciit or t1ossibly nv;:;r ot!1er :::t. •;,rories 
~~~· credi. -c ::tay 02 :·~ desj rable :::upplerr.er ~ t t c· munei:t~':/ ::~1d 
i'~:2~~:-J.l mea:·ures fc;r tl1e purposes of r:eonnm~ ~ [;ta:, i li :~:-.~-t , .i (Jrt • 
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62. Clearly however the provinces too must have 
jurisdiction over credit as it is so inextricably inter
woven with the law of contracts and other areas of private 
law generally coming under property and civil rights 
within the province. 

63. Consequently~ the federal government proposes 
that there should be in the Constitution explicit concurrent 
powers over credit. For most purposes the provincial 
concurrent powers in this field could be paramount~ but 
these federal concurrent powers over "credit" should be 
paramount where the federal legislation is made for 
national economic purposes~ for example~ to supplement 
monetary and fiscal measures for the purposes of economic 
stabilization. 

Financial Institutions 

64. Experience in the incorporation~ supervision 
and control of financial institutions other than banks 
during the past century leads the Governme nt of Canada 
to believe it to be desirable that both Parliament and 
the provincial legislatures should have powers in these 
fields but the division of these powers should be more 
clearly defined. The variety of these institutions and 
their need and capacity to develop and adapt to changing 
circumstances leads to the conclusion that the division 
of powers in regard to them should not be made in terms 
of categories of institution. It would be more practicable, 
and better in accord with the basic plan of the constitution 
and with the preferences shown by the actions of the 
institutions themselves~ that the division be based on 
whether the institution carries on business only within 
a province or carries on business in two or more provinces 
or internationally . 

65. The Government of Canada believes it is not 
necessary to alter the powers either of Parliament or of 
provincial legislatures to incorporate or authorize the 
incorporation of these financial institutions. At the 
time of incorporation it is not possible to tell with 
certainty how extensively a corporation will carry on its 
business. It should be made readily possible for a 
provincial institution that extends its operations beyond 
the province to become a national institution under the 
regulatory jurisdiction of Parliament~ and vice versa. 
Reincorporation under the other jurisdiction without loss 
of identity should be permitted but not required. 

66 . The Government of Canada therefore proposes 
that in a revised constitution Parliament should have 
exc lusive power to regulate financial ins titutions other 
than banks which carry on bus i ness in two or more provinces 
or internationally, and the provincial legislatures should 
have exclusive power to regulate financial institutions 
other than banks which carry on business only within t he 
province. 

67 . It will of cour se be necessary to give careful 
atte ntion to the detuiled scope of these powers and t he 
concept of a financial institution. It is suggested that 
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the term financial institution should include two categories . 
The first category should be any entity other than a bank 
-- be it a corporation, trust, cooperative or person --
which is in the business of accepting money from the public 
subject to undertaking to pay money under specified circum
stances. The second category would include those who trade 
in securities -- shares, bonds, debentures, notes, etc. 
This concept should include loan companies,trust companies, 
insurance companies, mutual funds, 11 investment companies", 
investment dealers and brokers, but would not include those 
who simply give information or advice to investors or who 
render other financial services not covered in the description 
above. It will be necessary to distinguish i n a clear and 
practical way between banks, to be incorporated as banks 
and regulated under the authority of Parliament wherever they 
carry on business, and other financial insti tut ions carrying 
on some banking business, but otherwise incorporated and 
subject to provincial regulation if they operate only 
within a single province. The banking operations of the 
latter would be subject to federal law . 

68. It should be emphasized that this proposed 
change in the power to regulate institut ions as such is 
not intended to change other powers already in the const i
tution expressly or by interpretation relat ing to activities 
or contracts that such inst itutions would undertake . They 
would have to comply with provincial laws of general 
application relating to insurance contracts or agents, 
or to trusts and estates, for example, or to federal 
laws of general application such as those regarding bil l s 
of exchange or interest. 

The Securities Market 

69. While the Government of Canada recognizes the 
improvement that has taken place in the laws relating to 
the securities market it believes that Parliament can and 
should contribute to further improvements in seeking the 
objectives enumerated in paragraph 57 . I t also be lieves 
that these further improvements can be better if the 
constitution is revised to clarify and modernize the power 
to legislate in regard to the issue and sale of securit ies . 

70. Many transac t ions in Canadian securities are 
between persons in different provinces or between persons 
in Canada and outside of Canada. Many securities are 
issued and underwritten with interprovincial a nd inter
national sales in mind. Yet it is often diffi cult to 
identify which transactions may properly be regarded as 
interprovincial or international, in relating them to the 
distribution of powers under the c onstitution . Moreover , 
when these transactions are subject to provincial regulation, 
serious pro blems in the conflict of laws can and do ar ise. 
The territor i a l limits on provincial jurisdiction create 
enforcement problems . Finally there is a danger that the 
marke t will take advan tage of the we aker laws in some areas 
to undermine the effectiveness of thos e that have been 
improved . 

7 1 . The Governmen t of Canada therefore intends 
to as k Parliament to l egislate in this field . Some 
legisla tion is possible under Parliament •s p resent powers . 
The government believes however that better fe deral 
legislation would be possible and the regulation of the 
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securities markets could be made simpler and more efficient 
if Parliament were given explicit power to legislate in 
regard to specific types of securities transactions} apart 
from its powers over the criminal law. 

72. It is therefore proposed that in the revlslon 
of the constitution Parliament should be given specific 
power to make laws relating to sales of securities fr om 
a vendor residing in one province to a purchaser res iding 
outside the province, and relating to issues of securities 
which are not restricted to sale only to purchasers 
residing in the province of issue. It is also proposed 
that it be made clear that Parliament may legislate in 
regard to the sale of securities of federal origin and 
the purchase of securities from vendors outside Canada . 

Conclusion 

73. The government believes that with the changes 
proposed above the revised constitution will make it 
possible to bring about and maintain a fully efficient 
national capital market that will contribute to the well 
being of all Canadians while ensuring as wel l the ability 
of provincial legislatures and governments to control 
financial markets and institutions that are essentially 
local or provincial in nature. 

( 30 ) 
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the Investment Companies Bil~/. 
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business, tables on p. 42; major sources of increase in 
c onsumer credit outstanding, p. 44; major sources of 
financing: federal, provincial and municipal governments 
and their enterprises, p. 47; major assets of selected 
financial institutions, p. 52; net new issues of secu
rities, p. 61. See also Bank of Canada, S t atisti cal 
Summary (Monthly). 

7. D.B.S., F i n anc i a l F l ow Accounts 196 2- 6 7. 
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( O~~awa, Queen's Printer, 1969 • Vol. I contains the 
t ext of the Report, a summary of statistics on fire and 
casualty insurance companies, life insurance companies and 
fraternal benefit societies, and a review of the latest 
fed e ral and provincial legislation and legal decisions 
affecting insuranc e companies. Volumes II and III contain 
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Cooperative Credit Associations Act; and Small Loans 
Companies and Money Lenders (1968) containing summary 
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rl.ties Ltd., (1966) 56 D.L.R. 2d. 56 (Man. C.A.). 

2:. See "CANSEC: :L..egal and Administrative Concepts", pntario 
Securities Commission Bulletin (November, 1967), pp. 
61-70 • 

22. See the remarks of the Hon. J. Turner in Canada, House 
o~ Commons Debates, June 16, 1967, p. 1604 • 
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Our purpose in proposing discussion of this 

subject now is to have a preliminary exchange of views 

on the probable roles of the provincial and federal 

governments in this field in the future and their impli

cations for the division of legislative powers. We 

had thought earlier of putting before this session 

of the Conference a draft working paper with proposals 

for an appropriate division of powers. When my 

colleagues and I reviewed in July the preparatory Horl;: 

our officials had done, we came to the conclusion that 

the problems in this field, both of policy and of law, 

were so important and complex that we preferred to have 

a discussion with you before formulating specific 

proposal.::;. 

Environmental management in the broad sense 

covers a multitude of measures to deal with a multi-

tude of sins. Both words "environment" and "management" 

mean different things to different people. In the 

context in which the subject is now being discussed in 

"public affairs", environment i s usually taken to refer 

to the whole of the natural world -- the global and 

ecos ys tems -- and the physical, chemical and biological 
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modifications we make in them, both good and bad • 

"Management" is taken to include all those public 

and private activities undertaken to protect and 

improve this environment and thus ultimately to 

protect and improve the quality of life of man on 

this planet. Clearly, in this sense, the subject 

covers a great deal which is done by provincial and 

local authorities, in both the urban areas and the 

countryside, as well as covering much that the federal 

authorities do, and some activities of private enter-

prise • 

For our purpose here today I propose thrtt 

v1e concentrate on the part of this vast field \vhich 

relates to the pollution of the air, the waters and 

the earth, and what we may need to do in the future to 

control, reduce or stop such pollution. There are 

other aspects of environmental management which may 

merit further study later in the constitutional review. 

Some relate to the physical problems of our cities 

congestion, blight, noise und ugliness -- and the 

measures necessary to overcome these. Some relate to 

the countryside and the effects on it of many of our 

economic and social activities -- from mining at one 

extreme to the scramble for land and water-front for 

recreation at the other. Most of these problems and 

activities are essentially local or at least intra

provincial in their nature, costs and benefits. M1ile 

the federal authorities are concerned with many of 

these matters, and assist in one way or another with 

some of them, they are primarily your responsibilities 

in constitutional terms. We may be able to help in 

dealing with some of them, by action at the national 
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level. As you and we review specific aspects of 

sorllC of the:;c subjects we may find some constitutional 

implicc.tions that Harrant discussion first by our 

officials and then by ourselves. 

As regards pollution, our governments are 

all concerned, all involved and all active. \'le had a 

long discussion of the current aspects of pollution 

in February and recorded our conclusion -- that all 

First Ministers shared the view that pollution has 

become a seriou!.; problem in Canada and that additional 

ste9;; must be taken to preserve the q uality of Canada • s 

natural environment. I underst<:lnd that at the :':'\eetinq 

of provincial First Ministers in Winnipeg last month, 

your concern about effective means for protecting the 

environment •.vas reconfirmecl. And only last week, at 

the invitation of Prime Minister H.obarts, representatives 

of three provinces participated along Hith representatives 

of several States in the Great Lakes Snvironhlental 

Conference in Toronto. 

In fact many additional steps have been 

taJ~en during the past year. In Parliament this nast . J. 

session we have passed ~· n·11 - 1· <>lX l S ctea lTig \vi t.'l. various 

aspects of pollution. The m t h os compre ensive of course 

was the Canada Hater Act with which you are familiar. 

Your Ministers have helped us in d esigning the proposals 

we put before Parliament. We look f orward to eo-

operating Hi tl1 them a nd to usinq your agencies in 

carrying out the joint programs in which this Act 

authorizes u;, to particl· pate. A d ~ sccon Act of ma jor 

importance has been the Arctic Waters Pollution 

.Pre vention Act, intended t o protect the fragile 

ecology of the Arctic against the danger of serious 
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and pcrhap::; permanent damage from pollution by oil 

or other substances. ~1is Act is an innovation in 

international la\v, and Canada has attracted some 

criticism from other states for its challenge to the 

concept that merchant ships arc free to navigate 

'"'i th almost no heed to the consequence of their acts. 

One of those consequences is the discharge of an 

estimated one million tone of oil into the oceans of 

tl1c world each year, ~;orae of it, to our misfortune, 

alon~; Canadian shorelines. Canada's action has served 

notice to Canadians and to the world of its determina-

tion to deal effectively with pollution. 'rhe Arctic 

statute is evidence of the same pioneering commitment 

which is found in the vvay in which you and we are 

engaging together in corlprehensive water quality 

proqrams in our federal system. 

I need not tell you that Canadians are 

concerned about pollution. In talking to many people 

in various parts of the country I have found they are 

a\·Jarc that to take the steps necessary to protect and 

where necessary restore the quality of our environ~ent 

will cost us much money; and some sacrifice in the 

quantity of goods we can have to consume; ana indeed 

probably sor.1e restraint upon our rate of economic develou-... 

ment. I find Canadians are not only aware 

of this, but ready to pay this price in order to have 

a clean environment. We in Canada are fortunate that 

we can ~fford to have a civilization of the better 

rather than a civilization of the more. Canadians, 

especially young Canadaians, are consciously making 

that choice. 
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7. In preparation for this review \ve have 

tried to look ahead at the probable developmentG that 

will affect the quality of our environment and the 

extent of the problem of pollution througl1. until the 

end of this century. Our review of \vhat was probable 

led us to expect very serious problems. We should 

however, have the time, the knowledge and the resources 

to deal with the problems if we have the will and 

continued public support. The basic problem, of course, 

is that our population is grm.;ing rapic2.ly, it iD 

producing and consuming more and throwin<;:r away more 

as waste. Furthermore, to compound the difficulties, 

we are crm-.rding together more and more in larg e 

urban regions \vhere our air and water pollution g ets 

concentrated, refuse disposal becomes more d ifficult, 

and automobile traffic causes unending trouble. 

8. May I illustrate with just a few figures. 

By the year 2000 \-le can expect there will be 30-odd 

million Canadians, compared to 21 million nmv. 

Moreover, unless something is done to prevent it, 

roughly two-thirds of this increase will be absorbed 

into our nine largest cities. Montreal, Toronto and 

Vancouver urban regions would all more than double 

in size. I am glad to see some of you in the provinces 

chiefly affected making plans to restrain this alarm

ing concentra tion in huqe, congested, metropolitan 

areas, so it is quite possible tha t we will end up 

with a nore s ens ible di s persal than these figures 

indicate. 

• • • 6 
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The trends in recent decades also indicate 

that real Gross National Product per capita could 

increase by the end of the century to about two and 

a half times its present level. This 1ncreased 

affluence of a much larger population will, of 

course, produce much more waste and much more 

pollution; it will produce much more demand to enjoy 

and incidently crowd Lhe countryside, and generally 

more danger of damage to our environment - unless 

we act to control and prevent these consequences. 

One other troublesome figure -- the number of 

private automobiles at the end of the century may 

well rise to more than double the present 7 million 

amounting to nearly one car for every two persons 

men, women and children included -- instead of 

abouL one for every three today. Before we do in 

fact have cars in such huge number~ concentrated 

in our large cities, with all the problems that go 

with them, more may be done -- perhaps by taxing 

cars and gasoline more heavily -- to check this growth 

and divert more of the passenger load into public transport. 

10. Of course the current problems of pollution 

already affect nearly all the industrialized countries, 

many of them much more seriously than Canada. In 

the longer term the rapid growth in world population, 

the increas1ng 1ndustrialization of the less developed 

countries and the universal trend toward concentration 

into urban areas will make the dangers of pollution 

world-wide and much more serious to the global 

ecology as a whole. It is not surprising that a 

..... /7 
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majority of scientists and governments are 

concerned about the situation. This world-wide 

concern is now being expressed in the preparations 

for the United Nations Conference on the Human En

vironment in Stockholm in 1972. I shall be writing 

you soon to seek the assistance of your governments 

in the preparations for. that lmportant meeting. 

11. In our February meeting we all recognized 

that both the provincial and federal governments have 

important roles to play in dealing with pollution, 

and we all have constitutional powers and responsi

bilities in the field. Since that time we have 

thought more about what the federal role should be 

now and in the future and how it relates to the 

division of powers. We want to speak about these as 

the discussion proceeds today. For that purpose 

we have circulated an outline of suggested points 

for discussion. I will only refer to a few of the 

more ~mportant questions now in opening the discussion. 

12. First the present constitutional position 

in this field is complicated and not entirely clear. 

Nearly all the experts on the subjects seem to agree 

that both the provinces and Parliament have important 

powers to deal with pollution but their opinions 

differ on just what these are and the relative 

importance of each. Prov~nc~al powers derived from 

their ownership of resources and from several of the 

rather general enumerated heads of Section 92 of the 

B.N.A. Act are undoubtedly comprehensive within the 

province, and have been used for many years. 

. ... /8 
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Parliament has some general powers, for example 

the Cr1m1nal Law, and the regulation of trade 

and commerce as well as more specialized powers 

l~ke those 1n respect of the Fisheries, and 

Navigation and Shipping, of which we have been 

making much more use in recent years. 

In general, we think that both the pro

vincial and federal governments are going to need 

comprehensive powers to control pollution, although 

they would likely be used to discharge rather 

different responsibilities. 

We see our main responsibilities as basically 

concerned with the interprovincial and international 

sources and effects of pollution of the air and waters. 

We feel a responsibility to safeguard the people, and 

the quality of the environment, of one province against 

serious air or water pollution originat1ng in another 

province. We think we should have the legal powers 

to do this, although we would hope and expect that we 

would rarely need to use them because the province of 

origin would be able and willing to take the action 

required, either alone or in cooperating with federal 

authorities as contemplated in the Canada Water Act. 

15. Similarly, we feel it is basically our 

responsibility to ensure that Canada's obligations 

concerning the international ef:iects of pollution ori-

ginating in Canada are fulfilled. Some obligations 

of this nature arise under the Boundary Waters Treaty 

of 1909 and we have the constitut~onal power to meet 

those obligations for the odd reason that it was 

Britain who entered into them on our behalf. Many 

..... /9 
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of the problems relatingb this Treaty have occurred 

in the Great Lakes . O~~ar~o and Canada are eo-

·:)perating to deal with them and get the U.S. to do 

so as well. We shall undoubtedly be wanting to enter 

into future international agreements concerning 

pollution, 1n order to protect Canadians against 

dangers originating outside Canada, and our efforts 

in doing so can be assisted if we have the power to 

fulfill Canada's obligations, preferably in co

operatlon with the provinces but if necessary by 

direct action under Parliament's authority. In 

addition, we foresee the possible development of 

international law respecting the environment, indeed 

we have been urging it in connection with our Arctic 

Waters Pollution Prevent1on Act, and we think it is 

the responsibility of the federal authorities to see 

that Canada's obl1gations under such international law 

are met. 

A different kind of role for federal 

leg1slation on which we would welcome your views is 

essentially to supplement provincial action in respect 

of control of pollution within the province. It would 

be national legislat1on regulating the production or 

sales of particular substances such as DDT or phos

phates, which are important pollutants themselves, 

or of machines or equipment such as automobiles that 

generate pollution of air and water. In the long 

term it appears that we will need to modify the 

materials and processes and equipment we use so as 

to minimize waste generally and the emission of 

dangerous substances in particular. This strategy 

could, we think, be best applied with the use of 

national legislation and indeed of parallel and 

..... /10 
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agreed international action on various things 

from time to time. We could accomplish this 

purpose in part by the use of our powers to 

regulate trade and commerce, but wider and more 

explicit powers relat1ng to pollution would be 

much better. They need not be exclusive. 

17. There are other particular roles of the 

federal authorities which we will wish to speak 

about but these general remarks will, I hope, serve 

to initiate discussion . 
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September 9, 1970 

hl~VIRONMENTAL iiANAG~1ENf 

Discussion Outline 

I - In~roduction 

A. - Purpose of Discussion 

1. To consider the probable roles of the 
provincial and federal governments in this field 
in the fu~ure, taking into account the increasing 
dimensions and impor~ance of environmen~al management 
problems, par~icularly in regard to the pollution 
of the air and waters. 

2. ~ro explore the implica~ions of these 
probable roles for ~he division of legislative 
powers in a revised constitution. 

B. - Scope of the Subject 

:. Environment - The natural world which men 
inhablt -- physical anu biological -- the global 
and local eco-systems -- together with the physical, 
chemical and biological chauges men bring about in 
these complex and interdependent systems. 

2. ~anagement - The public and private activities 
undertaken to protect and improve the environment 
-- including such functions as research -- information 
systems -- planning -- development -- operation 
regulation -- financing. 

Clearly this is a very broad subject. It might be 
considered in two parts - first, in summary form, 
those aspects other than pollution, and second in 
more detail the management of pollution. 

II - The Basic Issue (see Background Notes) 

l. A wide range of factors (e.g. increased 
population, increased standards of living, urbanization 
and industrialization, technological innovation) will, if 
unrestrained, create intolerable cnanges in the environment. 

2. Productivity growth, urbanization and 
industrialization are being accelerated on a global scale 
by programs of economic development and by uynamic and 
largely unguideu technology. 

). The process of environmental overloading 
is felt most acutely in urban regions; it is also provin
cial, national, and, increasingly, globai in scale. 

4. Canadians cannot escape the impact of 
deterioration caused by growth - including effects coming 
from tne U.S. and other regions of the world. 
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5. With effective mana~ement, man suould 
be able to exercise suffi cient control over the l'orces 
w.!lich cause environru.er1.t al deterioration to ensure that 
the benefits of economic and urban growth will continue 
to exceed its costs taking the quality of the environment 
into account. 

6. Governillents, while continuing to pursue 
goals of economic growth, must act to avoid the harill tnat 
growth can cause to man's environment. 

7. The most widespread and serious aspect 
of the deterioration in the environment is the pollution 
of the air and waters. 

8. While the costs of protectin~ the en-
vironment against pollution anQ other deterioration will 
be large, the growth in population, productivity ana 
incomes, should enable tne public sector anQ the private 
sector to finance the measures each should take. 

9. fhe constitution should be sucn as to 
permit governments to deal effectively with problems of 
environmental management in the present and future. 

III - Roles of Governments - other than re Pollution 

1. These relate largely to the planning 
and control of urban growth and development and the various 
activities and settlements in the countryside. 

2. In the urban areas much is needed to 
deal with the physical problems of the cities -- the 
planning and control of land use -- the provision of 
public facilities -- the prevention or correction of 
congestion, bli~ht, sprawl, noise, ugliness. 

3. In the countryside and wilderness there 
is also need for control of land use -- and control of 
forestry, mining, industrial and farming operation and 
for the planning and provision of transportation facili
ties and various public utilities that help to shape the 
environment and man's place in it. 

4. The problems encountered in managing 
these aspects of the environment in both urban and rural 
areas are essentially local and provincial in nature -
the benefits of the action taken by ~overnments or local 
authorities are largely confined to the local or at most 
intra-provincial regions -- as are the effects of not 
taking action -- although in aggregate in all localities 
and provinces they are of immense i mportance . 

) . fhese aspects of environmental managemen~ 
ther efore are essentially tne role of the province and its 
~ocal authorities. 

6 . The federal government assists in s everal 
ways, the actions of provincial and local authorities in 
this role -- in research -- in joint programs and projects 
of various categories (e.g. housing and regional infra
s tructure) -- in financing. 

7. The feueral government has some modest 
uirect role in local and regional environmental management 
iL r espect of its own properties and local operations 
(airports , harbours, parks) and industries under i~s 
jurisdic~ion, notably railways. 
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8. Othe~ general federal laws and programs 

may affect uroan growtn and the location of both popu

lation and economic activities -- e.g. immigration laws -

manpower programs -- tax and tariff measures -- regional 

development programs -- and thus affect local and provin

cial env~ronmental management -- and such effects are 

taken into account in developing policies and programs. 

9. There is one prospective role of govern-

ment and law relating to environmental management in the 

broad sense for which responsibility has not been determined 

and which merits discussion -- the regulation of activities 

undertaken to modify the weather -- the objectives of such 

activities may often be local -- but the effects may be 

widespread -- and difficult to forecast and control -

consequently they may spill over provincial boundaries -

and affect aeronautics. 

10. It would appear that the regulatory role 

might be an appropriate one for federal authorities who 

are already engaged in meteorological forecasting and 

research while the provinces might legisla~e in regard to 

special problems relating to the civil and property rights 

arising out of such activities. 

IV - The Role of Governments Relating to Pollution 

A. - Provincial and Local 

1. To collect, treat and dispose of sewage 
and solid waste. 

2. To re~ulate emissi~ns of wastes into the 

sewage and waters and into the atmosphere by 
industry, motor vehicles, public authorities and 
individuals. 

3. To monitor the quality of the air and 
waters and emissions into them. 

4. To determine the areas in which and 
conditions under which garbage and refuse may be 
dumped or buried. 

5- To control the production, sale and use 

within the province of substances particularly likely 

to cause serious pollution and of equipment and pro

cesses likely to do so. 

6. To control the operation of motor 
vehicles in order to limit pollution. 

7. Research, planning and information 
activities relating to the above. 

B. - Federal 

l. To take the necessary action in co-
operation with provincial authorities or directly, 
if necessary, to ensure that the people and the 
quality of the environment of one or more provinces 

are safeguarded against serious air or water pollution 

originating in other provinces. 

2 . To enter into international agreements 

to control and reduce poll~tion of air and water, 

and promote the development of international law on 
the subject. 

. .. 4 
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3. fo ensure that Canada's international 
obli~ations, under agreements or law, in regard to 
pollution of air and water are fulfilled either by 
action on the part of provincial authorities, or 
joint agencies or by feueral action. 

4. 
pollution. 

To protect the fisheries abainst 

5. To control and remedy pollution of 
the sea or other waters by shipping. 

6. To regulate the use of specific 
fertilizers or biocides in agriculture. 

7. To deal generally with pollution in 
areas of Canada outside the provinces. 

8 . To use, for the abqve purposes and to 
assist provincial and local authorities in their 
roles, measures: 

(a) to regulate or prohibit tne production, 
importation or sale of specific substances 
or equipment that are particularly likely 
to cause pollution; 

(b) to regulate or prohibit the emission of 
pollutants; 

(c) to impose deterrent charges upon the emission 
of pollutants. 

9. To monitor the quality of ~ir and waters 

and wastes being emitted into them, either in co
operation with provincial and local authorities or 
directly as a federal service. 

10. To provide financial assistance for the 
construction of sewage treatment plants, as is done 
under the National Housing Act. 

11. To enter into joint environmental manage-
ment agreements and programs with the provinces such 
as those provided for in the Canada Water Act. 

12. Research, planning and information 
activities relating to the above. 

V. - Jurisdiction over Pollution Control in the Present Constitution 

1 . Federal and provincial governments each 
have cer tain regulatory powers, some of which relate to 
their respective proprietary rights in public lands, 
waters, works, and undertakings, etc. 

2 . Neither Parliament nor the legislatures 
have any express and specific jurisdi ction over pollution 
as such: they each can legislate on various aspects of 
pollut ion i n the exercise of other powers (e. g ., the 
federal power over "sea co ast and inland fisheries", or 
the provincial power over "municipal institutions in the 
province") • 

j . While these powers affecting pollution 
( except "a~Sriculture") are mutually exclusive as stated 
in the B.N.A. Act, in fact federal and provincial powers 

"overlap" i n many respects (e.g., the federal power over 
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interprovincial railways and the provincial-municipal 
power over local sanitation which mignt extend to railway 
ri6hts of way). In ~any cases it is unclear which powers, 
federal or provincial, are available to deal with pollution 
problems. 

VI. - ..?ossible .!!'actors ana. '.Vechnigues in a Distribution of 
Powers over Pollution Control 

1. Coordination ana. Flexibility 

It is apparent that pollution control is 
a field of 60vernmental activity characterized by inter
dependence of leGislative powers and governmental pro
grammes. '.rhe problems invol ve<l are, in many instances, 
likely to engage the concern of all orders of government. 
l"loreover, the nature of these problems, and of coping 
with them, are both likely to change rapiuly ana. unpre
dictably. '.i'his suggests that each order of government 
must be armed with substantial powers. It also suggests 
that the Constitution should facili~ate coordination 
between governments of their respective policies and 
actions over pollution control, and provide sufficient 
flexibility in the distribution of powers to cope with 
changing problems and technology. 

2. Techniques 

Some possibilities for a distribution 
of powers over pollution control are; 

(a) 

(b) 

Different and exclusive powers for Parliament and 
legislatures - Is it possible to identify aspects 
which are uniquely and vitally provincial, or 
uniquely and vitally federal? Will exclusive powers 
for one prevent necessary action by the other? Will 
exclusive powers discourage coordination? Will they 
permit flexibility? 

Concurrent powers - By expressly recognizing botn 
federal and provincial roles in certain proble~ areas 
of pollution control, would concurrent powers fa
cilitate coordination? By permitting 11 shifts 11 in 
the exercise of power from Parliament ~o legislatures 
and vice versa, would they provide flexibility? Wna~ 
kind of concurrency would be best? 

Concurrency with federal paramountcy? 

Concurrency witn provincial paramountcy? 

Concurrency with divided paramountcy? 

Concurrency with .no paramountcy? 

(c) Federal-provincial separation of legislative and 
administrative powers - e.g., exclusive power in 
Parliament to l egislate national standards witu 
respect to cert ain kinds of pollution, and exclus
ive powers in provincial l egislatures ana. 5overn
ments to provide for the administration of those 
standards. ~ould tnis permit na~ional standarus 
combined with aa.ministration by those most familiar 
with local prob~ems? 

(d) Delegation of legislative or administrative powers -
would this enhance coordination and f l exibility by 
permitting revocable federal-provincial or provincial-
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federal transfers of legislative or administrative 
authority? 

I ntergovernmental agreements (federal-provincial 
or provincial-provincial) - Would these overcome 
j urisdictional or geographical limitations of 
powers? If so, should the constitution clarify 
questions concerning these agreements, such as: 

Are they legally enforceable and, if so, in 
what courts? 

What law governs their interpretation? 

Would sovereign i1wnunities apply between the 
parties to these agreements? 

(f) Joint regulatory agencies - If sucn agencies were 
established through delegation of powers or inter
governmental agreements, should the constitution 
make provision for their status and powers? Should 
the question of ministerial responsibility for such 
agencies be explored? 
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Discussion Outline 

APPENDIX: Background Notes 

I. General Sources of Environmental Deterioration 

A. Population and Economic Growth 

significant increases in both on a world wide 
scale are projected by the year 2000; 

annual population increases in the "developed 
nationsrr could reach 12 million each year; in 
the "developing nations", 61 million each year; 

Canada and the United States had a joint 
population of 215 million in 1965; this could 
reach 350 million by 2000 and around 500 million 
by 2020; 

Canada's population may be 1n the 30-40 million 
range by 2000: 

real GNP in Canada could increase about four fold 
by year 2000 and GNP per capita to about 2~ times 
its current level; 

world GNP might be of the order of 10 trillion 
$US by 2000 and.real GNP per capita might be of 
the order of $1700 in 1965 prices - more than 
21 times its current level. 

B. Industrialization 
' much of the economic growth in the world will 

come from expansion of pollution-intensive 
industries; 

the provision of food, water, energy, minerals, 
recreation and other necessities for this large 
world population, commanding a relatively high 
purchasing power, will place heavy pressure on 
the global biosystem; 

UN and US projections indicate a large expansion 
of presently pollution-intensive industries: 
energy, chemical, mining and metallurgy, pulp 
and paper, transportation; 

the projected increases in global consumption of 
energy and metals are particularly striking; 

a condi tion of fut ure economic growth should be 
the con t r o l and reduction of its negative e ffe cts, 
or els e there may be: 

(a) slower growth; or 

(b) attainment of maximum growth, but at the cost 
of massive deterioration of the environment; 

it is distinctly possible that civilization as 
we know it may be jeopardized during the lifetime 
of the children of today if current trends are 
allowed to continue. 

. •• 2 
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C. Urbanization 

these absolute increases in population, economic 
and industrial growth become more significant 
when they are associated with the concurrent trend 
toward concentration - the accelerating 
concentration of people and industry into fewer 
and larger urban regions; 

according to the UN Population Commission, 
developed nations could have one billion people 
in urban areas by the year 2000 (a five fold 
increase in 80 years). The less-developed 
regions could have two billion in urban areas 
(a twenty fold increase in 80 years); 

between now and 2000 Canada's urban population 
is likely to more than double (from 15 million 
to over 30 million); 

this implies that over the next 30 years Canadians 
will have to plan and develop more urban area than 
now exists - both to accommodate the increase and 
to replace existing ~ban plant as it becomes 
obsolete; 

the movement of people from other urban areas 
into a few large urban regions is particularly 
characteristic of Canadian urbanization. By 
2000, 70 per cent of our increased urban 
population could live in 36 major centres; SO 
per cent in nine; 

the population of Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver 
could double or more by the year 2000; 

it is within the large urban regions that most 
Canadians will reside, most of their expanding 
incomes will be earned, and most of their goods 
and services produced and consumed; 

this implies a huge increase in the urban use 
of raw materials of all kinds, and a corresponding 
increase in urban waste residuals; 

a pre-condition of future growth is a much greater 
control of the ne gative effects of growth. 

. . . 3 
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D. Research and Technology 

the application of research and technology is 
the root cause of most existing environmental 
problems; 

in the past, an almost exclusively market- or 
defence-oriented research and technology has worked 
more to increase than to decrease environmental 
deterioration; 

however if guided more by social considerations, 
research and technology could also be the main 
source of solutions to emerging problems; 

there are at least four characteristics of 
research and technology relevant to the roles 
of different orders of government in this area: 

(1) increasing rate of change, scale, impact; 

(2) growing institutionalization in both 
public .and private sectors; 

(3) rapid internationalization; 

(4) unregulated development and diffusion; 

the increasing rate of change, scale and impact 
of research and technology is exemplified by 
United States Food and Drug Administration 
estimates that since the war over 500,000 new 
organic chemicals, previously unknown to the 
biosystem, have entered the environment; 

the growing institutionalization of research and 
technology is documented in a 1967 Canadian study 
which indicated that 83 per cent of all industrial 
research and technology expenditures were made 
by the construction, transportation, electrical, 
chemical, petroleum, pulp and paper and metal 
industries. (All of these sectors are pollution
intensive.); 

moreover, most of this work tended to be 
concentrated in a small number of large compan1es, 
mainly multinational; 

this has far reaching consequences for environ
mental management, because: 

international corporations will ' be the 
source of an increasing volume and 
variety of products with side effe ct s 
that threaten the environment; 

conversely, multinational corporations could 
be the source of technology to resolve many 
environmental problems; 

the large multinational company is the most 
effective vehicle for the development and 
application of new technology. 

I I I 4 
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II. Urban Regions and the Environment 

Urban Environmental Problem 

urban growth offers great promise when we consider: 

(a) the economic and cultural benefits usually 
associated with urbanization, and 

(b) the opportunity it offers to reshape the Canadian 
urban environment; 

it also offers a serious threat when we consider the 
range of costs associated with urbanization; 

a general appreciation of the potential variety and 
magnitude of these costs can be gained from 
project1ons of some of the components of urban 
development, especially Transportation; Housing and 
Urban Services; Industrial Growth; Recreation. 

(a) Transportation 

the environmental costs of the motor vehicle include: 

enormous land requirements; 

congestion; 

noise and ugliness; 

air pollution; 

on the basis of the trends in the number of cars 
per capita, the total number of cars could rise 
from 7 million now to about 16 million in 2000; 

the terminals and corridors of long-distance 
transport can also have a strong impact on the 
quality of the urban environment; 
(These include expressways; railway stations; 
bus stations; harbours; and road-freight terminals. 
They may withdraw large areas from development, 
or they may interrupt the urban road grid, 
generate internal traffic, and be significant 
sources of ugliness, noise, air and water 
pollution.) 

projected increases in freight volumes range 
from 3 times for road transport, to 4 times 
for rail and water, to 15 times for air, 

(b) Housing and Urban Services 

housing requirements and related urban services 
jn the period to 2000 are likely to tax the 
financial capacity both of governments and 
private sources and to create serious proble ms 
in regard to land and the disposal of sewage . 

. . . 5 
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(c) Industrial Growth 

(d) 

projections of industrial growth are also good -
if rough - indices of the potential increase in 
the sources of deterioration of urban resources; 

these projections also show very high growth 
rates in the pollution-intensive industries; 

manufacturing output could increase five fold 
by the year 2000; construction could quadruple; 
the utilities industry could increase its 
output by a factor of 12; 

industrial activity would also generate substantial 
demands for urban space, reinforcing the pressures 
stemming from housing and transportation. It 
would require an enormous increase in the 
consumption of fuel and raw materials and in the 
use of water for industrial cooling and processing. 
This would result in a corresponding increase in 
urban emissions of noise and of gaseous, liquid 
and solid wastes. 

Recreation 

pressures of urban life, and increase of leisure 
time, point up the need for recreation facilities, 
especially in and near urban regions, implying 
more demand for unspoiled areas. 

Urban Environmental Management 

the rapid growth of urban reg i ons and urban-centred 
activities will cause a great increase in the whole 
range of urban environmental management problems and 
effective management will be required to deal with 
them; 

some of the categories of deterioration are: congestion; 
blight and sprawl; ugliness; noise; water pollution; 
air pollution; and solid waste disposal; 

congestion, blight and sprawl are interlocking 
phenomena which stem partly from pressures on 
land resources and partly from social and other 
factors, both internal and external to the urban 
region; the negative effects of these phenomena 
are experienced largely within the urban region; 

ugliness and noise have their potential sources in 
most activities carried on in the urban region by 
the private sector or the various orders of 
government, and their negative effects are largely 
experienced within the region; 

solid was te disposal is one of the most cos tly and 
urgent environmental problems because of population 
growth, increasing amounts of refuse per capita, 
shrinking numbers of disposal sites , and stagnant 
t echnology; volume and cost projections indicat e an 
enormous in c reas e in expenditure s on sewage collection 
an d treatment, especially in the major urban regions. 

• • • 6 
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Ill. Rural and Territorial Areas and the Environment 

rural/territorial areas support an important segment 
of the population; 

they remain the source of food and raw materials 
required by the urban-industrial complex; 

they provide the habitat for a large part of earth's 
interdependent food chain on which all life depends; 

they are increasingly important as a recreational 
area for urban man; 

they are a significant source of waste from agriculture 
and resource-based industry and a major repository of 
waste from urban regions; 

pressures on rural and territorial resources are 
increasing as a result of such factors as: 

the demands of world commerce; 

growth of population; 

better incomes; 

more leisure time; 

two important spheres of activity of concern with 
respect to environmental management in rural and 
territorial areas: agriculture and forestry, and 
mining. 

(a) Agriculture and Forestry 

about 8 per cent of Canada's total land surface 
is used for agriculture and a further 48 per cent 
is fores te d; 

the principal use of this land is for the 
production of food and forest products; other 
uses are growing in importance - urban development, ' 
transportation, recreation, wildlife habitat, etc.; 

choice between competing uses of agricultural 
and forestry land is mainly made by market forces; 

these forces do not generally reflect non-market 
environmental values; 

the f uture will bri ng incre as ing demands for all 
uses of agri cultural an d fo re ste d land. The 
number and variety of conflicts are bound to 
multiply, and so are the number of choices to 
be made; 

if these choices are to reflect environmental 
values, the operation of mark e t forces will have 
to be tempered by a greater degree and variety 
of planning and/or incentive and/or regulatory 
or other strategies, s upported by a wide range 
of information systems and research; 

. . . 7 
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the two traditional methods of increasing 
production have been to devote more land to 
agriculture and forestry, and to employ 
existing land more intensively; 

I 

the side effects of these methods press 
on all resources - land, air, water, visual 
and even sound. 

generally speaking, these side effects are 
almost invariably contained within a relatively 
small area - a farmer's field, a county perhaps -
in any event, they are local. Hence, 
they are amenable to planning, regulatory, 
research and other strategies applied at the local 
leve 1; 

this is not the case however in regard to the 
use of chemical fertilizers, pesticides, insecticides 
and biocides generally. This method has potentially 
the most serious and widespread implications for 
environmental management. Some strategies may 
be devised and applied most effectively at the 
loca~ leve 1. ·However, some fertilizers 
and biocides exhibit certain characteristics 
that make them amenable only to extra-provincial 
and, increasingly, to international strategies. 
These characteristics include: global dispersion; 
biological magnification; persistence; variation 
in tolerance levels; increase in world-wide use; 
and rapid change in the variety, mix and targets 
of compounds; 

(b) Mining 

the same considerations apply generally to 
mining; whether it be quarrying, coal mining, 
hard rock mining, or petroleum and natural 
gas deve 1 opmen t: 

rock quarries and sand and gravel pits are 
generally located near their markets. They are 
ubiquitous and can contribute significantly 
to local air, noise, water and visual pollution; 

most of the side effects of these operations 
will be felt in or near urban regions or along 
highways; 

the coal production forecasts of the National 
Energy Board indicate that Saskatchewan's 
annual production may increase seven fold in 25 
years; Alberta's could rise ten fold in the 
same period; B.C. 's could rise twenty fold; 

control of the negative environmental effects 
of petroleum and natural gas development will 
also call for specialized measures; 

again, however, with certain exceptions relating 
mainly to spillovers into water resources,and to 
s trategies focused on the point of production, 
the side effects of mining activity appear most 
amenable to strategies devised and applied at 

, the provincial level. 

0 
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IV. Air and Water 

Air 

there are two reasons for considering air and water 
resources separately; 

first, their management possesses a spatial 
dimension lacking in that of land, visual and 
sound resources: spillovers into them are 
not contained but can be inter-urban, provincial, 
national and international in scope; and 

second, they are common carriers and this provides 
a unity for the wide range of uses of each and 
for the environmental problems of each. 

the primary use of the air resource is to support 
life. It· also has many secondary uses, e.g. : as 
a transportation medium, a communications channel, 
and an input to most production processes. It 
is also a receptacle for the waste residuals of 
all human activity; 

there is a growing global conflict between the 
primary and the many secondary uses of air. Until 
a short time ago, the assimilative and restorative 
capacity of the atmospheric reservoir was thought 
to be limitless. In recent years, however, realization 
has grown that the atmosphere, while immense, is 
finite. Expanding population, industry and technology, 
are generating more and more pressures on this resource. 
Globally, nationally and within urban regions, the 
primary use of air is being increasingly compromised 
by its secondary uses; 

the dominant source of air pollution is the 
combustion of fossil fuels. The National Energy 
Board projects that the total Canadian demand for 
fossil fuels will double over the next 20 years; 

air pollutants are often divided into two categories 
on the basis of their chemical stability: 

(i) The first category includes substances that 
do not react with other substances and are not 
changed in the air. These include water, 
carbon dioxide and the solid particulates seen 
as smoke, dust and bits of metal; 

carbon dioxide is by far the largest 
by-product of combustion. ' It constituted 
94 per cent of Canadian combustion products 
in 1966 and its annual production could 
triple by the year 2000; 

if one excludes carbon dioxide, particulates 
cons tituted nine per cent of total emissions 
in 1966. NEB projections suggest tha t its 
total production could also more than triple 
by 1990. Emissions from electric power 
stations, however, could grow nearly eight 
fold. 

() 
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The second category is composed of invisible, 
chemically active substances. They are harder 
to detect, more intractable and much more 
immediately dangerous to human health than 
the stable pollutants. Carbon monoxide is the 
major component by weight in this category. 
It constituted 58 per cent of the total by
products of combustion, excluding carbon dioxide 
in 1966. Transportation accounted for 90 per 
cent of the carbon monoxide and other hydrocarbons 
in 1966 and nearly half of the nitrous oxides. 
Power generation, industrial burning and space 
heating supplied most of the sulphur oxides. 
Most of these sources are projected to more 
than triple over the nex~ 20 vears. 

the chemically active by-products of combustion 
are actually fairly limited in number. Combined 
with heat and light, however, they undergo 
complicated and only partially-known chemical 
reactions in the atmosphere. The by-products 
of these reactions are much more numerous, 
difficult to identify and trace, and extremely 
dangerous; 

although fossil-fuel combustion is the dominant 
source of air pollution, it is by no means the 
only source. An exceedingly varied list of 
substances is continually being added to the 
air, e.g. fuel additives, industrial chemicals, 
fertilizers, biocides, pharmaceuticals and 
radio-active elements. 

Canada possesses: 

1/4 of the world's volume of fresh water; 

117,000 miles of oceanic coastline; 

a continental shelf 40 per cent as large as its 
land area; 

fundamental characteristics of water as a resource: 

management is almost entirely in public hands; 

it is confined (in channels and basins); 

it is dynamic (it flows from one area to another); 

it i s used for an almost infinite variety o f 
purposes (e.g. it is the major constituent of 
the human body , a vital component of ai r, the 
principal feature of the weather, the habitat 
of aquat i c li f e f orms, an essential ingredient 
of most economic and social activity, a r e cipient 
of was tes); 

its uses are interdependent (and o f t e n diffi cult 
to reconcile); 

i t r es pects no man-made boundaries or juri sdictions ; 

••• 10 
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the volume and variety of water pollutants are 
increasing at a very rapid rate; 

three broad categories of water pollutants: 

the degradable varieties - i.e. those which are 
capable of being broken down by aquatic organisms, 
e.g. domestic sewage; 

the non-degradable varieties - i.e. those which 
are not capable of being broken down, e.g. dust, 
sand and salts; 

the persistent varieties - i.e. those with complex 
chemical structures which resist attacks by aquatic 
organisms for long periods of time, e.g. chemical 
synthetics, most pesticides and herbicides, 
petroleum. 

Air and Water Pollution 

the costs of air and water pollution are growing 
at a rapid pace. Air and Water pollution remain a 
cause of disease in man and animals and, under 
certain circumstances, they may s ti 11 threaten 
the public health of the community. Their effects 
on the biosphere are of increasing concern; 

many of these costs defy direct measurement but 
they are real; they pervade the total environment 
and the national and world economy; 

some characteristics of air and water pollution: 

(i) concentration in urban regions: 

urban regions are the major sources of a1r and 
water pollution. Urban regions also experience 
the greatest immediate side effects and bear 
the largest portion of the direct and indirect 
costs; 

(ii) atmospheric dispersion and transboundary 
movements: 

air and water pollution is of concern to all 
orders of government and to the international 
community, since no government can control 
directly the sources and effects of pollution 
originating outside its boundaries; 

( i ii) externality of the sources of pollution: 

a growing proportion of the pollution content 
of, and the potential fall-out from, the atmos
phere over Canada's most populous areas 
originates outside of Canada. In the case of 
Quebec and the Maritimes some of the pollutants 
and fall-out may originate inside Canada but 
outside those provinces. The same is true of 
wate r pollution. Further, a high proportion 
of the pollution-intensive fuel s , biocides , 
transportation vehicles, and household and 
industrial chemicals used in Canada are imported . 
They are the products of externally-based and 
externally-controlled technology; 
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resource interdependence is becoming a most 
important characteristic. In many instances, 
there is a strong inter-relationship between 
air, soil and water pollution. The process 
is complex and not fully understood, but it 
may be viewed as a kind of cycle. The by
products of fossil-fuel combustion for example, 
are emitted into the atmosphere, or wind may 
pick up minute soil particles coated with 
fertilizers or biocides. They may be carried 
great distances and to great heights, depending 
on their density and on topographical and 
meteorological conditions. They may be 
dissolved by moisture as it moves through the 
atmosphere, or they may become attached to 
rain droplets as they fall to the surface. 
On reaching the earth's surface, the 
contaminated rain or snow pollutes the soil, 
or finds its way into rivers and lakes. 
Because of resource interdependence, it is 
often necessary to apply the various management 
strategies - research, planning, incentives, 
regulation, etc. - to entire systems in 
order to effect solutions. These systems 
may be spatially as small as the air, land 
and water resources of the Okanagan or Qu'Appelle 
Basins, or they may be as large and juris
dictionally complex as the Great Lakes. 
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Becond Workinb Session, Constitutional Conference 
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Beptember 9, 1970 

ENVIRON1'1ENTA.L MANAGEl'lliNT 

A. Fecieral Objectives in the Discussion of tnis Sub,ject 

1. '.ro emphasize the growing importance of environ
mental management; and the need for clarifying 
or otherwise improving the distribution of powers 
in this field. 

2. To achieve a fruitful general discussion with 
the provinces on the constitutional aspects of 
the subject preparatory to the later submission 
to them of a federal constitutional working paper. 

B. Discussion Guide 

See the federal 11 Discussion Outline 11
, included 

herewith, which is also included under Tab 4 in the 
Secretariat Briefing Book as the agreed basis for 
discussion in the Working Session. 

C. Background 

1. Factual background on environmental problems, 
present and future - Sufficient facts are included 
in the Background Notes in the discussion outline, 
for discussion purposes. A more extensive treat
ment is, of course, available to the feaeral del
egation in the staff study by J.W. MacNeill. 

2. Le~al Background: the present Constitution-
This is dealt with briefly in Part V of the 
discussion outline. The most useful reference 
paper available is the study by Professor ~ale 
Gibson "Constitutional Jurisdiction over Environ
mental' lvlanagement in Canada", commissioned by the 
P.C.G. This does not necessarily represent the 
legal opinion of the government on the many issues 
raised, but it does touch on all the major problems 
and raises many important issues. It has been 
distributed to the provinces with a disclaimer of 
responsibility of the government for the views 
expressed therein. 

A summary of the Gibson paper, 
references to the paper itself, is 
Appendix A to this Briefing Paper. 
itself will be available should it 

with cross 
attached as 
'.rhe study 

be required • 
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3. Legal Background: Uncertainty in Existing 
jurisdiction - Most of these are described in 
the Gibson paper and are touched on in Appendix 
A. Attached is Appendix B which focuses more 
particularly on these areas of uncertainty. 

With respect to the main federal powers 
over pollution, the principal problems of un
certainty might be noted as: 

(a) 0riminal law - how far can it be 
used to support a sophisticated 
system of regulation, rather tnan 
one of prohibition and penal sanction 
alone? 

(b) Hegulation of trade and commerce -
when will, e.g., control of pollutants 
be regarded as interference with 
intraprovincial trade? 

(c) Fisheries - when does regulation of 
water quality cease to be a genuine 
protection of fish? 

(d) Agriculture- where does, e.g., the 
control of dangerous biocides cease 
to be a genuine regulation of agri
cultural nroduction? 

(e) Peace, order, and good government -
to what extent, e.g., can it be said 
that the water quality in inter
provincial rivers or interprovincial 
boundary waters, and their tributaries 
wholly within a single province, become 
matters inherently of national concern? 

4. Legal Background: Some possible techniques for 
the distribution of powers over pollution in a 
revised Constitution 

Attached is Appendix C which examines the 
problems and some possibilities. Although there 
have been no specific federal proposals developed 
so far, this may provide some useful background 
material for discussion purposes. 1fhe essence of 
this paper has been incorporated in Part VI of the 
discussion outline, which raises most of the same 
issues in the form of questions for discussion. 

One issue which is not raised in the dis
cussion outline, but is referred to in Appendix 0, 
is that of immunities of the federal Crown, and 
federally- controlled enterprises, from provincial 
or local regulation. While it is not suggested 
that federal ministers will wish to raise this 
matter, it may be necessary to respond to provin
cial governments raising it. (The matter is 
referred to in the Gibson paper at pp. 3-6, 35-6, 
and at p. 56 where he argues for some narrowing 
of federal immunities.) 

Another possibility which is not mentioned in 
the discussion outline but which is dealt with in 
Appendix C and might be kept in reserve for future 
discussion is "conditional concurrency 11 (see 
Appendix C, item 2 (c) ). 

. • • 3 
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5. Premiers' Conference, Winnipeg, August, 1220 

In the conclusions of this meeting the following 
is recorded. 

11 !'1ost of the Tuesday morning session was 
taken up with a wide-ranging discussion 
on pollution control and abatement with 
emphasis on the need for machinery to 
achieve cooperation on a federal
provincial and on an interprovincial 
level. Pollution control and abatement 
was recognized as one of the major problems 
facing Canadians today, and an agreement on 
pollution-control guidelines was regarded 
as urgent. There was need therefore for 
a coordinated program for research and 
information-clearing. The premiers 
reported that most provinces have adopted 
a single agency approach at the provincial 
level of government, and favoured this at 
the federal level." 

11 The premiers agreed in this connection 
that the Canadian Council of Resource 
Ministers should be strengthened with 
adequate representation of ministers and 
officials, federal representation, and an 
increased budget if necessary. The premiers 
agreed to request the C.C.B..l1. to advise 
the provincial and federal governments in 
Canada on the kind of federal-provincial 
mechanism required to achieve more effec
tive standards of pollution control and 
environmental conservation. The premiers 
were of the view that the C.C.H.M. should 
have the function of acting as the Canadian 
Environment Council and should be asked 
to present a progress report to the next 
Premiers 1 Conference ... 

As far as is known, no formal approach has yet 
been made to the federal government pursuant to 
this conclusion. If it is raised, points such as 
the following might be noted. 

(a) The C.C.R.M. is made up of representatives 
of eleven governments, not ten. Presumably 
the whole C.C.R.M. will have to consider and 
take a decision itself on any such recom
mendation from the ten provincial governments, 
and the federal government will have to 
consider it at tnat time. 

(b) The proposal is not of a constitutional 
nature. It may well be, however, that the 
constitution should permit this kind of co
ordination of policy and that constit~tional 
improvements might be made to this end (a 
point made in our discussion outline). 

(c) In the meantime, however, some important 
questions may require consideration- e. g., 
now far are governments prepared t o go in 
allowing the C.C.R.l'l. or the proposed Canadian 
Environment Council to decide collectively on 
policies for the respective governments? What 
is being proposed - collective policy-making, 
or mutual persuasion and exchange of information? 

... 4 
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Our ~mpression is that these issues were not 
explore~ to any extent at the Winnipeg meeting. 

6. ~eather ~edification 

]~he discussion outline sugg\:!sts a maj or 
federal role in this field. 

While there have apparently been no judicial 
decisions in Canada o~ legislative jurisdict ion 
over weather modification, Gibson in his paper 
(pp. 25-6) suggests that Parliament has the pre
dominant authority here. He argues that moisture 
is transient and unconfined, thus transcending 
provincial borders. Weather modification would 
thus almost certainly have extraprovincial effects 
and fall within the "peace, order, and good govern
ment11 power. Moreover, it could be related to 
agriculture, aeronautics, etc. and thereby also 
attract federal control. Provincial Jurisdiction 
would be limited - relevant perhaps where weather 
modification was truly localized, or with respect 
to civil liability e.g. for damage from excessive 
rain. 

As far as can be ascertained, only one provin
ce, Q,uebec, ha~ legislation on the subject - "An 
Act Respecting the Artificial Inducement of .t(ain" 
assented to in March 1970. This Act provides for 
licensing of rainmakers and notice to the public 
of proposed inducement of rain. 

l!'ollowing is information provided by the 
Department of Transport on recent federal proposals 
for legislation in this field. 

"In a Memorandum to Cabinet dated l'1ay 7, 1969 
the Minister of Transport proposed that legis
lation be enacted to require that any person 
or organization proposing to engage in weather 
modification activities in Canada should 
register with the Ministry of Transport and 
fulfill certain procedures such as keeping a 
log of the activities and making regular 
reports to tne Ministry. The aim of the 
legislation would be to gain information 
without interfering in the operations of 
commercial companies." 

"The .Department of Justice advised t hat the 
proposal for the legislation was satisfactory 
from a constitutional point of view. However, 
it was agreed by Cabinet that consultation 
with the provinces should take place before 
submitting legi slation." 

''The l'1i.nister of Transport then wrote to the 
provincial governments to inform them of t he 
proposed legislation; all governments except 
Quebec agreed with the proposal and asked to 
be kept informed of developments. ~uebec 

indicated that the province wished to put 
through a provincial bill on weather modifi
cation. A meeting was held between officials 
of the !"li.nistry and the ~uebec Department of 
National Resources to discuss the proposed 
federal and provincial bills.. The draft 
legislation is still pending." 
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lt .... L 'vnt: l'H;ru.oranuUlll to Caui.net "tne ti.inister 
J;_ ·.~.'J_ ansport. sta"teu tnat tne proposeu.. l~ 1 ;i.s
.:..aGJ..CHl. vO :;,et up .J. recora.int_; te(;nnique aiilled 
'"""" vr~~ f;rovi:.;i.on oi' .iulormatior.~. ..i..s consldereu 
~o oe anequa"t~ aL "the present time. l"t is 
_;:lOSSl ole t.t1at .L.ict:nslng for the cona.uct ot 
~louu seea1ns or other weatner modiflca"tlon 
ac~~v~ties, anu reGulations specifyinb "tne 
equl~.;.aent or ~ecbniques wnich may be used, 
will ·oe requ1..reu in tne future when "the 
scientific oas1.s of wea"tner modification 
bacomes more clearly establisned. 11 

~t ~~bnt be no"ted "tha"t i4 tne ~niteu ~ta-ces 
so..:ne 22 S"tCit.es now 1-..ave legislation on t.nis 
suo~ec"t - elther li.censinb laws or data collec
tior:. laws. Apparern:;ly- ti::1.ere J...S as yet no federal 
law • 

.... c illl0ll't also be noteei tHat; some or tne litera
tw.'e or.~. "tl.~.e su.DJec G suggests "tna-t tnere coula be 
some for=s of lcc:.;.lizea weatner modlfica"tiion under 
state or prov1.nclal control, with more extensive 
rnod.ificel.tion operac;ions beinc; under federal control. 
It appears "that while tne potential benefits (ana. 
dangers) of weather modification are recognized, 
the tecnnology in this field may not ye-c be nignly 
enou.c;n developea. tJo say witn assurance uow accu
rately 1Jne effects oi' illOdifica"tion ac-tivities can 
be foreseen ana controlled. 

7. Hecent .lederal Let>isla"tion and uther lleve iopments 
kelated to ~nviro~ent 

Aaa..i tional ini.'ormation on this, inc::.. udi nb 
material on the recent Conference on the Great 
LaK.es Jiliv iro.n.men"t ('l.1oron-co, September 9, 10) will 
be available to tne .t>ri.me dinister in a sup_t)lemen
tal rteference BooK. 
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Constitut~onal Jurisdiction Over Environmental 
Management 

by 

Professor ~ale Gibso~ 

A Summary 

L·.troduction 

The purpose of the paper is to explain how 
the present Constitution divides jurisdiction over 
e:--.v_:;__conmenta~ management between federal and provincia l 
a~tnoLities and to make tentative observations about how 
we:~ the exlsting arrangement equips these authorities 
to do the job that lies ahead. The creation of two 
lists dividing federal and provincial authority is im
possible for five reasons: 

(l} generality of language in t he B.N.A. 
Act has meant that many prob l ems 
fall within both federal and provin
cial competence; 

(2) delegation of funct ions is pos s ible 
in some circumstances; 

(3) interjurisdictional immunity; 

(4) constitutional jurisdiction over 
certain problems varies somewhat 
according to the solutions sought 
to be appli e d to the probl ems; 

(5) Parliament has the same jurisdic tion 
over the northern territories t hat 
the provinces have within their own 
territory. (pp. l-7) 

OwnPrship of Natural Resources 

The provinces are the owners of most Crown 
rights t o land and other natural resources within t heir 
boundaries by v i rtue of section 109 of the B.N.A. Act . 

The property rights of the Crown in the right 
of Canada are: 

( l ) t h e same as t h e provinces, i n the 
northern terricocies a nd its terri 
tor ial waters ; 

( 2 ) ow~ershl~ over cana l s , harbour~ , Sable 
Is~and, r ivers and l ake i mprovements 
a nd land s bet as ide for public pur poses 
by virtue of section 108 of the B.N.A. 
Ac t ; 
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ow~c~Snlp of Indian Reserves, Soldier 
:..,. .C:>tt..leme:~t Lands, National Parks and 
ctr.eL l~nd3 registered in the name of 
~he federal Crown; 

property rights by pu~chase or ex
pro~ciation may be obtained. (pp. 8-9) 

~egal extent oi ownership: includes the right 
to most of the sub-3urfac~ area, ~he alr space reasonably 
,=2?aD~e of occupation, and only certain rights of use to 
~~c w~ter on land and the air above it. (pp. 9-11) 

Legisiative powers, however, are more sig
n~±icant tha~ ow~ership rlghts and it is in this way that 
~r.e role of the feaeral government increases. (pp. ll-12) 

Land Law, Land Distribution and Land Use Control 

~nese are all matters over which the provinces 
nave ~rimary jurlsdictlou within their own boundaries. 

Federal jurlsdiction includes matters such 
as surveyi~g and conducti~g ~tudies of land resources, as 
we~l as such aspects of land law as are incidental to 
s~ecific areas of federal responsibility. (pp. 12-13) 

Mining 

The provinces own their own mines and minerals 
ana have extensive jurisdiction over the mining industry. 

7he federal role is much smaller, but Parliament 
m&y exercise controls through regulation of interprovinc~al 
trade, and expor~s. (pp. 13-14) 

The author suggests that the peace, order and 
goou government clause would justify appropriate federal 
mining legislation. It is on this basis that exclusive 
federal jurisdiction over all aspects of atomic energy, in
cl~ding the mining of uranium and similar substances ha~ 
b~en ~~held. (pp. 14-15) 

~n theory, also, Parliame~t can invest ltself 
Wl tl-". -:._egis lati ve authority over any "work" that i -c chooses 
to u.:~::.:..are to be "for the general advantage of Cdnada." 
(p. 16, Par. l) 

Parliament could also enter the field by 
levying taxes, by conducting research or by using its 
spending power. (pp. l6-l7) 

~...~rr.be:::-ing 

The provinces enjoy all proprietary rights to 
~lm~er resources on their own property. 

Federal ~ur.:..sd~ction lS aoout the same here as 
in -cnc case of mining. (p. 18) 

(a) Jrovincial ownership of Crown land 
implie~ r~ghts over wilalife inhabiting 
-che lane.. 
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~he federal role is restricted to 
~om?i:~ng statistics, providing financial 
ass~stance and legislating with respect 
to 0irds and animals that habitually move 
ln and ou.t of a single province. Inter
national and interprovincial migration 
dre rtlso area~ that could be regulated 
fedcra~ly (federal power coming in part 
£rom jurisdiction to implement an 
"lmpf~rial" Treaty - the l"ligratory Birds 
Conventlon). 

(b) Crown rights to fish are generally owned 
by ~he provinces. They have jurisdiction 
over all the proprietary and marketing 
aspects of fishing withln provincial 
boundaries. 

Agriculture 

Parliament controls the regulatory 
aspects of fishing. Cp. 21) 

Sectio~ 95 of the B.N.A. Act permit both 
federal and provincial legislation concerning agriculture. 

The courts, however, have decided that 
a~ricultural legislation must relate in substance directly 
to the actual growing of crops or raising of llveslock. 

~-and f~eclamulion and Abandonrr,ent 

The provinces clearly have the power to 
operate and control such schemes within their boundaries. 

Parliament may become involved by means of 
its spending power, but beyond that it is not clear. The 
author suggests that the agricultural power coula be 
employed in order to become involved in this field. 
Furthermore, a reclamation project extending beyond pro
vincial boundaries may be regarded as a federal under
taklns oeyond the limit of the province. (pp. 23-25) 

Nealher Forecasting and Weather Modification 

Federal jurisdiction dominates in this area 
by med,.s of the statistics power and by virtue of the fact 
~~a~ atmosphere moisture knows no boundaries. Sources of 
federal jurisdiction may be: 

(l) the peace, order and good government 
clause; 

(2) regulation of operations affecting 
aeronautics ; 

(3) regu~ation o£ operations affecting 
agriculture; 

(4) spending power. (pp. 25-26) 

~: . ·· cr ea-::.ion ana Leisure Ac::i vi ties 

Both l ev eis of ~overnment have extensive 
ci~lhorLty stemming from a w~de variety of sources, but so 
- jr there have been few serious jurisdictional conf lic~s . 
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Sources of provincial authority: 

(1) provincial ownership of natural 
resources; 

(2) jurisdiction over municipal insti
tutions, local and private matters, 
education, licensing and local works 
and undertakings. (p. 27) 

Sources of federal authority: 

(1) ownership of national parks; 

(2) jurisdiction over navigation, fisheries 
and matters incidental to transportation; 

(3) authority in international matters; 

(4) spending and residual powers. (pp. 27-29) 

'.2ransporta tion 

Purely local transportation is generally a 
provincial concern. 

Transportation operations with extra-provin
cial connections come within the federal sphere and the 
courts have held that, once enterprises fall into the 
category of "works and undertakings ••• extending beyond the 
limits of the province'', all aspects of the operation are 
subject to federal control. (p. 30) 

(1) Air transport, navigation and shipping 
and matters incidental thereto fall 
within the legislative competence of 
Parliament. The problem l ies in 
defining the extent to which Parliament 
may concern itself with incidenta l 
matters. (pp. 31-33) 

(2) The criminal law power, the sta t istics 
and spending power, and the power to 
declare selected works to be "for the 
general advantage of Canada" provide 
some scope for federal legislation. 
(pp. 34-35) 

Immunity: Federally controlled transportation 
enterprises operating within a particu l ar province are 
subject to any laws of that province which are not i n c on
sistent with competent federal legislation and do not sig
nificantly affect any essential aspects of t he operation. 
But judicial interpretation has r e sul t ed in t hese enter
?r~ses acquiring extensive immunity i n thi s fi eld. (pp . 35 -
36) 

Elec t r i c Power 

Juri s di c tion in this f ie l d i s ch ief ly pr o
v i ncia l. Howev e r, inte rprov i ncial l i n k s are becoming i n
c r easingly common and thi s may s ubject power systems to 
fed e ral legislation. (pp. 36 - 37) 

Xul tipl e Use Wate r Manageme n t 

In thi s fi e ld many matters are functionally 
~n c2rdependent but al s o s ubjec t to divided j uri s di c tion. 
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The author suggests that watershed agencies providing 
for all aspec~s of water use are necessary and consti
tu~ionally feasible. (p. 38) 

Housing and Urban Planning 

Constitutional authority in this area is 
primarily in the hands of the provincial governments; 
however, the author points out two gaps or weaknesses: 

(a) provincial authority is over only 
purely local transportation faci
lities; 

(b) the federal government is immune 
from provincial zonjng l aws with 
respect to its own property. 
(pp. 38-39) 

The author then suggests that it may be 
possible for the federal government to acquire enough 
property within a province to create a new community and 
then seek to exercise complete legislative control over 
it. (pp. 39-40) 

He suggests several ways in whi ch Parliament 
may become involved in this area: 

(a) us e of the federal spend i ng and 
s t atistics powe r s ; 

(b) jurisdiction over Indians and reserves 
enables it to provide for I ndian 
hous ing; 

(c) jurisdiction over defen ce enab l es it 
to l e gislate concerning fallout 
shelters, air-raid sirens and ev a cuation 
routes from urban centers ; 

(d) The agriculture power may enable i t to 
legislate concerning farm home s . 
(pp. 40-41) 

Noise Abatement 

Although primarily a prov i n c i a l res pons i bility, 
t h e f edera l government may legislat e to restrict noi s e c aused 
by e nterpri s es otherwise subject to federal supervision. 
I t could also employ the import power, and the s pen ding and 
s t atis t ics powers in particular circumstances. ( p . 41) 

Visual Pollution 

The on ly form of visual pollution that seems 
to c aise const i tution al problems significant l y differe nt 
from t h ose of urban planning ge n erally is that caused by 
aesth etical ly offensiv e ou tdoor adv ertising . I n this 
area , the provinces h av e the basic authority, and federal 
j urisdiction is limited to advertising i n conn ection wi t h 
activities oth erwise under federal control . (p. 42 ) 

Resou rce Pol lution 

Although t he provinces are capable of enacting 
a wide vari ety of pollution contr ol me a sures , there are 
three rest rict i ons on their powers : 
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(l) activities and enterprises under 
federal control are partia l ly immune 
from provincial regulation; 

(2) the inability to make laws with extra
provincial effects; 

(3) many powers are of an overlapping 
nature and subject to being displaced 
by inconsistent federal legislation. 
(pp. 44-45) 

Sources of federal authority are: 

(l) criminal law power; 

(2) peace, order and good government power; 

(3) agriculture power; 

(4) seacoast and inland fisheries power; 

(5) navigation and shipping power; 

(6) regulation of imports; 

(7) treaty power; 

(8) regulation of property owned by the 
federal government including national 
parks; 

(9) spending power; 

(10) statistics power. (pp. 45-46) 

Possible restrictions on the criminal law 

(l) may only apply to pollution that 
constitutes a danger to public health; 

(2) it may include only the power of 
prohibition, not the power of employ
ing more sophisticated methods of 
regulation. (pp. 47-50) 

The author believes that the peace, order 
and good government clause provides a basis for consider
able federal government action to abate pollution. 

(l) pollution crossing national boundaries 
must fall within this category both 
because of the international ramifi
cations and bec ause such problems are 
simply beyond provincial competence; 

(2) it could clearly be used if an emer
gency situation arose; 

(3) or, before the crisis stage was reached, 
pollution may be considered a national 
problem calling for a uniform type of 
regulation that provincial legislatures 
are unable to provide. (pp. 51-53) 
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Conclusion 

The author prefers a system in which local 
matters are dealt with locally, and national matters are 
dealt with nationally, with large areas of jurisdictional 
overlap in which either government may act in the absence 
of legislation by the other. 

He cites the fact of federal immunity as 
the least satisfactory feature of the present constitu
tional arrangement. A further impediment is the fact 
that municipal governments have no sovereign powers under 
the present constitution. 

Finally, more certainty, coupled with a 
high degree of flexibility must be achieved in order that 
all levels of government may cope with future developments 
in the field of environmental management. 
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A Summary of lhe areas of constitutional uncertainty 
suggested by Professor Dale Gibson in his paper, "Con

stltutional Jurlsdiction over Environmental Management 
in Canada" 

L. Ownershlp of nat~£al resources 

The legal rights of a surface owner to 
~uDsurface areas, water and the space above land have 
not been precisely defined. Water and air are not 
capable of being owned so the only legal rights to them 
are r~gnts of use. (p. 10) 

2. Mining 

"WheL.her there can be any proprietary 
rights, for constitutional or inter
national purposes, in the space above 
L.he area of effective occupation is an 
unresolved question." (p. 11, par. l) 

AlL.hough section 109 of the B.N.A. Act 
expressly recognizes provincial ownership of mines and 
minerals it may be possible for Parliament to rely on 
the "peace, order and good government" clause in the 
3.N.A. AcL. to enact legislation in this area. The 
author suggests that the concept would justify federal 
mining legislation on problems of unique, national sig
nificance which cannot be dealt with appropriately at 
L.he provincial level. The full extent of the clause is 
a matter of considerable dispute because of past judicial 
interpretation of it. 

Parliament could also impose controls on 
the mining industry by declaring a "work" to be for the 
general advantage of Canada, by levying taxes, regulating 
exports, or by using its spending power. 

3. Lumbering 

The range of federal jurisdiction is about 
the same here as in the case of mining. Possibly some 
f orms of "tree farmingr' would be regarded as falling 
within the federal "agriculture" power. ( p. 18) 

4 . WllGl i fe and fish 

2ar l iament h as some power to make laws impl e
m~~ L.~0g trea t i es betwee n Canada an d other countr ies con
et::L:,~ng th2 international migra t ion of wildlife . However, 
~~ere lS uncertai nty concerning the treaty power now ~hat 

C~na8~ ~v ~anger e n t ers Lreaties as p ar t of the British 
~mp~re . (pp . 19- 20 ) 

'fhe 11 peace , order and good governmentrr clause 
ma y be used to regulate migration between provinces. (p. 20 ) 
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Although judicial interpretation has tended 
~o restrict the scope of jurisdiction under section 95 
of the B.N.A. Act, both federal and provincial authorities 
nave considerable jurisdiction over the management of 
agricultural lands. (p. 22) 

6. Land Reclamation and Abandonment 

There is some uncertainty as to whether 
?c~:~~ment can institute and regulate unilaterally a 
p=0Ject designed to reclaim land for agricultural pur
poses or a reclamation project incapable of being accom
p:~shed by one province because of its interprovincial 
ramifications. (p. 24) 

It is arguable that the federal agriculture 
power would also justify legislation for the abandonment 
of marginal agricultural land. (pp. 24-25) 

7. Recreation and leisure activities 

Both levels of government have extensive 
authority in this field. The question then, is what 
scope will be given to the existing powers. For example: · 
Will Parliament have authority over the development of 
picnic and camping areas along the Trans-Canada highway 
as an adjunct to its jurisdiction over interprovincial 
tcansportation? (pp. 27-29) 

The spending and residual powers may allow 
Parliament to operate in the recreational field. 

8. Transportation 

The scope of federal jurisdiction in this 
area ~s expanding as transportation networks become in
c=easingly complex and as extraprovincial links multiply. 
It is uncertain what incidental matters will fall within 
the legislative competence of Parliament. For example: 

(a) What is necessarily incidental to 
aeronautics? (p. 31) 

(b) To what extent may Parliament concern 
itself with matters that do not in
volve navigation directly? (p. 33) 

The author also poses the question of whether 
the trend of judicial decisions providing the federal govern
ment with immunity from provincial laws in the field of 
transportation is justified and whether it will continue. 
(pp. 35-36) 

~- Slectric power 

The inc reasing practice of most important 
provincial power systems to form links with power s ystems 
ln other provinces or in the United States may have t he 
effect of placing the enterprises within federal jurisdiction 
as ex traprovincial works or under tak ings . (p. 36 ) 

The bases for provincial federal jurisdiction 
in t nls field are similar to those discussed under ntrans
port atlon". (p. 37, par. 2) 
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~0. Multiple use water management 

Constitutional division of responsibilities 
_._(, tl!i~J field is highly confusing because many matter ::> 
are i~nctiona~ly interdependent. The author suggests 
thot a system of agencies could be established, either 
cooperatively with delegation of the necessary powers 
or unilaterally by the federal government under the peace, 
ceder and good government power. (pp. 37-38) 

ll. Housing and urban planning 

This is primarily an area of provincial 
responsibility; however, could the power of Parliament to 
exercise exclusive control over its own property make it 
possible for the federal government to acquire enough 
property in a province to create a new community? (pp. 39-40) 

12. Visual pollution 

The constitutional aspects in this area are 
generally similar to those discussed under "housing". 
Outdoor advertising does raise some constitutional problems. 
For example, would the advertising of commercial enterprises 
under federal control, as well as advertising essential to 
federal undertakings, be protected from provincial laws? 
(p. 42) 

The author also suggests the possibility of 
having advertising restraints delcared ultra vires if 
Canada were to adopt a constitutional Bill of Rights. 
(p. 43) 

13. Resource Pollution 

The author's opinion is that the federal 
government has the constitutional authority to assume a 
major role in pollution abatement if it chooses to do so. 
Very little has been written, although it is generally 
agreed that both governments have numerous significant 
powers to deal with pollution. (pp. 43-47) 

The criminal law power enables Parliament to 
impose criminal sanctions for every type of pollution but 
the limits of this power have not been well defined. Two 
possible restrictions on the power have been suggested: 

(l) that it might only apply to pollution 
that constitutes a danger to public 
health; 

(2) that criminal law jurisdiction includes 
only the power of prohibition. (pp. 47-50) 

The peac e, order and good government clause 
~ay give Parliament wide scope in the field of resource 
pollution. The author suggests that recent interpretation 
of this clause makes it reasonably likely that a subject 
matter of legislation having national significance and 
whlch cannot be dealt with appropriately at the provincial 
level, may be regarded as within federal jurisdiction. 
Therefore pollution crossing national or provincial boun
daries may fall with the legislative competence of Parliament. 
(pp. 50-54) 
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September 9th, 1970. 

Some Possible Techniques for the Distribution 

of Powers over Pollution in a Revised Constitution 

.t. The Problems - The nature of environmen-tal manage
ment problems is such a~ to suggest two needs for the 
constitution: means for coordination of policies 
and actions of two or more governments, ~nd flexibility. 

(a) Means for Coordination - requ1red in varying 
degrees in the many situations where two or 
more levels of government, or two or more 
governments at the same level, have an interest 
in the same matter affecting the environment -
e.g., location of a harbour or an airport, 
sewage discharge into an international river, 
or pollution control on a boundary water 
between two provinces. 

(b) Flexibility - required because of the probability 
of change, in nature and scale of environmental 
problems, and the technology that may create or 
cure them. For example, it may be found that the 
various air emissions of a local but large-scale 
smelter are being spread nationally and inter
nationally by prevailing air currents (suggesting 
federal intervention in local production). On 
the other hand, technology may produce an in
expensive home water-purifier by which a house
holder may use even polluted international waters 
(suggesting a provincial intervention where 
formerly Parliament might have attacked the source 
of pollution). 

2. Possible Constitutional Options 

{a) The Form of the Grant of Necessary Powers -
Powers such as criminal law, trade and commerce, 
interprovincial works and undertakings, agri
culture, statistics, patents, federal and provin
cial proprietary rights, property and civil rights, 
municipal institutions, etc., make possible a 
variety of federal and provincial strategies for 
environmental management. Presumably these could 
virtually all be retained. 

Dut a further question arises as to VThether, 
a~:.surninCJ new powers are required, these should be 
provided through enlargement of existing pO'dcrs, 
or through new powers specifically related to 
environmental management. An example of enlarged 
existing powers would be a criminal law power 
which would permit a system of regulation of dump
inr; of pollutants in waters in addition to pro
hibitions and penalties; or a trade and commerce 
power which would include interprovincial movement 
of water. An example of a ne•v power would be a 
concurrent federal jurisdiction over water pollution. 
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'l'he provi:~ ion of new powers related 
directly to environmental manQgcment might have 
the advantage of flexibility and qrowth, 
permitting judici~l development of a power to 
~cet the special ~urpose indicated by the 
con~titution - as contrasted to a reluctant 
"stretching" of <1 power such as "trade and 
comm.erce", originally designed for other purposes. 

(b) Exclusive vs. Concurrent Powers - Exclusive 
powers over particular matters should be given 
where one level of government has a vital 
interest and the other has only a marginal 
interest. Concurrent powers can be given where 
each has a more or less equal interest, neither 
of \lklich is vital. Exclusivity inhibits both 
coordin~tion and flexibility. 

(c) Concurrency of Powers - This device would help 
to meet both the need for means for coordination 
of action and policies of governments, of two 
or more different levels, and of flexibility. 

With respect to coordination, the 
existence of concurrent federal and provincial 
powers gives each a "leverage" which normally 
should ensure consultation and probably agree
ment before either takes any major steps. 

Flexibility exists because either level 
may act as circumstances (physical, technological, 
financial, or political) require or permit. 

Concurrency might take various forms: 
conventional concurrency, with either federal or 
provincial paramountcy, concurrency with divided 
paramountcy, concurrency without paramountcy, or 
"conditional concurrency". The latter might be 
more acceptable to the provinces. Instead of 
giving a federal concurrent power exercisable in 
all circumstances (as in ordinary concurrency), 
"conditional concurrency" would involve a federal 
power which would be exercisable only under 
certain circumstances- e.g., if the provinces 
were unable or unwilling to deal effectively 
with a pollution problem causing interprovincial 
damage (not unlike the kind of statutory limita
tion imposed on the unilateral exercise of 
federal power over "interjurisdictional" wu.ters 
in the Canada Water Act). The Constitution of 
the Federal German Republic has such a provision 
for a concurrent fed eral power ove r certain 
matters . Su c h p owe r s a r e exercisable where 

"1. a m2. tter canno t b e e ff e ctive ly d.ealt 
wi t h by t he legisl<J.t ion o f i ndiv i dual 
Lae nder, o r 

2. d ealing wi t h a matter by Land law 
might p r ej udice the inte r es t s o f other 
Laender or of the entire c ommunity, 
or 
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3. the maintenance of legal or economic 
un~ty, especially the maintenance of 
uniformity of living conditions beyond 
the territory of a Land, necessitates 
it. 11 

(d) Machinery for Intergovernmental Cooperation 

The following devices would all contribute 
to coordination of policies anci actions of govern
ments and to flexibility {by overcoming juris
dictional limits through joint action). 

{i) Federal-provincial separation of powers -
e.g., legislative power in Parliament, 
administrative power in the provinces. 
(~ot unlike the de facto position vis-a-vis 
the criminal law.} 

(ii) Delegation- adminlstrative or legislative. 

(iii) Intergovernmental agreements - of use either 
for 11 vertical" cooperation {federal-p~ovincial
municipal) or "horizontal" cooperation 
(provincial-provincial}. But there are 

(iv) 

many constitutional and legal problems about 
such agreements such as 

are they legally enforceable and, if 
so, in what courts? 

what law governs their interpretation? 

do sovereign immunities apply between 
the parties to these agreements·: 

Joint agencies - a possible outgrowth of 
(ii) or (iii}. Constitutional, legal, and 
political problems arise here such as 

what ministers are responsible for 
particular acts of these agencies? 

what legal status has, e.g., an agency 
incorporated for provincial objects in 
carrying out a federal scheme or regula
tion? 

(e) Intergovernmental Regulation: Immunity vs. 
Controlability 

At the moment the federal government is 
probably not subject to provincial or municipal 
l a w e xcept to the exten t that ~ederal l a w permits 
( e xpressly or implicitly). Priva t e enterprise~ 
under federal jurisdiction are subject to some 
unce r tain degree t o a general and non-discr imina tory 
provincial or loca l law, perha_?s to the e x ·ten t t~1a t 
it does not impair the ir essentia l operation s or 
functions. 

Provincial qovernment ~ are immune from 
municipal l.:.1.ws except t o the extent provincial 
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law otherwise prov Hl.es. They are subject to 
gencr0l fcacral laws to an undetermined extent, 
but clearly more th~n the federal government 
is subject to provincial laHs. Private enter
prises under provincial jurisdiction enjoy no 
particular immunity from otherwise valid federal 
law. 

Some provinces will probably raise 
questions about immunity of federal government 
activities such tic~ federal building construction, 
location of harbours and airports, etc.; or 
about immunity of federally-controlled enterprises 
such as railways, airlines, etc. 

Abandonment of some i~munities might be 
feasible, at least to the extent that they do not 
involve a vital federal interest. (For example, 
location of pipelines may be a vital federal 
interest, but is the location of branches of banks? 
The location of federal election notices may be 
vital, but is the location of Air Canada travel 
posters?} This \-lOUld require careful examination: 
abandonment without any qualification could 
frustrate the exercise of much federal jurisdiction, 
but a qualified limitation might be feasible. 
Some possible positions on federal lmmunitics might 
thus be: 

( i) Complete imm.uni ty of the federal gove::n
ment and its agencies, except where other
Hise provided by statute; subjection of 
federally-controlled private enterprises 
to general provincial laws not interfering 
with their vital operations. (This would 
be essentially the status quo, but if 
specified in the constitution would clarify 
the situation.) While this extent of 
federal immunities may in some instances 
be anomalous, it does ensure that the 
interests of the federal government are 
adequately recognized in local planning 
decisions, etc. It does not, however, 
en3ure provincial or local priorities 1n 
local planning. "Coordination" thus 
could be somewhat one-sided. 

(ii) Subjection of the federal government to 
general provincial laws which do not inter
fere with vital operations (e.g., to local 
building by-laws in construction of federal 
buildings). 

{ i i i ) Subje ct1on of federall y- controlle d 
enterprises to all general provincial 
laws, even those 1nterfering with vital 
functions {e.g., municipal zoning which 
would regulate location of an inter
provincial pipeline). 

If the argument can be made for limiting 
federal immunities in favour of provincial laws, 
however, it can equally be mndc for limitln£ 
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provincial jurisdiction in favour of, e.g., 
urban community planning by-laws fixing the 
location of highways. If local preferences are 
to prevail, for example, over non-essential 
federal activities, why not over non-essential 
provincial activities? This would imply at 
least .some degree of urban "sovereignty"- a 
recognition of urban powers not revocable by 
provincial law. 


